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Date:  January 22, 2013 

To: West Linn City Council 

From: Zach Pelz, Associate Planner 

Subject: AP-12-02 and AP-12-03 – Additional testimony received by January 22, 2013 
 

Attached is the most recent testimony received prior to the January 22, 2013, 10 am deadline for 
written testimony, regarding the Lake Oswego-Tigard Water Partnership appeal. 
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Brillt NDrtftwest PrDpertles
19363 Willamette Driv"e#lOs

West Linn, Oregon 97068

Office 503 636 9000
Fax 503 387 3082

January 21, 2013

Dear Councilor Carson:

The City Council and the City of West Linn are at a key cross road for its future.

You can listen to the majority of your citizens, the seven neighborhood
associations and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43 and support the
City Planning Commission's unanimous rejections of the LOT conditional use
requests because they failed to satisfy the CDC requirements as stated in their
decisions attached hereto, and then present to your constituents a long term plan
for the improvement of our water system that the citizens can support.

Or you can go against the will of the entire City Planning Commission, the CDC
requirements, a majority of your constituents, seven neighborhood associations
and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43 and attempt to relinquish
valuable West Linn rights and, in the process, harm many of your constituents.

Creating an intelligent and comprehensive plan that permanently solves our
water problems would be visionary and gain you the respect and support of all
of your constituents.

Ignoring the will of a majority of the citizens, the unanimous vote of the City
Planning Commission, the CDC requirements, the seven neighborhood
associations and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43, while harming
many of your constituents, would bring the City Council disdain, and guarantee
substantial future opposition from your citizens and neighbors; and, as a result,
future bond issues will never be supported by a majority of the citizens because
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the City Council will never be able to regain the trust and support of its
constituents.

We urge you to please not follow the advice of some of the members of the City's
staff, some who do not even live in West Linn, and some who have different
vested interests than your constituents, as you were elected by the citizens of
West Linn, and not elected by the city's paid staff, or by the citizens of Lake
Oswego or Tigard.

We urge you to please not allow protracted litigation and public dispute to ensue
causing this fight to continue for years to come as it will create great indefinite,
long term and irreconcilable divisions for the entire city.

We want visionary City Councilors and a visionary City Council that will develop
long term meaningful solutions for West Linn.

I urge you to please not disappoint your constituents and sustain the unanimous
decisions of the City Planning Commission.

William J. More
Robinwood Shopping Center

P. S. If the City Council created an intelligent, comprehensive, long term plan that
solved our water problems, I and others would personally commit to rally
businesses and most of our residents around that proposal, and any other future
meaningful City Council proposals.

cc: City Council file regarding the appeal re: CUP-12-02/DR-12-04 and CUP-12
04/DR-12-14/Misc-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01

Ene: West Linn Planning Commission/Final Decision Notice
CUP-12-04/DR-12-14/MISC-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01
West Linn Planning Commission/Final Decision Notice
CUP-12-02/DR-12-04
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FINAL DECISION NonCE

CUP-12-02/DR-12-04
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CITY OF WEST LINN
L.'!l~[·B:u;;M~5:~m1fpJdlpoSAL FOR A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT AND CLASS

II DESIGN REVIEW FOR THE PROPOSED EXPANSION OF THE CITY OF LAKE
OSWEGO WATER TREATMENT PLANT AT 4260 KENTHORPE WAY

On April 18, 2012 the West Linn Planning Commission conducted a duly noticed public
hearing to consider the request by the Lake Oswego-Tigard Water Partnership
(Partnership) to expand an existing water treatment plant at 4260 Kenthorpe Way. The
applicable review criteria for the CondItional Useand Class II Design Review standards are
found in the West Linn Community Development Code (CDC). The approval criteria for
Conditional Uses are located in Chapter 60 of the CDC. The approval criteria for Design
Review are found in Chapter 55 of the CDC. The hearing was conducted pursuantto the
provisions of CDC Chapter 99.

The hearing was continued to April 25 and again to May 2. On May 16, 2012 the applicant
submitted a written request to suspend the applications for the expansion of the water
treatment plant to allow additional work in several areas of concern identified during the
public hearing, and to allow procedural consolidation of these applications with a planned
additional related application for a pipeline to serve the expanded treatment plant The
Commission granted this request and suspended the hearing on May 16, 2012.

On October 17, 18 and 25, 2012, the Planning Commission reconvened and conducted a
duly noticed public hearing. The Commission record consists of all materials from the
previous hearings together with the record of the reconvened hearing.

The hearing commenced with a staff report presented by Zach Pelz, Associate Planner.
Dennis Koellermeier, Ed Sullivan, Jon Holland, Carrie Richter and other representatives
from the Partnership presented for the applicant. The Commission then opened the
hearing to the public, heard a significant amount of testimony and received written
argument and evidence. A member of the public requested that the record be left open
pursuant to ORS 197.763(6)(b) based on new evidence submitted at the continued hearing.
The Commission granted this request, leaving the record open for seven days for all parties
to respond to the new evidence. The applicant waived the additional seven day open
record period provided by ORS 197.763(6)(e).

When the Commission reconvened the hearing on November 1, 2012, the applicant
responded with rebuttal, followed by questions from the Planning Commission for City
staff. The hearing was then closed, and the Planning Commission deliberated to a decision.

Following deliberations, a motion was made, seconded, and unanimously passed to deny
the application on the following grounds:
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Finding 1: The Planning Commission finds that the applicant failed to satisfy CDC
60.070(A)(3) - "The granting ofthe proposal will provide for a facility that is consistent with
the overall needs ofthe community. JJ In reaching this decision, the Planning Commission
determines that the language of this criterion is ambiguous, and requires interpretation. As
such, the Planning Commission makes the following interpretations and findings:

A. The term "community" refers to the community to which the Comprehensive Plan
and CDC apply, which is limited to the City ofWest Linn. It does not mean the larger
region. A"facility that is consistent with the overall needs of the community" is one
that is designed and sized to serve the needs of the residents and land uses in the
city. Although the water treatment plant both as it currently functions and as
propose~ currently does and could continue to provide a supply of water to West
Linn in the event of an emergency through an existing intertie with the West Linn
water system, its primary purpose is to serve residents in Lake Oswego and Tigard,
and therefore is inconsistent with the intent to meet the overall needs ofWest Linn

J

residents. There is no guarantee that the expanded treatment plant would provide
water to West Linn for any given period of:time or by making water available on an
emergency or backup basis. Specifically, in conclusion, the scale of the proposal is
regional in nature and therefore violates the intent that facilities in West Linn have
the primary purpose and be of a scale to serve the community ofWest Linn.

I

B. The Commission interprets the term "overall needs" as used in this criterion to
mean that the facility must provide a benefit to the community for the duration of
that facility's existence in the community and commensurate with the impacts of the
proposed facility. As discussed above, there is no demonstration that a need for
water will be met by the expanded facility and yet it was abundantly clear from
overwhelming public testimony that the proposal will have significant short term
and long term impacts on the immediate neighborhood. Although the term "benefit"
does not appear in this criterion, the term "overall needs" can be interpreted to
include an enhancement to the community that offsets any impacts the proposed
development creates, resulting in a net benefit In addition, the applicant presented
a portion of its application using the term "benefits" to demonstrate compliance
with this criterion. Public testimony also relied on the term. Similarly, the
Robinwood N~ighborhood Plan, referenced in the Staff Report as part of Finding No.
10 in discussing compliance of the application with CDC 60.070(A)(7) uses the term
"benefit" The Planning Commission finds that it is reasonable to include the
concept of "benefit" as articulated here and in the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan as
addressing the "overall needs of the community" criterion given the significant
impacts of the project on the Robinwood Neighborhood.

C. The applicant's offer to potentially provide 4 million gallons per day (mgd) as an
emergency water supply (as expressed in a proposed inter-governmental
agreement (IGA) signed by the Cities of Lake Oswego and Tigard) to the City ofWest
Linn until the year 2041, amounted to, at most, a temporary benefit to the City of
West Linn and could therefore not be characterized as providing a facility that
meets the overall needs of the community. Further, the offered IGA indicates that
the Partnership can provide and will endeavor to provide 4 mgd of emergency
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water to West Linn; this provides no certainty that water will be available in the
event of an emergency, consequently it does not satisfy a need, and as such a
community need per 60.070(A)(3) was not satisfied.

D. To determine if a need is met, one cannot evaluate the end result independent of the
means to achieve that result. Potential benefits provided by the facility in terms of
emergency water supply, must exceed the impacts/costs borne by residents,
business operators and those relying on Highway 43 dUring the construction period
which as noted above constitute a portion of the "community" identified in this
criterion. West Linn residents and business owners testifying at the hearing
indicated that the construction of the proposed project over the course of 32
months, entailing 86 truck trips per day on what is now a low volume (Mapleton
Drive currently experiences 350 average trips per day) residential street without
sidewalks, would generate noise, cause disruption, diminish the livability of the
area, pose a safety risk for children walking through a construction zone to reach
the school bus, and potentially slow emergency response times, thus jeopardizing
public safety and potentially diminishing the ability to sell a dwelling along the
affected streets and likely impeding property owners' ability sell their property if
necessary as well as depressing property values. Further, business owners testified
that impacts during the construction would be detrimental to their businesses. In
the event the proposed project caused businesses along Highway 43 to close or
relocate the impact could last until vacant storefro.nts are filled.

The temporary construction impacts, as well as the ongoing risks associated with
the storage and transmission of 38 mgd ofwater in a seismically hazardous area of
the City outweighed the temporary benefits that would accrue to West Linn
residents with the approval of the facility

Moreover, the Partnership's offer to self insure by providing a $1.5 million risk
management fund, in addition to the Partnership's municipal insurance coverage, in
the event of damage to property due to a failure in the proposed project the amount
was inadequate to cover the potential significant property loss to surrounding
homes in the event of a large failure, the 10 year duration is too limited and, absent
a third party administering the fund, there is no certainty that the applicant would

.. pay legitimate claims.

E. Finally, the Commission finds that the term "community need" should be
interpreted by taking into consideration the sentiment of citizen participants
engaged in the pending quasi-judicial land use hearing. Despite the
recommendation in the adopted 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, to
improve the supply reliability of the West Linn-Lake Oswego emergency water
intertie, "community need" as set forth in CDC 60.070(A)(3) the Commission
concludes this criterion is not satisfied both based on the analysis above, and
because of the significant opposition to the Partnership's proposal expressed by
residents and local business owners throughout the hearing process.

Finding 2: The Planning Commission finds that the application is not consistent with CDC
Section 60.070(A)(2) - "The characteristics ofthe site are suitable for the proposed use
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considerinB size} shape} location} topoBraphy} and natural features." The Planning
Commission disagrees with the Partnership's testimony regarding the suitability of the
Water Treatment Plant site given the potential for seismically induced liquefaction and
lateral spreading of soils in this area as well as the potential for slope failure north and east
of the plant The Planning Commission referred to a deep-seated pre-historic landslide,
illustrated on plate 2A (p. 30/50) of the June 20, 2012, Kleinfelder report in Section 8, of
the Partnership's submittal materials for the Raw- and Finished-water pipeline, north and
east of the Water Treatment Plant site, as evidence that the area is subject to liquefaction
and lateral movement. In addition, the Planning Commission concluded that the presence
of this pre-historic deep-seated landslide demonstrates that a buttress of more
consolidated and stable soils is not present to the east of the Water Treatment Plant site
and Raw- and Finished-water pipeline alignment contrary to information presented by the
Partnership attesting this buttress was present Additionally, the Planning Commission is
not convinced by evidence supplied by the Partnership to the contrary, that the proposed
design of these facilities would enable them to withstand a magnitude 9.0 Cascadia
Subduction Zone seismic event in this area.

In addition, given the significant impacts of the project as discussed above under Finding I,
and the aesthetic impacts discussed below under Finding 4, although the existing plant has
been a good neighbor, the site is not suitable to accommodate the proposed expansion.

Finding 3: The Planning Commis·sion finds that the Partnership's proposal is not consistent
with CDC Section 60.070(A)(7) ("The use will comply with the applicable policies ofthe
comprehensive plan) and the West Linn Comprehensive Plan based upon the follOWing
findings:

A. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with Goal 2, Section I, Policy 8 of the
Comprehensive Plan, which states "Protect residentially zoned areasfrom the
negative impacts ofcommercial, civic, and mixed-use developmen~ and other
potentially incompatible land uses." The overwhelming testimony from affected
nearby and neighboring property owners was consistent in describing that both the
temporary 32-month construction period and the permanent scale and operational
requirements of the proposed expansion would not be compatible with the
surrounding residentially zoned neighborhood, which is comprised of established
single family residences. Although the existing plant was uniformly described as a
"good neighbor" the new building would be significantly larger, more industrial in
appearance and would have exterior lighting that would be more invasive than the
current plant Based on the Applicant's revised site plan, the buffering and setbacks
are not sufficient to adequately protect the neighborhood from the dominant
appearance of the project. Significantly more chemicals must be brought to the site
to treat the greatly increased water being processed, and such chemicals are
potentially hazardous putting nearby residents at increased risk. As discussed
above, the Planning Commission also finds that the greatly increased size ofthe
proposed plant presents a greater risk of significant property damage to the homes
that could be impacted by a major earthquake and/or landslide event. In all of these
respects, the Commission finds that the proposal is not consistent with the Policy's
clear requirement that residentially zoned areas be protected from such intrusions.

4
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B. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with the February 5, 2003, West Linn City
Council Goal number 9 (contained on p. 2/117 of the Comprehensive Plan) to,
1I0ppose urbanization ofthe Stafford Triangle and pursue policies that would
permanently retain that area as a rural buffer between West Linn and neighboring
communities." The Planning Commission finds that the Council goals are
incorporated into and were adopted and acknowledged as part ofthe West Linn
Comprehensive Plan. Although titled "goals" and not policies, the Commission finds
that these Council goals are the adopted policy objectives of the elected governing
body ofthe City, and must be applied in the context of this review. The Planning
Commission finds that, despite assertions that policies contained in the Lake
Oswego Comprehensive Plan oppose development of the Stafford Triangle, the
inclusion of portions of the Stafford Triangle in the Partnership's initial feasibility

-analysis (which allocated apprOXimately 2 mgd of future water to the area)
demonstrates that the project could facilitate development of the Stafford Triangle
contrary to the West Linn Comprehensive Plan.

e. The Partnership's proposal also fails to satisfy the following additional West Linn
City Council Goals dated February 5,2003 (contained on page 2/117 of the West
Linn Comprehensive Plan) Goal 1: Maintain and protect West Linn's quality oflife
and livability. See Finding l(C). The Partnership's proposal fails to protect residents'
quality oflife and livability by closing Mapleton Drive to through traffic between 7am
and 7pm and by creating a potentially hazardous situation for pedestrians travelling
through the construction work zone on Mapleton Drive. In addition. 86 new
construction-related trips on Mapleton Drive would add delay and potential safety risks
for residents in this area and therefore jeopardize their quality oflife and livability;

Goal 2: Actively support and encourage West Linn's neighborhood associations and
promote citizen involvement in civic life. Establish and maintain policies thatgive
neighborhoods real control over theirfuture;

Goal 6: Promote land use policies, both locally and regionally, that are based on the
concepts ofsustainability, carrying capacity, and environmental quality;and

Goal 11: Assert through both planning and policy that compatibility with existing
development should be a primarygoal in West Linn's land use process.

Finding 4: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal fails to satisfy
CDC Section 60.070(A) (1) - The site size and dimensions provide, aJ adequate area for the
needs ofthe proposed use; and, b) adequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate
any possible adverse effectfrom the use on surrounding properties and uses - in that the
Partnership's proposal creates safety concerns for children walking along Mapleton Drive
to and from school during the estimated 32 month construction period for the proposed
project

The proposal constitutes a replacement of an existing plant with what is essentially a new,
much larger plant. The subject site in a residential area is not adequate for the large
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replacement plant because of the disruption to the neighborhood during the proposed 32
month construction period.

As noted above under Finding 3, the failure of the proposed project to meet the
Comprehensive Plan Policy requiring the protection of residential areas from incompatible
uses is not met, further demonstrating that the proposal does not contain adequate area for
an industrial building of the size and scale proposed here.

This decision will become effective 14 days from the date of mailing of this final decision as
identified below. Those parties with standing (i.e., those individuals who submitted letters
into the record, or provided oral or written testimony during the course of the hearings, or
signed in on an attendance sheet or testimony form at either of the hearings, or who have
contacted City Planning staff and made their identities known to staff) may appeal this
decision to the West Linn City Council within 14 days of the mailing ofthis decision
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 99 of the Community Development Code. Such
appeals would require a fee of $400 and a completed appeal application form together with
the specific grounds for appeal to the Planning Director prior to the appeal-filing deadline.

MICHAEL BABBITT CHAIR
WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

DATE

Mailed thisc:{7ttday of 7J 6]/..lrrL6.f..¥ ,2012.

Therefore, this decision becomes effective at 5 p.m., De.~e-nt-1Jt.r Jj ,2012.
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· N THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSAL FOR A CONDITIONAL USE, ClASS II DESIGN
REVIEW, CLASS II PARKS DESIGN REVIEW, FLOOD MANAGEMENT AREA, WATER

RESOURCES AREA AND WILLAMETTE RIVER GREENWAY PERMIT FOR THE
PROPOSED INSTALLATION OF A WATER TRANSMISSION LINE FROM THE CITY

LIMITS UNDER THE WILLAMETTE RIVER, THROUGH MARY S. YOUNG STATE PARK
TO THE CITY'S NORTHERN BOUNDARY BORDERING THE CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO

VIA MAPLETON DRIVE AND HIGHWAY 43

On October 17,18 and 25, and November 1, 2012 the West Linn Planning Commission
conducted a duly noticed public hearing to consider the request by the Lake Oswego-Tigard
Water Partnership (Partnership) to install a water transmission line through the City of
West Linn. The applicable review criteria for the Conditional Use, Class II Design Review,
Class II Parks Design Review, Flood Management Area, Water Resources Area and
Willamette River Greenway standards are found in the West Linn Community Development
Code (CDC). The approval criteria for Conditional Uses are located in Chapter 60 of the
CDC. The approval criteria for Design Review are found in Chapter 55 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Parks Design Review are found in Chapter 56 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Flood Management Areas are found in Chapter 27 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Water Resource Areas are found in CDC Chapter 32. The approval
criteria for the Willamette River Greenway are found in CDC Chapter 28. The hearing was
conducted pursuant to the provisions of CDC Chapter 99.

On May 16, 2012 the applicant submitted a written request to suspend a related
application for the expansion of a water treatment plant to allow additional work in several
areas of concern identified during the public hearing, and to allow the water treatment
plant application to be considered concurrently with the application for a pipeline to serve
the expanded treatment plant. The Commission granted this request and suspended the
hearing on May 16, 2012.

On October 17,18 and 25, and November 1, 2012 the Planning Commission reconvened
and conducted a duly noticed public hearing to consider both this application and the
related application for the expanded water treatment plant The Commission record
consists of all materials from the previous hearings together with the record of the
reconvened hearing.

The hearing commenced with a staff report presented by Zach Pelz, Associate Planner.
Dennis Koellermeier, Ed Sullivan, Jon Holland, Carrie Richter and other representatives
from the Partnership presented for the applicant. The Commission then opened the
hearing to the public, heard a significant amount of testimony and received written
argument and evidence. A member of the public requested that the record be left open

1
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pursuant to DRS 197.763(6)(b) based on new evidence submitted at the continued hearing.
The Commission granted this request, leaving the record open for seven days for all parties
to respond to the new evidence. The applicant waived the additional seven day open
record period provided by ORS 197.763(6)(e).

When the Commission reconvened the hearing on November 1, 2012, the applicant
responded with rebuttal, followed by questions from the Planning Commission for City
staff. The hearing was then closed, and the Planning Commission deliberated to a decision.

Following deliberations, a motion was made, seconded, and unanimously passed to deny
the applications on the following grounds:

Finding 1: The Planning Commission finds that the applicant failed to satisfy CDC
Subsection 60.070(A)(3) - "The granting ofthe proposal will provide for a facility that is
consistent with the avenill needs ofthecomri1liriity." lri recicliing this .decision·, the Planning
Commission determines that the language ofthis criterion is ambiguous, and requires
interpretation. As such, the Planning Commission makes the following interpretations and
findings:

A. The term "community" refers to the community to which the Comprehensive Plan
and CDC apply, which is limited to the City ofWest Linn. It does not mean the larger
region. A "facility that is consistent with the overall needs of the community" is one
that is designed and sized to serve the needs of the residents and land uses in the
city. Although Lake Oswego's existing water transmission line, both as it currently
functions and as proposed, could continue to provide a supply of water to West Linn
in the event of an emergency through an existing or replacem~ntintertie with the
West Linn water system, its primary purpose is to serve residents in Lake Oswego
and Tigard, and therefore is inconsistent with the intent to meet the overall needs of
West Linn residents. As noted in Finding l(B), there is no guarantee that the
proposed water transmission line would provide water to West Linn for any given
period of time or by making water available on an emergency or backup basis. The
scale of the proposal is regional in nature and therefore violates the intent that
facilities in West Linn have the primary purpose and be of a scale to serve the
community of West Linn.

_..'. r, ~

B. The applicant's offer to potentially provide 4 million gallons per day (mgd) as an
emergency water supply (as expressed in a proposed inter-governmental
agreement (IGA) signed by the Cities of Lake Oswego and Tigard) to the City ofWest
Linn until the year 2041, amounts to, at most, a temporary benefit to the City of
West Linn and could therefore not be characterized as providing a facility that
meets the overall needs of the community. Further, the offered IGA indicates that
the Partnership can provide and will endeavor to provide 4 qlgd of emergency
water to West Linn; this provides no certainty that water will be available in the
event of an emergency, consequently it does not satisfy a need, and as such a
community need per Subsection 60.070(A)(3) is not satisfied.

C. The Commission interprets the term "overall needs" as used in this criterion to
mean that the facility must provide a benefit to the community for the duration of
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that facility's existence in the community. Further, to determine ifa need is met one
cannot evaluate the end result independent of the means to achieve that result. The
Commission interprets the term "overall needs" to include an enhancement to the
community that offsets any impacts the proposed development creates, resulting in
a net benefit. Potential benefits provided by the facility, in terms of emergency
water supply, must exceed the impacts/costs borne by residents, business operators
and those relying on Highway 43 during the construction period, which as noted
above, constitute a portion of the "community" identified in this criterion. The
applicant's proposal uses the term "benefits" and provides a list of proposed
amenities and improvements to the West Linn water system to demonstrate
compliance with this criterion. Public testimony also relied on the term. Similarly,
the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan, referenced in the Staff Report as part of Finding
No. 10 in discussing compliance of the application with CDC 60.070(A)(7) uses the
term "benefit" The Planning Commission finds that it is reasonable to include the
concept of "benefit" as articulated here and in the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan as
addressing the "overall needs ofthe community" criterion given the significant
impacts of the project on the Robinwood Neighborhood.

West Linn residents and business owners testifying at the hearing indicated that
the construction of the proposed project over the course of 32 months, entailing 86
truck trips per day on what is now a low volume (Mapleton Drive currently
experiences 350 average trips per day) residential street without sidewalks, would
generate noise, cause disruption, diminish the livability of the area, pose a safety
risk for children walking through a construction zone to reach the school bus, and
potentially slow emergency response times, thus jeopardizing public safety and
potentially diminishing the ability to sell a dwelling along the affected streets, if
necessary, as well as depressing property values. Further, business owners testified
that impacts during the construction would be detrimental to their businesses. In
the event the proposed project caused businesses along Highway 43 to close or
relocate the impact could last until vacant storefronts are filled.

The temporary construction impacts, as well as the ongoing risks associated with
the storage and transmission of 38 mgd ofwater in a seismically hazardous area of
the City outweighed the temporary benefits that would accrue to West Linn
residents with the approval of the facility. While the Partnership's offer to self
insure by providing a $1.5 million risk management fund, in addition to the
Partnership's municipal insurance coverage, in the event of damage to property due
to a failure in the proposed project is appreciated, the amount is inadequate to cover
the potential significant property loss to surrounding homes in the event of a large
failure, the 10 year duration is too limited and, absent a third party administering
the fund, there is no certainty that the applicant would pay legitimate claims.

As discussed above, there is no demonstration that a need for water will be met by
the proposed facility and yet it was abundantly clear from overwhelming public
testimony that the proposal will have significant short term impacts and long term
impacts (e.g., noise, heavy truck traffic, loss of property tax revenue) on the
immediate neighborhood and those using Highway 43.
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Finally, the Commission finds that the term "community need" should be
interpreted by taking into consideration the sentiment of citizen participants
engaged in the pending quasi-judicial land use hearing. Despite the
recommendation in the adopted 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, to
improve the supply reliability of the West Linn-Lake Oswego emergency water
intertie, "community need" as set forth in CDC 60.070(A)(3) the Commission
concludes thjs criterion is not satisfied both based on the analysis above, and
because of the significant opposition to the Partnership's proposal expressed by
residents and local business owners throughout the hearing process indicating that
the impacts exceed the potential benefits.

Finding 2: The Planning Commission finds that the application is not consistent with CDC
Section 60.070(A)(2) - "The characteristics ofthe site are suitable for the proposed use
considering size, shape, location, topography, and natural features." The Planning
Commission disagrees with the Partnership's testimony regarding the suitability of the
proposed water transmission line alignment to accommodate the 42- to 48-inch diameter
pipe conveying up to 38 mgd given the potential for seismically induced liquefaction and
lateral spreading of soils in this area as well as the potential for slope failure north and east
of the proposed pipeline alignment. The Planning Commission referred to a deep-seated
pre-historic landslide, illustrated on plate 2A (p. 30/50) ofthe June 20, 2012, Kleinfelder
report in Section 8, of the Partnership's submittal materials for the Raw- and Finished
water pipeline, north and east of the Water Treatment Plant site, as evidence that the area
is subject to liquefaction and lateral movement. In addition, the Planning Commission
concluded that the presence of this pre-historic deep-seated landslide demonstrates that a
buttress of more consolidated and stable soils is not present to the east of the Water
Treatment Plant site and Raw- and Finished-water pipeline alignment, contrary to
information presented by the Partnership indicating that a buttress is present.
Additionally, the Planning Commission is not convinced by evidence supplied by the
Partnership to the contrary, that the proposed design of these facilities would enable them
to withstand a magnitude 9.0 Cascadia Subduction Zone seismic event in this area.

In addition, given the significant impacts of the project as discussed above under Finding 1,
and the impacts discussed below under Finding 4, the site is not suitable to accommodate
the proposed water transmission line.

Finding 3: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal is not consistent
with CDC Section 60.070(A)(7) ("The use will comply with the applicable policies o/the
comprehensive plan) and the West Linn Comprehensive Plan based upon the following
findings:

A. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with Goal 2, Section 1, Policy 8 of the
Comprehensive Plan, which states "Protect residentially zoned areas from the
negative impacts ofcommerciat civic, and mixed-use development, and other
potentially incompatible land uses..u The overwhelming testimony from affected
nearby and neighboring property owners was consistent in describing that both the
temporary 32-month construction period and the permanent scale and operational
requirements of the proposed expansion would not be compatible with the
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surrounding residentially zoned neighborhood, which is comprised of established
single family residences. Although the existing Lake Oswego water treatment
facility, including the existing water transmission line was uniformly described as a
"good neighbor" the proposed water transmission line would be significantly larger
than the current line. As discussed above, the Planning Commission also finds that
the greatly increased size of the proposed transmission line presents a greater risk
of significant property damage to the homes that could be impacted by a major
earthquake and/or landslide event. In all of these respects, the Commission finds
that the proposal is not consistent with the Policy's clear requirement that
residentially zoned areas be protected from such intrusions.

B. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with the February 5, 2003, West Linn City
Council Goal number 9 (contained on p. 2/117 of the Comprehensive Plan) to,
"Oppose urbanization ofthe Stafford Triangle and pursue policies that would
permanently retain that area as a rural buffer between West Linn and neighboring
communities." The Planning Commission finds that the Council goals are
incorporated into and were adopted and acknowledged as part of the West Linn
Comprehensive Plan. Although titled "goals" and not policies, the Commission finds
that these Council goals are the adopted policy objectives of the elected governing
body of the City, and must be applied in the context of this review. The Planning
Commission finds that, despite assertions that policies contained in the Lake
Oswego Comprehensive Plan oppose development of the Stafford Triangle, the
inclusion of portions of the Stafford Triangle in the Partnership's initial feasibility
analysis (which allocated approximately 2 mgd of future water to the area)
demonstrates that the project could facilitate development of the Stafford Triangle
contrary to the West Linn Comprehensive Plan.

e. The Partnership's proposal also fails to sati~fy the following additional West Linn
City Council Goals dated February 5,2003 (contained on page 2/117 of the West
Linn Comprehensive Plan) Goal 1: Maintain and protect West Linn's quality oflife
and livability. See Finding 1(C). The Partnership's proposal fails to protect residents'
quality oflife and livability by closing Mapleton Drive to through traffic between 7am
and 7pm and by creating a potentially hazardous situation for pedestrians travelling
through the .construction work zone on Mapleton Drive. In addition, 86 new
construction-related trips on Mapleton Drive would add delay and potential safety risks
for residents in this area and therefore jeopardize their quality of life and livability;

Goal 2: Actively support and encourage West Linn's neighborhood associations and
promote citizen involvement in civic life. Establish and maintain policies that give
neighborhoods real control over their future;

Goal 6: Promote land use policies, both locally and regionally, that are based on the
concepts ofsustainability, carrying capacity, and environmental quality; and

Goal 11: Assert through both planning and policy that compatibility with existing
development should be a primary goal in West Linn's land use process.

Finding 4: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal fails to satisfy
CDC Section 60.070(A)(1) - The site size and dimensions prOVide, aJ adequate area for the
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needs ofthe proposed use; and, b) adequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate
any possible adverse effect from the use on surrounding properties and uses - in that the
Partnership's proposal calls for construction and heavy equipment in the streets without
sidewalks that creates safety concerns for children walking along Mapleton Drive to and
from school during the estimated 32 month construction period for the proposed project.

Moreover, while the applicant failed to provide an analysis ofthese impacts, the
Commission finds that proposed night-time work on Highway 43 would have adverse
effects to residences upslope from Highway 43. Similarly, the Commission finds that noise
impacts associated with the 24- to 48-hour continuous "pullback" phase of the horizontal
directional drilling (HOD) operation is expected to generate noise levels of 55 to 61 dBA
and would have adverse impacts on surrounding properties.

The proposed pipeline alignment is not adequate for the large replacement water
transmission line because of the disruption to the neighborhood during the proposed 32
month construction period.

This decision will become effective 14 days from the date of mailing of this final decision as
identified below. Those parties with standing (i.e., those individuals who submitted letters
into the record, or provided oral or written testimony during the course of the hearings, or
signed in on an attendance sheet or testimony form at either of the hearings, or who have
contacted City Planning staff and made their identities known to staff] may appeal this
decision to the West Linn City Council within 14 days of the mailing of this decision
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 99 of the Community Development Code. Such
appeals would require a fee of $400 and a completed appeal application form together with
the specific grounds for appeal to the Planning Director prior to the appeal-filing deadline.

MICHAEL BABBITT CHAIR
WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

//- ;)6'-- /"b-
DATE

, 2012.

Therefore, this decision becomes effective at 5 p.m., ~.Lee.mJJW I It '2012.
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4-Brellt ~orffiwesf Properties
19363 Willamette Dri~~#'108

West Linn, Oregon 97068

Office 503 636 9000
Fax 503 387 3082

January 21, 2013

Dear Councilor Jones:

The City Council and the City of West Linn are at a key cross road for its future.

You can listen to the majority of your citizens, the seven neighborhood
associations and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43 and support the
City Planning Commission's unanimous rejections of the LOT conditional use
requests because they failed to satisfy the CDC requirements as stated in their
decisions attached hereto, and then present to your constituents a long term plan
for the improvement of our water system that the citizens can support.

Or you can go against the will of the entire City Planning Commission, the CDC
requirements, a majority of your constituents, seven neighborhood associations
and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43 and attempt to relinquish
valuable West Linn rights and, in the process, harm many of your constituents.

Creating an intelligent and comprehensive plan that permanently solves our
water problems would be visionary and gain you the respect and support of all
of your constituents.

Ignoring the will of a majority of the citizens, the unanimous vote of the City
Planning Commission, the CDC requirements, the seven neighborhood
associations and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43, while harming
many of your constituents, would bring the City Council disdain, and guarantee
substantial future opposition from your citizens and neighbors; and, as a result,
future bond issues will never be supported by a majority of the citizens because
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the City Council will never be able to regain the trust and support of its
constituents.

We urge you to please not follow the advice of some of the members of the City's
staff, some who do not even live in West Linn, and some who have different
vested interests than your constituents, as you were elected by the citizens of
West Linn, and not elected by the city's paid staff, or by the citizens of Lake
Oswego or Tigard.

We urge you to please not allow protracted litigation and public dispute to ensue
causing this fight to continue for years to come as it will create great indefinite,
long term and irreconcilable divisions for the entire city.

We want visionary City Councilors and a visionary City Council that will develop
long term meaningful solutions for West Linn.

I urge you to please not disappoint your constituents and sustain the unanimous
decisions of the City Planning Commission.

William J. More
Robinwood Shopping Center

P. S. If the City Council created an intelligent, comprehensive, long term plan that
solved our water problems, I and others would personally commit to rally
businesses and most of our residents around that proposal, and any other future
meaningful City Council proposals.

cc: City Council file regarding the appeal re: CUP-12-02/DR-12-04 and CUP-12
04/DR-12-14/Misc-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01

Ene: West Linn Planning Commission/Final Decision Notice
CUP-12-04/DR-12-14/MISC-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01
West Linn Planning Commission/Final Decision Notice
CUP-12-02/DR-12-04
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WEST UNN PlANNING COMMISSION

FINAL DECISION NOTICE

CUP-12-02/DR-12-04

IN THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSAL FOR A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT AND CLASS
II DESIGN REVIEW FOR THE PROPOSED EXPANSION OF THE CITY OF LAKE

OSWEGO WATER TREATMENT PlANT AT 4260 KENTHORPE WAY

On April 18, 2012 the West Linn Planning Commission conducted a duly noticed public
hearing to consider the request by the Lake Oswego-Tigard Water Partnership
(Partnership) to expand an existing water treatment plant at 4260 Kenthorpe Way. The
applicable review criteria for the Conditional Use and Class II Design Review standards are
found in the West Linn Community Development Code (CDC). The approval criteria for
Conditional Uses are located in Chapter 60 of the CDC. The approval criteria for Design
Review are found in Chapter 55 of the CDC. The hearing was conducted pursuant to the
provisions of CDC Chapter 99.

The hearing was continued to April 25 and again to May 2. On May 16, 2012 the applicant
submitted a written request to suspend the applications for the expansion of the water
treatment plant to allow additional work in several areas of concern identified during the
public hearing, and to allow procedural consolidation of these applications with a planned
additional related application for a pipeline to serve the expanded treatment plant The
Commission granted this request and suspended the hearing on May 16, 2012.

On October 17, 18 and 25, 2012, the Planning Commission reconvened and conducted a
duly noticed public hearing. The Commission record consists of all materials from the
previous hearings together with the record of the reconvened hearing.

The hearing commenced with a staff report presented by Zach Pelz, Associate Planner.
Dennis Koellermeier, Ed Sullivan, Jon Holland, Carrie Richter and other representatives
from the Partnership presented for the applicant. The Commission then opened the
hearing to the public, heard a significant amount of testimony and received written
argument and evidence. A member of the public requested that the record be left open
pursuant to DRS 197.763(6)(b) based on new evidence submitted at the continued hearing.
The Commission granted this request, leaving the record open for seven days for all parties
to respond to the new evidence. The applicant waived the additional seven day open
record period provided by ORS 197.763(6)(e).

When the Commission reconvened the hearing on November 1, 2012, the applicant
responded with rebuttal, followed by questions from the Planning Commission for City
staff. The hearing was then closed, and the Planning Commission deliberated to a decision.

Following deliberations, a motion was made, seconded, and unanimously passed to deny
the application on the follOWing grounds:

1
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Finding 1: The Planning Commission finds that the applicant failed to satisfy CDC
60.070(A)(3) - "The granting ofthe proposal will provide for a facility that is consistent with
the overall needs ofthe community." In reaching this decision, the Planning Commission
determines that the language of this criterion is ambiguous, and requires interpretation. As
such, the Planning Commission makes the following interpretations and findings:

A. The term "community" refers to the community to which the Comprehensive Plan
and CDC apply, which is limited to the City of West Linn. It does not mean the larger
region.. A"facility that is consistent with the overall needs of the community" is one
that is designed and sized to serve the needs of the residents and land uses in the
city. Although the water treatment plant both as it currently functions and as
proposed currently does and could continue to provide a supply of water to West
Linn in the event of an emergency through an existing intertie with the West Linn
water system, its primary purpose is to serve residents in Lake Oswego and Tigard,
and therefore is inconsistent with the intent to meet the overall needs ofWest Linn
residents. There is no guarantee that the expanded treatment plant would provide
water to West Linn for any given period oftime or by making water available on an
emergency or backup basis. Specifically, in conclusion, the scale of the proposal is
regional in nature and therefore violates the intent that facilities in West Linn have
the primary purpose and be of a scale to serve the comm~nityof West Linn.

H. The Commission interprets the term "overall needs" as used in this criterion to
mean that the facility must provide a benefit to the community for the duration of
that facility's existence in the community and commensurate with the impacts of the
proposed facility. As discussed above, there is no demonstration that a need for
water will be met by the expanded facility and yet it was abundantly clear from
overwhelming public testimony that the proposal will have significant short term
and long term impacts on the immediate neighborhood. Although the term "benefit"
does not appear in this criterion, the term "overall needs" can be interpreted to
include an enhancement to the community that offsets any impacts the proposed
development creates, resulting in a net benefit In addition, the applicant presented
a portion of its application using the term "benefits" to demonstr.ate compliance
with this criterion. Public testimony also relied on the term. Similarly, the
Robinwood Neighborhood Plan, referenced in the Staff Report as part of Finding No.
10 in discussing compliance ofthe application with CDC 60.070(A)(7) uses the term
"benefit." The Planning Commission finds that it is reasonable to include the
concept of "benefit" as articulated here and in the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan as
addressing the "overall needs ofthe community" criterion given the significant
impacts of the project on the Robinwood Neighborhood.

C. The applicant's offer to potentially provide 4 million gallons per day (mgd) as an
emergency water supply (as expressed in a proposed inter-governmental
agreement (IGA) signed by the Cities of Lake Oswego and Tigard) to the City ofWest
Linn until the year 2041, amounted to, at most, a temporary benefit to the City of
West Linn and could therefore not be characterized as providing a facility that
meets the overall needs of the community. Further, the offered IGA indicates that
the Partnership can provide and will endeavor to provide 4 mgd of emergency
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water to West Linn; this provides no certainty that water will be available in the
event ofan emergency, consequently it does not satisfy a need, and as such a
community need per 60.070(A) (3) was not satisfied.

D. To determine ifa need is met, one cannot evaluate the end result independent of the
means to achieve that result Potential benefits provided by the facility in terms of
emergency water supply, must exceed the impacts/costs borne by residents,
business operators and those relying on Highway 43 during the construction period
which as noted above constitute a portion of the "community" identified in this
criterion. West Linn residents and business owners testifying at the hearing
indicated that the construction of the proposed project over the course of 32
months, entailing 86 truck trips per day on what is now a low volume (Mapleton
Drive currently experiences 350 average trips per day) residential street without
sidewalks, would generate noise, cause disruption, diminish the livability of the
area, pose a safety risk for children walking through a construction zone to reach
the school bus, and potentially slow emergency response times, thus jeopardizing
public safety and potentially diminishing the ability to sell a dwelling along the
affected streets and likely impeding property owners' ability sell their property if
necessary as well as depressing property values. Further, business owners testified
that impacts during the construction would be detrimental to their businesses. In
the event the proposed project caused businesses along Highway 43 to dose or
relocate the impact could last until vacant storefronts are filled.

The temporary construction impacts, as well as the ongoing risks associated with
the storage and transmission of 38 mgd ofwater in a seismically hazardous area of
the City outweighed the temporary benefits that would accrue to West Linn
residents with the approval of theJacility

Moreover, the Partnership's offer to self insure by providing a $1.5 million risk
management fund, in addition to the Partnership's municipal insurance coverage, in
the event of damage to property due to a failure in the proposed project the amount
was inadequate to cover the potential significant property loss to surrounding
homes in the event of a large failure, the 10 year duration is too limited and, absent
a third party administering the fund, there is no certainty that the applicant would
pay legitimate claims.

E. Finally, the Commission finds that the term "community need" should be
interpreted by taking into consideration the sentiment of citizen participants
engaged in the pending quasi-judicial land use hearing. Despite the
recommendation in the adopted 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, to
improve the supply reliability of the West Linn-Lake Oswego emergency water
intertie, "community need" as set forth in CDC 60.070(A)(3) the Commission
concludes this criterion is not satisfied both based on the analysis above, and
because of the significant opposition to the Partnership's proposal expressed by
residents and local business owners throughout the hearing process.

Finding 2: The Planning Commission finds that the application is not consistent with CDC
Section 60.070(A)(2) - "The characteristics ofthe site are suitable for the proposed use
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considering size, shape, locationJ topography, and natural features. II The Planning
Commission disagrees with the Partnership's testimony regarding the suitability of the
Water Treatment Plant sitegiven the potential for seismically induced liquefaction and
lateral spreading of soils in this area as well as the potential for slope failure north and east
of the plant. The Planning Commission referred to a deep-seated pre-historic landslidel

illustrated on plate 2A (p. 30/50) of the June 201 20121 Kleinfelder report in Section 81 of
the Partnership's submittal materials for the Raw- and Finished-water pipeline, north and
east of the Water Treatment Plant site, as evidence that the area is subject to liquefaction
and lateral movement. In addition, the Planning Commission concluded that the presence
of this pre-historic deep-seated landslide demonstrates that a buttress of more
consolidated and stable soils is not present to the east of the Water Treatment Plant site
and Raw- and Finished-water pipeline alignment, contrary to information presented by the
Partnership attesting this buttress was present. AdditionallYJ the Planning Commission is
not convinced by evidence supplied by the Partnership to the contrary, that the proposed
design of these facilities would enable them to withstand a magnitude 9.0 Cascadia
Subduction Zone seismic event in this area.

In addition, given the significant impacts of the project as discussed above under Finding 1,
and the aesthetic impacts discussed below under Finding 4, although the existing plant has
been a good neighbor, the site is not suitable to accommodate the proposed expansion.

Finding 3: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal is not consistent
with CDC Section 60.070(A)(7) ('The use will comply with the applicable policies ofthe
comprehensive plan] and the West Linn Comprehensive Plan based upon the following
findings:

A. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with Goal 2, Section 1, Policy 8 of the
Comprehensive Plan, which states IJProtect residentially zoned areas from the
negative impacts ofcommercial, civic, and mixed-use development. and other
potentially incompatible land uses. 1I The overwhelming testimony from affected
nearby and neighboring property owners was consistent in describing that both the
temporary 32-month construction period and the permanent scale and operational
requirements of the proposed expansion would not be compatible with the
surrounding residentially zoned neighborhoodl which is comprised of established
single family residences. Although the existing plant was uniformly described as a
"good neighbor" the new building would be significantly larger, more industrial in
appearance and would have exterior lighting that would be more invasive than the
current plant Based on the Applicant's revised site plan, the buffering and setbacks
are not sufficient to adequately protect the neighborhood from the dominant
appearance of the project. Significantly more chemicals must be brought to the site
to treat the greatly increased water being processed, and such chemicals are
potentially hazardous putting nearby residents at increased risk. As discussed
above, the PlanningCommission also finds that the greatly increased size of the
proposed plant presents a greater risk of significant property damage to the homes
that could be impacted by a major earthquake and/or landslide event. In all of these
respects, the Commission finds that the proposal is not consistent with the Policy's
clear requirement that residentially zoned areas be protected from such intrusions.
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B. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with the February 5,2003, West Linn City
Council Goal number 9 (contained on p. 2/117 of the Comprehensive Plan) to,
"Oppose urbanization ofthe Stafford Triangle and pursue policies that would
permanently retain that area as a rural buffer between West Linn and neighboring
communities." The Planning Commission finds that the Council goals are
incorporated into and were adopted and acknowledged as part of the West Linn
Comprehensive Plan. Although titled "goals" and not policies, the Commission finds
that these Council goals are the adopted policy objectives of the elected governing
body of the City, and must be applied in the context of this review. The Planning
Commission finds that, despite assertions that policies contained in the Lake
Oswego Comprehensive Plan oppose development of the Stafford Triangle, the
inclusion of portions of the Stafford Triangle in the Partnership's initial feasibility

. analysis (which allocated approximately 2 mgd of future water to the area)
demonstrates that the project could facilitate development of the Stafford Triangle
contrary to the West Linn Comprehensive Plan

C. The Partnership's proposal also fails to satisfy the following additional West Linn
City Council Goals dated February 5,2003 (contained on page 2/117 of the West
Linn Comprehensive Plan) Goal 1: Maintain and protect West Linn's quality a/life
and livability. See Finding ICC). The Partnership's proposal fails to protect residents'
quality of life and livability by closing Mapleton Drive to through traffic between 7am
and 7pm and by creating a potentially hazardous situation for pedestrians travelling
through the construction work zone on Mapleton Drive. In addition, 86 new
construction-related trips on Mapleton Drive would add delay and potential safety risks
for residents in this area and therefore jeopardize their quality oflife and livability;

Goal 2: Active{y support and encourage West Linn's neighborhood associations and
promote citizen involvement in civic life. Establish and maintain policies thatgive
neighborhoods real control over theirfuture;

Goal 6: Promote land use policies, both locally and regionally, that are based on the
concepts ofsustainability, carrying capacity, and environmental quality;and

Goal 11: Assert through both planning and policy that compatibility with existing
development should be a primarygoal in West Linn's land use process.

Finding 4: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal fails to satisfy
CDC Section 60.070(A)(1) - The site size and dimensions provide, aJ adequate area for the
needs ofthe proposed use; and, b) adequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate
any possible adverse effectfrom the use on surrounding properties and uses - in that the
Partnership's proposal creates safety concerns for children walking along Mapleton Drive
to and from school during the estimated 32 month construction period for the proposed
project.

The proposal constitutes a replacement of an existing plant with what is essentially a new,
much larger plant. The subject site in a residential area is not adequate for the large
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replacement plant because of the disruption to the neighborhood during the proposed 32
month construction period.

As noted above under Finding 3, the failure ofthe proposed project to meet the
Comprehensive Plan Policy requiring the protection of residential areas from incompatible
uses is not met, further demonstrating that the proposal does not contain adequate area for
an industrial building of the size and scale proposed here.

This decision will become effective 14 days from the date of mailing of this final decision as
identified below. Those parties with standing (i.e., those individuals who submitted letters
into the record, or provided oral or written testimony during the course of the hearings, or
signed in on an attendance sheet or testimony form at either of the hearings, or who have
contacted City Planning staff and made their identities known to staff) may appeal this
decision to the West Linn City Council within 14 days of the mailing of this decision
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 99 of the Community Development Code. Such
appeals would require a fee of $400 and a completed appeal application form together with
the specific grounds for appeal to the Planning Director prior to the appeal-filing deadline.

MICHAEL BABBITT CHAIR
WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

DATE

Mailed this~7~aay of 7JfiV..trrL6<N' .2012.

Therefore, this decision becomes effective at 5 p.m., . J':::u.c~~t.r Jj .2012.
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WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

FINAL DECISION NOTICE

CUP-12-04/DR-12-14/MISC-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01

IN THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSAL FOR A CONDITIONAL USE, CLASS II DESIGN
REVIEW, CLASS II PARKS DESIGN REVIEW, FLOOD MANAGEMENT AREA, WATER

RESOURCES AREA AND WILLAMmE RIVER GREENWAY PERMIT FOR THE
PROPOSED INSTALLATION OF A WATER TRANSMISSION LINE FROM THE CITY

LIMITS UNDER THE WILLAMETTE RIVER, THROUGH MARY S. YOUNG STATE PARK
TO THE CITY'S NORTHERN BOUNDARY BORDERING THE CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO

VIA MAPLETON DRIVE AND HIGHWAY 43

On October 17, 18 and 25, and November 1, 2012 the West Linn Planning Commission
conducted a duly noticed public hearing to consider the request by the Lake Oswego-Tigard
Water Partnership (Partnership) to install a water transmission line through the City of
West Linn. The applicable review criteria for the Conditional Use, Class II Design Review,
Class II Parks Design Review, Flood Management Area, Water Resources Area and
Willamette River Greenway standards are found in the West Linn Community Development
Code (CDC). The approval criteria for Conditional Uses are located in Chapter 60 of the
CDC. The approval criteria for Design Review are found in Chapter 55 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Parks Design Review are found in Chapter 56 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Flood Management Areas are found in Chapter 27 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Water Resource Areas are found in CDC Chapter 32. The approval
criteria for the Willamette River Greenway are found in CDC Chapter 28. The hearing was
conducted pursuant to the provisions of CDC Chapter 99.

On May 16, 2012 the applicant submitted a written request to suspend a related
application for the expansion of a water treatment plant to allow additional work in several
areas of concern identified during the public hearing, and to allow the water treatment
plant application to be considered concurrently with the application for a pipeline to serve
the expanded treatment plant. The Commission granted this request and suspended the
hearing on May 16, 2012.

On October 17, 18 and 25, and November 1, 2012 the Planning Commission reconvened
and conducted a duly noticed public hearing to consider both this application and the
related application for the expanded water treatment plant. The Commission record
consists of all materials from the previous hearings together with the record of the
reconvened hearing.

The hearing commenced with a staff report presented by Zach Pelz, Associate Planner.
Dennis Koellermeier, Ed Sullivan, Jon Holland, Carrie Richter and other representatives
from the Partnership presented for the applicant. The Commission then opened the
hearing to the public, heard a significant amount of testimony and received written
argument and evidence. A member of the public requested that the record be left open
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pursuant to DRS 197.763(6)(b) based on new evidence submitted at the continued hearing.
The Commission granted this request, leaving the record open for seven days for all parties
to respond to the new evidence. The applicant waived the additional seven day open
record period provided by DRS 197.763(6)(e).

When the Commission reconvened the hearing on November 1,2012, the applicant
responded with rebuttal, followed by questions from the Planning Commission for City
staff. The hearing was then closed, and the Planning Commission deliberated to a decision.

Following deliberations, a motion was made, seconded, and unanimously passed to deny
the applications on the following grounds:

Finding 1: The Planning Commission finds that the applicant failed to satisfy CDC
Subsection 60.070(A)(3) - "The granting ofthe proposal will provide for afacility that is
consistent with the ovenill needs ofthe community." lil reacning this decision, the Planning
Commission determines that the language of this criterion is ambiguous, and requires
interpretation. As such, the Planning Commission makes the following interpretations and
findings:

A. The term "community" refers to the community to which the Comprehensive Plan
and CDC apply, which is limited to the City of West Linn. It does not mean the larger
region. A"facility that is consistent with the overall needs of the community" is one
that is designed and sized to serve the needs of the residents and land uses in the
city. Although Lake Oswego's existing water transmission line, both as it currently
functions and as proposed, could continue to provide a supply of water to West Linn
in the event of an emergency through an existing or replacement intertie with the
West Linn water system, its primary purpose is to serve residents in Lake Oswego
and Tigard, and therefore is inconsistent with the intent to meet the overall needs of
West Linn residents. As noted in Finding 1(B), there is no guarantee that the
proposed water transmission line would provide water to West Linn for any given
period of time or by making water available on an emergency or backup basis. The
scale of the proposal is regional in nature and therefore violates the intent that
facilities in West Linn have the primary purpose and be of a scale to serve the
community of West Linn.

_ - • r - •

B. The applicant's offer to potentially provide 4 million gallons per day (mgd) as an
emergency water supply (as expressed in a proposed inter-governmental
agreement (IGA) signed by the Cities of Lake Oswego and Tigard) to the City ofWest
Linn until the year 2041, amounts to, at most, a temporary benefit to the City of
West Linn and could therefore not be characterized as providing a facility that
meets the overall needs of the community. Further, the offered IGA indicates that
the Partnership can provide and will endeavor to provide 4 mgd of emergency
water to West Linn; this provides no certainty that water will be available in the
event of an emergency, consequently it does not satisfy a need, and as such a
community need per Subsection 60.070(A)(3) is not satisfied.

C. The Commission interprets the term "overall needs" as used in this criterion to
mean that the facility must provide a benefit to the community for the duration of
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that facility's existence in the community. Further, to determine if a need is met, one
cannot evaluate the end result independent of the means to achieve that result. The
Commission interprets the term "overall needs" to include an enhancement to the
community that offsets any impacts the proposed development creates, resulting in
a net benefit. Potential benefits provided by the facility, in terms of emergency
water supply, must exceed the impacts/costs borne by residents, business operators
and those relying on Highway 43 during the construction period, which as noted
above, constitute a portion ofthe "community" identified in this criterion. The
applicant's proposal uses the term "benefits" and provides a list of proposed
amenities and improvements to the West Linn water system to demonstrate
compliance with this criterion. Public testimony also relied on the term. Similarly,
the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan, referenced in the Staff Report as part of Finding
No. 10 in discussing compliance ofthe application with CDC 60.070(A)(7) uses the
term "benefit." The Planning Commission finds that it is reasonable to include the
concept of "benefit" as articulated here and in the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan as
addressing the "overall needs of the community" criterion given the significant
impacts of the project on the Robinwood Neighborhood.

West Linn residents and business owners testifying at the hearing indicated that
the construction of the proposed project over the course of 32 months, entailing 86
truck trips per day on what is now a low volume (Mapleton Drive currently
experiences 350 average trips per day) residential street without sidewalks, would
generate noise, cause disruption, diminish the livability of the area, pose a safety
risk for children walking through a construction zone to reach the school bus, and
potentially slow emergency response times, thus jeopardizing public safety and
potentially diminishing the ability to sell a dwelling along the affected streets, if
necessary, as well as depressing property values. Further, business owners testified
that impacts during the construction would be detrimental to their businesses. In
the event the proposed project caused businesses along Highway 43 to close or
relocate the impact could last until vacant storefronts are filled.

The temporary construction impacts, as well as the ongoing risks associated with
the storage and transmission of38 mgd ofwater in a seismically hazardous area of
the City outweighed the temporary benefits that would accrue to West Linn
residents with the approval of the facility. While the Partnership's offer to self
insure by providing a $1.5 million risk management fund, in addition to the
Partnership's municipal insurance coverage, in the event of damage to property due
to a failure in the proposed project is appreciated, the amount is inadequate to cover
the potential significant property loss to surrounding homes in the event of a large
failure, the 10 year duration is too limited and, absent a third party administering
the fund~ there is no certainty that the applicant would pay legitimate claims.

As discussed above, there is no demonstration that a need for water will be met by
the proposed facility and yet it was abundantly clear from overwhelming public
testimony that the proposal will have significant short term impacts and long term
impacts (e.g., noise, heavy truck traffic, loss of property tax revenue) on the
immediate neighborhood and those using Highway 43.
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Finally, the Commission finds that the term "community need" should be
interpreted by taking into consideration the sentiment of citizen participants
engaged in the pending quasi-judicial land use hearing. Despite the
recommendation in the adopted 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, to
improve the supply reliability of the West Linn-Lake Oswego emergency water
intertie, "community need" as set forth in CDC 60.070(A)(3) the Commission
concludes this criterion is not satisfied both based on the analysis above, and
because of the significant opposition to the Partnership's proposal expressed by
residents and local business owners throughout the hearing process indicating that
the impacts exceed the potential benefits.

Finding 2: The Planning Commission finds that the application is not consistent with CDC
Section 60.070(A)(2) - "The characteristics ofthe site are suitable for the proposed use
considering size, shape, location, topography, and natural features." The Planning
Commission disagrees with the Partnership's testimony regarding the suitability of the
proposed water transmission line alignment to accommodate the 42- to 48-inch diameter
pipe conveying up to 38 mgd given the potential for seismically induced liquefaction and
lateral spreading of soils in this area as well as the potential for slope failure north and east
of the proposed pipeline alignment. The Planning Commission referred to a deep-seated
pre-historic landslide, illustrated on plate 2A (p. 30/50) of the June 20, 2012, Kleinfelder
report in Section 8, of the Partnership's submittal materials for the Raw- and Finished
water pipeline, north and east of the Water Treatment Plant site, as evidence that the area
is subject to liquefaction and lateral movement. In addition, the Planning Commission
concluded that the presence of this pre-historic deep-seated landslide demonstrates that a
buttress of more consolidated and stable soils is not present to the east of the Water
Treatment Plant site and Raw- and Finished-water pipeline alignment, contrary to
information presented by the Partnership indicating that a buttress is present.
Additionally, the Planning Commission is not convinced by evidence supplied by the
Partnership to the contrary, that the proposed design of these facilities would enable them
to withstand a magnitude 9.0 Cascadia Subduction Zone seismic event in this area.

In addition, given the significant impacts of the project as discussed above under Finding 1,
and the impacts discussed below under Finding 4, the site is not suitable to accommodate
the proposed water transmission line.

Finding 3: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal is not consistent
with CDC Section 60.070(A)(7) ('The use will comply with the applicable policies ofthe
comprehensive plan) and the West Linn Comprehensive Plan based upon the following
findings:

A. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with Goal 2, Section 1, Policy 8 of the
Comprehensive Plan, which states "Protect residentially zoned areas from the
negative impacts ofcommercial, civic, and mixed-use development, and other
potentially incompatible land uses." The overwhelming testimony from affected
nearby and neighboring property owners was consistent in describing that both the
temporary 32-month construction period and the permanent scale and operational
requirements of the proposed expansion would not be compatible with the
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surrounding residentially zoned neighborhood, which is comprised of established
single family residences. Although the existing Lake Oswego water treatment
facility, induding the existing water transmission line was uniformly described as a
"good neighbor" the proposed water transmission line would be significantly larger
than the current line. As discussed above, the Planning Commission also finds that
the greatly increased size of the proposed transmission line presents a greater risk
of significant property damage to the homes that could be impacted by a major
earthquake and/or landslide event. In all of these respects, the Commission finds
that the proposal is not consistent with the Policy's clear requirement that
residentially zoned areas be protected from such intrusions.

B. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with the February 5, 2003, West Linn City
Council Goal number 9 (contained on p. 2/117 of the Comprehensive Plan) to,
"Oppose urbanization ofthe Stafford Triangle and pursue policies that would
permanently retain that area as a rural buffer between West Linn and neighboring
communities." The Planning Commission finds that the Council goals are
incorporated into and were adopted and acknowledged as part of the West Linn
Comprehensive Plan. Although titled "goals" and not policies, the Commission finds
that these Council goals are the adopted policy objectives of the elected governing
body of the City, and must be applied in the context of this review. The Planning
Commission finds that, despite assertions that policies contained in the Lake
Oswego Comprehensive Plan oppose development of the Stafford Triangle, the
inclusion of portions of the Stafford Triangle in the Partnership's initial feasibility
analysis (which allocated approximately 2 mgd of future water to the area)
demonstrates that the project could facilitate development of the Stafford Triangle
contrary to the West Linn Comprehensive Plan.

e. The Partnership's proposal also fails to satisfy the following additional West Linn
City Council Goals dated February 5,2003 (contained on page 2/117 of the West
Linn Comprehensive Plan) Goal 1: Maintain and protect West Linn's quality oflife
and livability. See Finding I (C). The Partnership's proposal fails to protect residents'
quality ofIife and livability by closing Mapleton Drive to through traffic between 7am
and 7pm and by creating a potentially hazardous situation for pedestrians travelling
through the construction work zone on Mapleton Drive. In addition, 86 new
construction-related trips on Mapleton Drive would add delay and potential safety risks
for residents in this area and therefore jeopardize their quality oflife and livability;

Goal 2: Actively support and encourage West Linn's neighborhood associations and
promote citizen involvement in civic life. Establish and maintain policies thatgive
neighborhoods real control over their future;

Goal 6: Promote land use policies, both locally and regionally, that are based on the
concepts ofsustainability, carrying capacity, and environmental quality; and

Goal 11: Assert through both planning and policy that compatibility with existing
development should be a primary goal in West Linn's land use process.

Finding 4: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal fails to satisfy
CDC Section 60.070(A)(1) - The site size and dimensions provide, aJ adequate area for the
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needs ofthe proposed use; and, b) adequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate
any possible adverse effect from the use on surrounding properties and uses - in that the
Partnership's proposal calls for construction and heavy equipment in the streets without
sidewalks that creates safety concerns for children walking along Mapleton Drive to and
from school during the estimated 32 month construction period for the proposed project.

Moreover, while the applicant failed to provide an analysis of these impacts, the
Commission finds that proposed night-time work on Highway 43 would have adverse
effects to residences upslope from Highway 43. Similarly, the Commission finds that noise
impacts associated with the 24- to 48-hour continuous "pullback" phase of the horizontal
directional drilling (HDD) operation is expected to generate noise levels of 55 to 61 dBA
and would have adverse impacts on surrounding properties.

The proposed pipeline alignment is not adequate for the large replacement water.
transmission line because of the disruption to the neighborhood during the proposed 32
month construction period.

This decision will become effective 14 days from the date of mailing of this final decision as
identified below. Those parties with standing (Le., those individuals who submitted letters
into the record, or provided oral or written testimony during the course of the hearings, or
signed in on an attendance sheet or testimony form at either of the hearings, or who have
contacted City Planning staff and made their identities known to staff) may appeal this
decision to the West Linn City Council within 14 days of the mailing of this decision
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 99 of the Community Development Code. Such
appeals would require a fee of $400 and a completed appeal application form together with
the specific grounds for appeal to the Planning Director prior to the appeal-filing deadline.

MICHAEL BABBITT CHAIR
WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

//-)6'" /'b
DATE

,2012.

Therefore, this decision becomes effective at 5 p.m., iJ..Le e.miJw /1. .2012.
I
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a
Breit NDrtftwest PrDpertle8

19363 Willamette Driv"i#i'08
West Linn, Oregon 97068

Office 503 636 9000
Fax 503 387 3082

January 21, 2013

Dear Councilor Tan:

The City Council and the City of West Linn are at a key cross road for its future.

You can listen to the majority of your citizens, the seven neighborhood
associations and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43 and support the
City Planning Commission's unanimous rejections of the LOT conditional use
requests because they failed to satisfy the CDC requirements as stated in their
decisions attached hereto, and then present to your constituents a long term plan
for the improvement of our water system that the citizens can support.

Or you can go against the will of the entire City Planning Commission, the CDC
requirements, a majority of your constituents, seven neighborhood associations
and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43 and attempt to relinquish
valuable West Linn rights and, in the process, harm many of your constituents.

Creating an intelligent and comprehensive plan that permanently solves our
water problems would be visionary and gain you the respect and support of all
of your constituents.

Ignoring the will of a majority of the citizens, the unanimous vote of the City
Planning Commission, the CDC requirements, the seven neighborhood
associations and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43, while harming
many of your constituents, would bring the City Council disdain, and guarantee
substantial future opposition from your citizens and neighbors; and, as a result,
future bond issues will never be supported by a majority of the citizens because
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the City Council will never be able to regain the trust and support of its
constituents.

We urge you to please not follow the advice of some of the members of the City's
staff, some who do not even live in West linn, and some who have different
vested interests than your constituents, as you were elected by the citizens of
West linn, and not elected by the city's paid staff, or by the citizens of Lake
Oswego or Tigard.

We urge you to please not allow protracted litigation and public dispute to ensue
causing this fight to continue for years to come as it will create great indefinite,
long term and irreconcilable divisions for the entire city.

We want visionary City Councilors and a visionary City Council that will develop
long term meaningful solutions for West linn.

I urge you to please not disappoint your constituents and sustain the unanimous
decisions of the City Planning Commission.

William J. More
Robinwood Shopping Center

P. S. If the City Council created an intelligent, comprehensive, long term plan that
solved our water problems, I and others would personally commit to rally
businesses and most of our residents around that proposal, and any other future
meaningful City Council proposals.

cc: City Council file regarding the appeal re: CUP-12-02/DR-12-04 and CUP-12
04/DR-12-14/Misc-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01

Enc: West linn Planning Commission/Final Decision Notice
CUP-12-04/DR-12-14/MISC-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01
West linn Planning Commission/Final Decision Notice
CUP-12-02/DR-12-04
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WEST UNN PLANNING COMMISSION

FINAL DECISION NOTICE

CUP-12-02/DR-12-04

IN THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSAL FOR A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT AND CLASS
II DESIGN REVIEW FOR THE PROPOSED EXPANSION OF THE CITY OF LAKE

OSWEGO WATER TREATMENT PLANT AT 4260 KENTHORPE WAY

On April 18, 2012 the West Linn Planning Commission conducted a duly noticed public
hearing to consider the request by the Lake Oswego-Tigard Water Partnership
(Partnership) to expand an existing water treatment plant at 4260 Kenthorpe Way. The
applicable review criteria for the Conditional Use and Class II Design Review standards are
found in the West Linn Community Development Code (CDC). The approval criteria for
Conditional Uses are located in Chapter 60 of the CDC. The approval criteria for Design
Review are found in Chapter 55 of the CDC. The hearing was conducted pursuant to the
provisions of CDC Chapter 99.

The hearing was continued to April 25 and again to May 2. On May 16, 2012 the applicant
submitted a written request to suspend the applications for the expansion of the water
treatment plant to allow additional work in several areas of concern identified during the
public hearing, and to allow procedural consolidation of these applications with a planned
additional related application for a pipeline to serve the expanded treatment plant The
Commission granted this request and suspended the hearing on May 16, 2012.

On October 17, 18 and 25, 2012, the Planning Commission reconvened and conducted a
duly noticed public hearing. The Commission record consists ofall materials from the
previous hearings together with the record of the reconvened hearing.

The hearing commenced with a staff report presented by Zach Pelz, Associate Planner.
Dennis Koellermeier, Ed Sullivan, Jon Holland, Carrie Richter and other representatives
from the Partnership presented for the applicant. The Commission then opened the
hearing to the public, heard a significant amount of testimony and received written
argument and evidence. A member of the public requested that the record be left open
pursuant to ORS 197.763(6)(b) based on new evidence submitted at the continued hearing.
The Commission granted this request, leaving the record open for seven days for all parties
to respond to the new evidence. The applicant waived the additional seven day open
record period provided by ORS 197.763(6)(e).

When the Commission reconvened the hearing on November 1, 2012, the applicant
responded with rebuttal, followed by questions from the Planning Commission for City
staff. The hearing was then closed, and the Planning Commission deliberated to a decision.

Following deliberations, a motion was made, seconded, and unanimously passed to deny
the application on the follOWing grounds:

1
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Finding 1: The Planning Commission finds that the applicant failed to satisfy CDC
60.070(A)(3) - "The granting ofthe proposal will provide for a facility that is consistent with
the overall needs ofthe community." In reaching this decision, the Planning Commission
determines that the language of this criterion is ambiguous, and requires interpretation. As
such, the Planning Commission makes the following interpretations and findings:

A. The term "community" refers to the community to which the Comprehensive Plan
and CDC apply, which is limited to the City ofWest Linn. It does not mean the larger
region. A"facility that is consistent with the overall needs of the community" is one
that is designed and sized to serve the needs of the residents and land uses in the
city. Although the water treatment plant both as it currently functions and as
proposed currently does and could continue to provide a supply ofwater to West
Linn in the event of an emergency through an existing intertie with the West Linn
water system, its primary purpose is to serve residents in Lake Oswego and Tigard,
and therefore is inconsistent with the intent to meet the overall needs ofWest Linn
residents. There is no guarantee that the expanded treatment plant would provide
water to West Linn for any given period oftime or by making water available on an
emergency or backup basis. Specifically, in conclusion, the scale of tQe proposal is
regional in nature and therefore violates the intent that facilities in West Linn have
the primary purpose and be of a scale to serve the community ofWest Linn.

B. The Commission interprets the term "overall needs" as used in this criterion to
mean that the facility must provide a benefit to the community for the duration of
that facility's existence in the communitY and commensurate with the impacts of the
proposed facility. As discussed above, there is no demonstration that a need for
water will be met by the expanded facility and yet it was abundantly clear from
overwhelming public testimony that the proposal will have significant short term
and long term impacts on the immediate neighborhood. Although the term "benefit"
does not appear in this criterion, the term "overall needs" can be interpreted to
include an enhancement to the community that offsets any impacts the proposed
development creates, resulting in a net benefit. In addition, the applicant presented
a portion of its application using the term "benefits" to demonstrate compliance
with this criterion. Public testimony also relied on the term. Similarly, the .
Robinwood Neighborhood Plan, referenced in the Staff Report as part of Finding No.
10 in discussing compliance of the application with CDC 60.070(A)(7) uses the term
"benefit." The Planning Commission finds that it is reasonable to include the
concept of "benefit" as articulated here and in the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan as
addressing the "overall needs of the community" criterion given the significant
impacts of the project on the Robinwood Neighborhood.

C. The applicant's offer to potentially provide 4 million gallons per day (mgd) as an
emergency water supply (as expressed in a proposed inter-governmental
agreement (IGA) signed by the Cities of Lake Oswego and Tigard) to the City ofWest
Linn until the year 2041, amounted to, at most, a temporary benefit to the City of
West Linn and could therefore not be characterized as providing a facility that
meets the overall needs of the community. Further, the offered IGA indicates that
the Partnership can provide and will endeavor to provide 4 mgd of emergency
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water to West Linn; this provides no certainty that water will be available in the
event of an emergency, consequently it does not satisfY a need, and as such a
community need per 60.070(A) (3) was not satisfied.

D. To determine if a need is met, one cannot evaluate the end result independent of the
means to achieve that result. Potential beI:lefits provided by the facility in terms of
emergency water supply, must exceed the impacts/costs borne by residents,
business operators and those relying on Highway 43 during the construction period
which as noted above constitute a portion of the "community" identified in this
criterion. West Linn residents and business owners testifYing at the hearing
indicated that the construction of the proposed project over the course of 32
months, entailing 86 truck trips per day on what is now a low volume (Mapleton
Drive currently experiences 350 average trips per day) residential street without
sidewalks, would generate noise, cause disruption, diminish the livability of the
area, pose a safety risk for children walking through- a·construction zone to reach
the school bus, and potentially slow emergency response times, thus jeopardizing
public safety and potentially diminishing the ability to sell a dwelling along the
affected streets and likely impeding property owners' ability sell their property if
necessary as well as depressing property values. Further, business owners testified
that impacts during the construction would be detrimental to their businesses. In
the event the proposed project caused businesses along Highway 43 to dose or
relocate the impact could last until vacant storefronts are filled.

The temporary construction impacts, as well as the ongoing risks associated with
the storage and transmission of38 mgd ofwater in a seismically hazardous area of
the City outweighed the temporary benefits that would accrue to West Linn
residents with the approval of the facility

Moreover, the Partnership's offer to self insure by providing a $1.5 million risk
management fund, in addition to the Partnership's municipal insurance coverage, in
the event of damage to property due to a failure in the proposed project the amount
was inadequate to cover the potential significant property loss to surrounding
homes in the event of a large failure, the 10 year duration is too limited and, absent
a third party administering the fund, there is no certainty that the applicant would
pay legitimate claims.

E.Finally, the Commission finds that the term "community need" should be
interpreted by taking into consideration the sentiment of citizen participants
engaged in the pending quasi-judicial land use hearing. Despite the
recommendation in the adopted 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, to
improve the supply reliability of the West Linn-Lake Oswego emergency water
intertie, "community need" as set forth in CDC 60.070(A) (3) the Commission
concludes this criterion is not satisfied both based on the analysis above, and
because of the significant opposition to the Partnership's proposal expressed by
residents and local business owners throughout the hearing process.

Finding 2: The Planning Commission finds that the application is not consistent with CDC
Section 60.070(A)(2) - "The characteristics ofthe site are suitable for the proposed use
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considering size, shape, location, topography, and natural features." The Planning
Commission disagrees with the Partnership's testimony regarding the suitability of the
Water Treatment Plant site given the potential for seismically induced liquefaction and
lateral spreading of soils in this area as well as the potential for slope failure north and east
ofthe plant. The Planning Commission referred to a deep-seated pre-historic landslide,
illustrated on plate 2A (p. 30/50) of the June 20, 2012, Kleinfelder report in Section 8, of
the Partnership's submittal materials for the Raw- and Finished-water pipeline, north and
east of the Water Treatment Plant site, as evidence that the area is' subject to liquefaction
and lateral movement. In addition, the Planning Commission concluded that the presence
of this pre-historic deep-seated landslide demonstrates that a buttress ofmore
consolidated and stable soils is not present to the east of the Water Treatment Plant site
and Raw- and Finished-water pipeline alignment, contrary to information presented by the
Partnership attesting this buttress was present. Additionally, the Planning Commission is
not convinced by evidence supplied by the Partnership to the contrary, that the proposed
design of these facilities would enable them to withstand a magnitude 9.0 Cascadia
Subduction Zone seismic event in this area.

In addition, given the significant impacts of the project as discussed above under Finding 1,
and the aesthetic impacts discussed below under Finding 4, although the existing plant has
been a good neighbor, the site is not suitable ~o accommodate the proposed expansion.

Finding 3: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal is not consistent
with CDC Section 60.070(A)(7) ("The use will comply with the applicable policies ofthe
comprehensive plan) and the West Linn Comprehensive Plan based upon the following
findings:

A. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with Goal 2, Section 1, Policy 8 of the
Comprehensive Plan, which states "Protect residentially zoned areas from the
negative impacts ofcommercial, civic, and mixed-use development, and other
potentially incompatible land uses." The overwhelming testimony from affected
nearby and neighboring property owners was consistent in describing that both the
temporary 32-month construction period and the permanent scale and operational
requirem~ntsof the proposed expansion would not be compatible with the
surrounding residentially zoned neighborhood, which is comprised of established
single family residences. Although the existing plant was uniformly described as a
"good neighbor" the new building would be significantly larger, more industrial in
appearance and would have exterior lighting that would be more invasive than the
current plant. Based on the Applicant's revised site plan, the buffering and setbacks
are not sufficient to adequately protect the neighborhood from the dominant
appearance of the project. Significantly more chemicals must be brought to the site
to treat the greatly increased water being processed, and such chemicals are
potentially hazardous putting nearby residents at increased risk. As discussed
above, the Planning Commission also finds that the greatly increased size of the
proposed plant presents a greater risk of significant property damage to the homes
that could be impacted by a major earthquake and/or landslide event. In all of these
respects, the Commission finds that the proposal is not consistent with the Policy's
clear requirement that residentially zoned areas be protected from such intrusions.
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B. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with the February 5, 2003, West Linn City
Council Goal number 9 (contained on p. 2/117 of the Comprehensive Plan) to,
"Oppose urbanization ofthe Stafford Triangle and pursue policies that would
permanently retain that area as a rural buffer between West Linn and neighboring
communities." The Planning Commission finds that the Council goals are
incorporated into and were adopted and acknowledged as part of the West Linn
Comprehensive Plan. Although titled "goals" and not policies, the Commission finds
that these Council goals are the adopted policy objectives of the elected governing
body of the City, and must be applied in the context of this review. The Planning
Commission finds that, despite assertions that policies contained in the Lake
Oswego Comprehensive Plan oppose development of the Stafford Triangle, the
inclusion of portions of the Stafford Triangle in the Partnership's initial feasibility

. analysis (which allocated apriroximately 2 mgd of future water to the area)
demonstrates that the project could facilitate development of the Stafford Triangle
contrary to the West Linn Comprehensive Plan.

C. The Partnership's proposal also fails to satisfy the following additional West Linn
City Council Goals dated February 5,2003 (contained on page 2/117 of the West
Linn Comprehensive Plan) Goal 1: Maintain and protect West Linn's quality oflife
and livability. See Finding l(C). The Partnership's proposal fails to protect residents'
quality oflife and livability by closing Mapleton Drive to through traffic between 7am
and 7pm and by creating a potentially hazardous situation for pedestrians travelling
through the construction work zone on Mapleton Drive. In addition, 86 new
construction-related trips on Mapleton Drive would add delay and potential safety risks
for residents in this area and therefore jeopardize their quality oflife and livability;

Goal 2: Actively support and encourage West Linn's neighborhood associations and
promote citizen involvement in civic life. Establish and maintain policies thatgive
neighborhoods real control over their future;

Goal 6: Promote land use policies, both locally and regionally, that are based on the
concepts ofsustainability, carrying capacity, and environmental quality;and

Goal 11: A~sert through bqth planning and policy that compatibility with existing
development should be a primary goal in West Linn's land use process.

Finding 4: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal fails to satisfy
CDC Section 60.070(A)(1) - The site size and dimensions provide, aJ adequate area for the
needs ofthe proposed use; and, bJadequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate
any possible adverse effect from the use on surrounding properties and uses - in that the
Partnership's proposal creates safety concerns for children walking along Mapleton Drive
to and from school during the estimated 32 month construction period for the proposed
project.

The proposal constitutes a replacement of an existing plant with what is essentially a new,
much larger plant. The subject site in a residential area is not adequate for the large
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replacement plant because of the disruption to the neighborhood during the proposed 32
month construction period.

As noted above under Finding 3, the failure of the proposed project to meet the
Comprehensive Plan Policy requiring the protection of residential areas from incompatible
uses is not met, 'further demonstrating that the proposal does not contain adequate area for
an industrial building of the size and scale proposed here.

This decision will become effective 14 days from the date of mailing of this final decision as
identified below. Those parties with standing (i.e., those individuals who submitted letters
into the record, or provided oral or written testimony during the course ofthe hearings, or
signed in on an attendance sheet or testimony form at either of the hearings, or who have
contacted City Planning staff and made their identities known to staff) may appeal this
decision to the West Linn City Council within 14 days ofthe mailing of this decision
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 99 of the Comm'unity Development Code. Such
appeals would require a fee of $400 and a completed appeal application form together with
the specific grounds for appeal to the Planning Director prior to the appeal-filing deadline.

MICHAEL BABBITT CHAIR
WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

DATE

Mailed this~7f:.l-day of ~6V.Lrn-6-l/Y ,2012.

Therefore, this decision becomes effective at 5 p.m., fuce...tn-.!J.t~ if ,2012.
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WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

FINAL DECISION NOTICE

CUP-12-04/DR-12-14/MISC-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01

IN THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSAL FOR A CONDITIONAL USE, CLASS II DESIGN
REVIEW, CLASS II PARKS DESIGN REVIEW, FLOOD MANAGEMENT AREA, WATER

RESOURCES AREA AND WILLAMETTE RIVER GREENWAY PERMIT FOR THE
PROPOSED INSTALLATION OF A WATER TRANSMISSION LINE FROM THE CITY

LIMITS UNDER THE WILLAMETTE RIVER, THROUGH MARY S. YOUNG STATE PARK
TO THE CITY'S NORTHERN BOUNDARY BORDERING THE CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO

VIA MAPLETON DRIVE AND HIGHWAY 43

On October 17, 18 and 25, and November 1, 2012 the West Linn Planning Commission
conducted a duly noticed public hearing to consider the request by the Lake Oswego-Tigard
Water Partnership (Partnership) to install a water transmission line through the City of
West Linn. The applicable review criteria for the Conditional Use, Class II Design Review,
Class II Parks Design Review, Flood Management Area, Water Resources Area and
Willamette River Greenway standards are found in the West Linn Community Development
Code (CDC). The approval criteria for Conditional Uses are located in Chapter 60 of the
CDC. The approval criteria for Design Review are found in Chapter 55 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Parks Design Review are found in Chapter 56 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Flood Management Areas are found in Chapter 27 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Water Resource Areas are found in CDC Chapter 32. The approval
criteria for the Willamette River Greenway are found in CDC Chapter 28. The hearing was
conducted pursuant to the provisions of CDC Chapter 99.

On May 16, 2012 the applicant submitted a written request to suspend a related
application for the expansion of a water treatment plant to allow additional work in several
areas of concern identified during the public hearing, and to allow the water treatment
plant application to be considered concurrently with the application for a pipeline to serve
the expanded treatment plant. The Commission granted this request and suspended the
hearing on May 16, 2012.

On October 17, 18 and 25, and November 1, 2012 the Planning Commission reconvened
and conducted a duly noticed public hearing to consider both this application and the
related application for the expanded water treatment plant. The Commission record
consists of all materials from the previous hearings together with the record of the
reconvened hearing.

The hearing commenced with a staff report presented by Zach Pelz, Associate Planner.
Dennis Koellermeier, Ed Sullivan, Jon Holland, Carrie Richter and other representatives
from the Partnership presented for the applicant. The Commission then opened the
hearing to the public, heard a significant amount oftestimony and received written
argument and evidence. A member of the public requested that the record be left open
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pursuantto DRS 197.763(6)(b) based on new evidence submitted at the continued hearing.
The Commission granted this request, leaving the record open for seven days for all parties
to respond to the new evidence. The applicant waived the additional seven day open
record period provided by ORS 197.763(6)(e).

When the Commission reconvened the hearing on November 1,2012, the applicant
responded with rebuttal, followed by questions from the Planning Commission for City
staff. The hearing was then closed, and the Planning Commission deliberated to a decision.

Following deliberations, a motion was made, seconded, and unanimously passed to deny
the applications on the following grounds:

Finding 1: The Planning Commission finds that the applicant failed to satisfy CDC
Subsection 60.070(A)(3) - "The granting ofthe proposal will provide for afacility that is
consistent with the avenill needs ofthecommiihity.-1l1ri reacning this. decision, the Planning
Commission determines that the language ofthis criterion is ambiguous, and requires
interpretation. As such, the Planning Commission makes the following interpretations and
findings:

A. The term "community" refers to the community to which the Comprehensive Plan
and CDC apply, which is limited to the City ofWest Linn. It does not mean the larger
region. A"facility that is consistent with the overall needs of the community" is one
that is designed and sized to serve the needs of the residents and land uses in the
city. Although Lake Oswego's existing water transmission line, both as it currently
functions and as proposed] could continue to provide a supply of water to West Linn
in the event of an emergency through an existing or replacement intertie with the
West Linn water system, its primary purpose is to serve residents in Lake Oswego
and Tigard] and therefore is inconsistent with the intent to meet the overall needs of
West Linn residents. As noted in Finding I(B), there is no guarantee that the
proposed water transmission line would provide water to West Linn for any given
period of time or by making water available on an emergency or backup basis. The
scale of the proposal is regional in nature and therefore violates the intent that
facilities in West Linn have the primary purpose and be of a scale to serve the
community ofWest Linn.

B. The applicant's offer to potentially provide 4 million gallons per day (mgd) as an
emergency water supply (as expressed in a proposed inter-governmental
agreement (IGA) signed by the Cities of Lake Oswego and Tigard) to the City of West
Linn until the year 2041, amounts to, at most, a temporary benefit to the City of
West Linn and could therefore not be characterized as providing a facility that
meets the overall needs of the community. Further, the offered IGA indicates that
the Partnership can provide and will endeavor to provide 4 mgd of emergency
water to West Linn; this provides no certainty that water will be available in the
event of an emergency, consequently it does not satisfy a need, and as such a
community need per Subsection 60.070(A)(3) is not satisfied.

C. The Commission interprets the term "overall needs" as used in this criterion to
mean that the facility must provide a benefit to the community for the duration of
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that facility's existence in the community. Further, to determine if a need is met, one
cannot evaluate the end result independent of the means to achieve that result The
Commission interprets the term "overall needs" to include an enhancement to the
community that offsets any impacts the proposed development creates, resulting in
a net benefit. Potential benefits provided by the facility, in terms of emergency
water supply, must exceed the impacts/costs borne by residents, business operators
and those relying on Highway 43 during the construction period, which as noted
above, constitute a portion of the "community" identified in this criterion. The
applicant's proposal uses the term "benefits" and provides a list of proposed
amenities and improvements to the West Linn water system to demonstrate
compliance with this criterion. Public testimony also relied on the term. Similarly,
the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan, referenced in the Staff Report as part of Finding
No. 10 in discussing compliance of the application with CDC 60.070(A) (7) uses the
term "benefit." The Planning Commission finds that it is reasonable to include the
concept of "benefit" as articulated here and in the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan as
addressing the "overall needs ofthe community" criterion given the significant
impacts ofthe project on the Robinwood Neighborhood.

West Linn residents and business owners testifying at the hearing indicated that
the construction of the proposed project over the course of 32 months, entailing 86
truck trips per day on what is now a low volume (Mapleton Drive currently
experiences 350 average trips per day) residential street without sidewalks, would
generate noise, cause disruption, diminish the livability of the area, pose a safety
risk for children walking through a construction zone to reach the school bus, and
potentially slow emergency response times, thus jeopardizing public safety and
potentially diminishing the ability to sell a dwelling along the affected streets, if
necessary, as well as depressing property values. Further, business owners testified
that impacts during the construction would be detrimental to their businesses. In
the event the proposed project caused businesses along Highway 43 to close or
relocate the impact could last until vacant storefronts are filled.

The temporary construction impacts, as well as the ongoing risks associated with
the storage and transmission of 38 mgd of water in a seismically hazardous area of
the City outweighed the temporary benefits that would accrue to West Linn
residents with the approval of the facility. While the Partnership's offer to self
insure by providing a $1.5 million risk management fund, in addition to the
Partnership's municipal insurance coverage, in the event of damage to property due
to a failure in the proposed project is appreciated, the amount is inadequate to cover
the potential significant property loss to surrounding homes in the event of a large
failure, the 10 year duration is too limited and, absent a third party administering
the fund, there is no certainty that the applicant would pay legitimate claims.

As discussed above, there is no demonstration that a need for water will be met by
the proposed facility and yet it was abundantly clear from overwhelming public
testimony that the proposal will have significant short term impacts and long term
impacts (e.g., noise, heavy truck traffic, loss of property tax revenue) on the
immediate neighborhood and those using Highway 43.
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Finally, the Commission finds that the term "community need" should be
interpreted by taking into consideration the sentiment of citizen participants
engaged in the pending quasi-judicial land use hearing. Despite the
recommendation in the adopted 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, to
improve the supply reliability of the West Linn-Lake Oswego emergency water
intertie, "community need" as set forth in CDC 60.070(A)(3) the Commission
concludes this criterion is not satisfied both based on the analysis above, and
because of the significant opposition to the Partnership's proposal expressed by
residents and local business owners throughout the hearing process indicating that
the impacts exceed the potential benefits.

Finding 2: The Planning Commission finds that the application is not consistent with CDC
Section 60.070(A)(2) - "The characteristics ofthe site are suitable for the proposed use
considering size, shape, location, topography, and natural features." The Planning
Commission disagrees with the Partnership's testimony regarding the suitability of the
proposed water transmission line alignment to accommodate the 42- to 48-inch diameter
pipe conveying up to 38 mgd given the potential for seismically induced liquefaction and
lateral spreading of soils in this area as well as the potential for slope failure north and east
of the proposed pipeline alignment. The Planning Commission referred to a deep-seated
pre-historic landslide, illustrated on plate 2A (p. 30/50) ofthe June 20, 2012, Kleinfelder
report in Section 8, of the Partnership's submittal materials for the Raw- and Finished
water pipeline, north and east of the Water Treatment Plant site, as evidence that the area
is subject to liquefaction and lateral movement. In addition, the Planning Commission
concluded that the presence of this pre-historic deep-seated landslide demonstrates that a
buttress of more consolidated and stable soils is not present to the east of the Water
Treatment Plant site and Raw- and Finished-water pipeline alignment, contrary to
information presented by the Partnership indicating that a buttress is present.
Additionally, the Planning Commission is not convinced by evidence supplied by the
Partnership to the contrary, that the proposed design of these facilities would enable them
to withstand a magnitude 9.0 Cascadia Subduction Zone seismic event in this area.

In addition, given the significant impacts of the project as discussed above under Finding 1,
and the impacts discussed below under Finding 4, the site is not suitable to accommodate
the proposed water transmission line.

Finding 3: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal is not consistent
with CDC Section 60.070(A)(7) ("The use will comply with the applicable policies ofthe
comprehensive plan) and the West Linn Comprehensive Plan based upon the following
findings:

A. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with Goal 2, Section 1, Policy 8 of the
Comprehensive Plan, which states "Protect residentially zoned areas from the
negative impacts ofcommercial} civic, and mixed-use developmen~ and other
potentially incompatible land uses." The overwhelming testimony from affected
nearby and neighboring property owners was consistent in describing that both the
temporary 32-month construction period and the permanent scale and operational
requirements of the proposed expansion would not be compatible with the
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surrounding residentially zoned neighborhood, which is comprised of established
single family residences. Although the existing Lake Oswego water treatment
facility, including the existing water transmission line was uniformly described as a
"good neighbor" the proposed water transmission line would be significantly larger
than the current line. As discussed above, the Planning Commission also finds that
the greatly increased size ofthe proposed transmission line presents a greater risk
of significant property damage to the homes that could be impacted by a major
earthquake and/or landslide event. In all of these respects, the Commission finds
that the proposal is not consistent with the Policy's clear requirement that
residentially zoned areas be protected from such intrusions.

B. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with the February 5, 2003, West Linn City
Council Goal number 9 (contained on p. 2/117 ofthe Comprehensive Plan) to,
"Oppose urbanization ofthe Stafford Triangle and pursue policies that would
permanently retain that area as a rural buffer between West Linn and neighboring
communities." The Planning Commission finds that the Council goals are
incorporated into and were adopted and acknowledged as part of the West Linn
Comprehensive Plan. Although titled "goals" and not policies, the Commission finds
that these Council goals are the adopted policy objectives of the elected governing
body of the City, and must be applied in the context of this review. The Planning
Commission finds that, despite assertions that policies contained in the Lake
Oswego Comprehensive Plan oppose development of the Stafford Triangle, the
inclusion of portions of the Stafford Triangle in the Partnership's initial feasibility
analysis (which allocated approximately 2 mgd of future water to the area)
demonstrates that the project could facilitate development of the Stafford Triangle
contrary to the West Linn Comprehensive Plan.

e. The Partnership's proposal also fails to satisfy the following additional West Linn
City Council Goals dated February 5, 2003 (contained on page 2/117 of the West
Linn Comprehensive Plan) Goal 1: Maintain and protect West Linn's quality oflife
and livability. See Finding l(C). The Partnership's proposal fails to protect residents'
quality oflife and livability by closing Mapleton Drive to through traffic between 7am
and 7pm and by creating a potentially hazardous situation for pedestrians travelling
through the construction work zone on Mapleton Drive. In addition, 86 new
consnuction-related trips on Mapleton Drive would add delay and potential safety risks
for residents in this area and therefore jeopardize their quality of life and livability;

Goal 2: Actively support and encourage West Linn's neighborhood associations and
promote citizen involvement in civic life. Establish and maintain policies thatgive
neighborhoods real control over theirfuture;

Goal 6: Promote land use policies, both locally and regionally, that are based on the
concepts ofsustainability, carrying capacity, and environmental quality; and

Goal 11: Assert through both planning and policy that compatibility with existing
development should be a primary goal in West Linn's land use process.

Finding 4: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal fails to satisfy
CDC Section 60.070(A)(1) - The site size and dimensions proVide, aj adequate area for the
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needs a/the proposed use; and, b] adequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate
any possible adverse effect from the use on surrounding properties and uses - in that the
Partnership's proposal calls for construction and heavy equipment in the streets without
sidewalks that creates safety concerns for children walking along Mapleton Drive to and
from school during the estimated 32 month construction period for the proposed project.

Moreover, while the applicant failed to provide an analysis ofthese impacts, the
Commission finds that proposed night-time work on Highway 43 would have adverse
effects to residences upslope from Highway 43. Similarly, the Commission finds that noise
impacts associated with the 24- to 48-hour continuous "pullback" phase of the horizontal
directional drilling (HOD) operation is expected to generate noise levels of SS to 61 dBA
and would have adverse impacts on surrounding properties.

The proposed pipeline alignment is not adequate for the large replacement water
transmission line because of the disruption to the neighborhood during the proposed 32
month construction period.

This decision will become effective 14 days from the date of mailing of this final decision as
identified below. Those parties with standing (i.e., those individuals who submitted letters
into the record, or provided oral or written testimony during the course of the hearings, or
signed in on an attendance sheet or testimony form at either of the hearings, or who have
contacted City Planning staff and made their identities known to staff) may appeal this
decision to the West Linn City Council within 14 days ofthe mailing of this decision
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 99 of the Community Development Code. Such
appeals would require a fee of $400 and a completed appeal application form together with
the specific grounds for appeal to the Planning Director prior to the appeal-filing deadline.

MICHAEL BABBITT CHAIR .
WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

//-26''- /2=
DATE

Mailed this :?/~ay of Co ~ y~m-6~ ,2012.

Therefore, this decision becomes effective at S p.m., ~.Lee-mJJW //1
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areaf Norfftwesf PrDperfles
19363 Willamette DriveitOS

West Linn, Oregon 97068

Office 503 636 9000
Fax 503 387 3082

January 21/ 2013

Dear Mayor Kovash:

The City Council and the City of West linn are at a key cross road for its future.

You can listen to the majority of your citizens, the seven neighborhood
associations and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43 and support the
City Planning Commission's unanimous rejections of the LOT conditional use
requests because they failed to satisfy the CDC requirements as stated in their
decisions attached hereto, and then present to your constituents a long term plan
for the improvement of our water system that the citizens can support.

Or you can go against the will of the entire City Planning Commission, the CDC
requirements, a majority of your constituents, seven neighborhood associations
and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43 and attempt to relinquish
valuable West linn rights and, in the process, harm many of your constituents.

Creating an intelligent and comprehensive plan that permanently solves our
water problems would be visionary and gain you the respect and support of all
of your constituents.

Ignoring the will of a majority of the citizens, the unanimous vote of the City
Planning Commission, the CDC requirements, the seven neighborhood
associations and almost all of the businesses along Highway 43/ while harming
many of your constituents, would bring the City Council disdain, and guarantee
substantial future opposition from your citizens and neighbors; and, as a result,
future bond issues will never be supported by a majority of the citizens because
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the City Council will never be able to regain the trust and support of its
constituents.

We urge you to please not follow the advice of some of the members of the City's
staff, some who do not even live in West Linn, and some who have different
vested interests than your constituents, as you were elected by the citizens of
West Linn, and not elected by the city's paid staff, or by the citizens of Lake
Oswego or Tigard.

We urge you to please not allow protracted litigation and public dispute to ensue
causing this fight to continue for years to come as it will create great indefinite,
long term and irreconcilable divisions for the entire city.

We want visionary City Councilors and a visionary City Council that will develop
long term meaningful solutions for West Linn.

I urge you to please not disappoint your constituents and sustain the unanimous
decisions of the City Planning Commission.

William J. More
Robinwood Shopping Center

P. S. If the City Council created an intelligent, comprehensive, long term plan that
solved our water problems, I and others would personally commit to rally
businesses and most of our residents around that proposal, and any other future
meaningful City Council proposals.

cc: City Council file regarding the appeal re: CUP-12-02/DR-12-04 and CUP-12
04/DR-12-14/Misc-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01

Ene: West Linn Planning Commission/Final Decision Notice
CUP-12-04/DR-12-14/MISC-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01
West Linn Planning Commission/Final Decision Notice
CUP-12-02/DR-12-04
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WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

FINAL DECISION NOTICE

CUP-12-02/DR-12.;04

IN THE MAnER OF THE PROPOSAL FOR A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT AND CLASS
II DESIGN REVIEW FOR THE PROPOSED EXPANSION OF THE CITY OF LAKE

OSWEGO WATER TREATMENT PLANT AT 4260 KENTHORPE WAY

On April 18, 2012 the West Linn Planning Commission conducted a duly noticed public
hearing to consider the request by the Lake Oswego-Tigard Water Partnership
(Partnership) to expand an existing water treatment plant at 4260 Kenthorpe Way. The
applicable review criteria for the Conditional Useand CIa-55 II Design Review standards are
found in the West Linn Community Development Code (CDC). The approval criteria for
Conditional Uses are located in Chapter 60 of the CDC. The approval criteria for Design
Review are found in Chapter SS of the CDC. The hearing was conducted pursuant to the
provisions of CDC Chapter 99. '

The hearing was continued to April 2S and again to May 2. On May 16,2012 the applicant
submitted a written request to suspend the applications for the expansion of the water
treatment plant to allow additional work in several areas of concern identified during the
public hearing, and to allow procedural consolidation of these applications with a planned
additional related application for a pipeline to serve the expanded treatment plant The
Commission granted this request and suspended the hearing on May 16, 2012.

On October 17, 18 and 25, 2012, the Planning Commission reconvened and conducted a
duly noticed public hearing. The Commission record consists of all materials from the
previous hearings together with the record of the reconvened hearing.

The hearing commenced with a staff report presented by Zach Pelz, Associate Planner.
Dennis KoellermeieT, Ed Sullivan, Jon Holland, Carrie Richter and other representatives
from the Partnership presented for the applicant. The Commission then opened the
hearing to the public, heard a significant amount of testimony and received written
argument and evidence. A member ofthe public requested that the record be left open
pursuantto ORS 197.763(6)(b) based on new evidence submitted at the continued hearing.
The Commission granted this request, leaving the record open for seven days for all parties
to respond to the new evidence. The applicant waived the additional seven day open
record period provided by ORS 197.763(6)(e).

When the Commission reconvened the hearing on November 1, 2012, the applicant
responded with rebuttat followed by questions from the Planning Commission for City
staff. The hearing was then closed, and the Planning Commission deliberated to a decision.

Following deliberations, a motion was made, seconded, and unanimously passed to deny
the application on the following grounds:
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Finding 1: The Planning Commission finds that the applicant failed to satisfy CDC
60.070(A)(3) - "The granting ofthe proposal will provide for a facility that is consistent with
the overall needs ofthe community. II In reaching this decision, the Planning Commission
determines that the language of this criterion is ambiguous, and requires interpretation. As
such, the Planning Commission makes the follOWing interpretations and findings:

A. The term "community" refers to the community to which the Comprehensive Plan
and CDC apply, which is limited to the City ofWest Linn. It does not mean the larger
region. A"facility that is consistent with the overall needs ofthe community" is one
that is designed and sized to serve the needs of the residents and land uses in the
city. Although the water treatment plant both as it currently functions and as
proposed currently does and could continue to provide a supply of water to West
Linn in the event of an emergency through an existing intertie with the West Linn
water system, its primary·purpose is to serve residents in Lake Oswego and Tigard,
and therefore is inconsistent with the intent to meet the overall needs ofWest Lin,n
residents. There is no guarantee that the expanded treatment plant would proVide
water to West Linn for any given period of time or by making water available on an
emergency or backup basis. Specifically, in conclusion, the scale ofthe proposal is
regional in nature and therefore violates the intent that facilities in West Linn have
the primary purpose and be of a scale to serve the community ofWest Linn.

H. The Commission interprets the term "overall needs" as used in this criterion to
mean that the facility must provide a benefit to the community for the duration of
that facility's existence in the community and commensurate with the impacts of the
proposed facility. As discussed above, there is no demonstration that a need for
water will be met by the expanded facility and yet it was abundantly clear from
overwhelming public testimony that the proposal will have significant short term
and long term impacts on the immediate neighborhood. Although the term "benefit"
does not appear in this criterion, the term "overall needs" can be interpreted to
include an enhancement to the community that offsets any impacts the proposed
development creates, resulting in a net benefit. In addition, the applicant presented
a portion of its application using the term "benefits" to demonstrate compliance
with this criterion. Public testimony also relied on the term. Similarly, the
Robinwood Neighborhood Plan, referenced in the Staff Report as part of Finding No.
10 in discussing compliance ofthe application with CDC 60.070(A)(7) uses the term
"benefit." The Planning Commission finds that it is reasonable to include the
concept of"benefit" as articulated here and in the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan as
addressing the "overall needs of the community" criterion given the significant
impacts of the project on the Robinwood Neighborhood.

C. The applicant's offer to potentially provide 4 million gallons per day (mgd) as an
emergency water supply (as expressed in a proposed inter-governmental
agreement (IGA) signed by the Cities of Lake Oswego and Tigard) to the City ofWest
Linn until the year 2041, amounted to, at most, a temporary benefit to the City of
West Linn and could therefore not be characterized as providing a facility that
meets the overall needs of the community. Further, the offered IGA indicates that
the Partnership can provide and will endeavor to proVide 4 mgd of emergency
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water to West Linn; this provides no certainty that water will be available in the
event of an emergency, consequently it does not satisfy a need, and as such a
community need per 60.070(A) (3) was not satisfied.

D. To determine if a need is met, one cannot evaluate the end result independent ofthe
means to achieve that result. Potential benefits provided by the facility in terms of
emergency water supply, must exceed the impacts/costs borne by residents,
business operators and those relying on Highway 43 during the construction period
which as noted above constitute a portion of the "community" identified in this
criterion. West Linn residents and business owners testifying at the hearing
indicated that the construction of the proposed project over the course of 32
months, entailing 86 truck trips per day on what is now a low volume (Mapleton
Drive currently experiences 350 average trips per day) residential street without
sidewalks, would generate noise, cause disruption, diminish the livability of the
area, pose a safety risK for children walking through a ·construction zone to reach
the school bus, and potentially slow emergency response times, thus jeopardizing
public safety and potentially diminishing the ability to sell a dwelling along the
affected streets and likely impeding property owners' ability sell their property if
necessary as well as depressing property values. Further, business owners testified
that impacts during the construction would be detrimental to their businesses. In
the event the proposed project caused businesses along Highway 43 to close or
relocate the impact could last until vacant storefronts are filled.

The temporary construction impacts, as well as the ongoing risks associated with
the storage and transmission of 38 mgd ofwater in a seismically hazardous area of
the City outweighed the temporary benefits that would accrue to West Linn
residents with the approval of the facility

Moreover, the Partnership's offer to self insure by providing a $1.5 million risk
management fund, in addition to the Partnership's municipal insurance coverage, in
the event of damage to property due to a failure in the proposed project the amount
was inadequate to cover the potential significant property loss to surrounding
homes in the event of a large failure, the 10 year duration is too limited and, absent
a third party administering the fund, there is no certainty that the applicant would

- pay legitimate claims.

E. Finally, the Commission finds that the term "community need" should be
interpreted by taking into consideration the sentiment of citizen participants
engaged in the pending quasi-judicial land use hearing. Despite the
recommendation in the adopted 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, to
improve the supply reliability ofthe West Linn-Lake Oswego emergency water
intertie, "community need" as set forth in CDC 60.070(A)(3) the Commission
concludes this criterion is not satisfied both based on the analysis above, and
because of the significant opposition to the Partnership's proposal expressed by
residents and local business owners throughout the hearing process.

Finding 2: The Planning Commission finds that the application is not consistent with CDC
Section 60.070(A)(2) - "The characteristics ofthe site are suitable for the proposed use
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considering size, shape, location, topography, and natural features." The Planning
Commission disagrees with the Partnership's testimony regarding the suitability of the
Water Treatment Plant site given the potential for seismically induced liquefaction and
lateral spreading of soils in this area as well as the potential for slope failure north and east
of the plant The Planning Commission referred to a deep-seated pre-historic landslide,
illustrated on plate 2A (p. 30/50) ofthe June 20, 2012, Kleinfelder report in Section 8, of
the Partnership's submittal materials for the Raw- and Finished-water pipeline, north and
east of the Water Treatment Plant site, as evidence that the area is subject to liquefaction
and lateral movement In addition, the Planning Commission concluded that the presence
of this pre-historic deep-seated landslide demonstrates that a buttress of more
consolidated and stable soils is not present to the east of the Water Treatment Plant site
and Raw- and Finished-water pipeline alignment, contrary to information presented by the
Partnership attesting this buttress was present. Additionally, the Planning Commission is
not convinced by evidence supplied by the Partnership to the contrary, that the proposed
design of these facilities would enable them to withstand a magnitude 9.0 Cascadia
Subduction Zone seismic event in this area.

In addition, given the significant impacts of the project as discussed above under Finding 1,
and the aesthetic impacts discussed below under Finding 4, although the existing plant has
been a good neighbor, the site is not suitable to accommodate the proposed expansion.

Finding 3: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal is not consistent
with CDC Section 60.070(A)(7) ("The use will comply with the applicable policies ofthe
comprehensive plan) and the West Linn Comprehensive Plan based upon the following
findings:

A. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with Goal 2, Section 1, Policy 8 ofthe
Comprehensive Plan, which states "Protect residentially zoned areas from the
negative impacts ofcommercial, civic, and mixed-use development, and other
potentially incompatible land uses." The overwhelming testimony from affected
nearby and neighboring property owners WCiS consistent in describing that both the
temporary 32-month construction period and the permanent scale and operational
requirements of the proposed expansion would not be compatible with the
surrounding residentially zoned neighborhood, which is comprised of established
single family residences. Although the existing plant was uniformly described as a
"good neighbor" the new building would be significantly larger, more industrial in
appearance and would have exterior lighting that would be more invasive than the
current plant Based on the Applicant's revised site plan, the buffering and setbacks
are not sufficient to adequately protect the neighborhood from the dominant
appearance of the project Significantly more chemicals must be brought to the site
to treat the greatly increased water being processed, and such chemicals are
potentially hazardous putting nearby residents at increased risk. As discussed
above, the Planning Commission also finds that the greatly increased size of the
proposed plant presents a greater risk of significant property damage to the homes
that could be impacted by a major earthquake and/or landslide event. In all of these
respects, the Commission finds that the proposal is not consistent with the Policy's
clear requirement that residentially zoned areas be protectedfrom such intrusions.
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B. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with the February 5, 2003, West Linn City
Council Goal number 9 (contained on p. 2/117 of the Comprehensive Plan) to,
ItOppose urbanization ofthe Stafford Triangle and pursue policies that would
permanently retain that area as a rural buffer between West Linn and neighboring
communities." The Planning Commission finds that the Council goals are
incorporated into and were adopted and acknowledged as part ofthe West Linn
Comprehensive Plan. Although titled Itgoals" and not policies, the Commission finds
that these Council goals are the adopted policy objectives of the elected governing
body of the City, and must be applied in the context of this review. The Planning
Commission finds that, despite assertions that policies contained in the Lake
Oswego Comprehensive Plan oppose development of the Stafford Triangle, the
inclusion of portions of the Stafford Triangle in the Partnership's initial feasibility

-analysis (which allocated app"roxirnately 2 mg-d of future water to the area)
demonstrates that the project could facilitate development of the Stafford Triangle
contrary to the West Linn Comprehensive Plan.

e. The Partnership's proposal also fails to satisfy the following additional West Linn
City Council Goals dated February 5,2003 (contained on page 2/117 of the West
Linn Comprehensive Plan) Goal 1: Maintain and protect West Linn's quality oflife
and livability. See Finding l(C). The Partnership's proposal fails to protect residents'
quality oflife and livability by closing Mapleton Drive to through traffic between 7am
and 7pm and by creating a potentially hazardous situation for pedestrians travelling
through the construction work zone on Mapleton Drive. In addition, 86 new
construction-related trips on Mapleton Drive would add delay and potential safety risks
for residents in this area and therefore jeopardize their quality of life and livability;

Goal 2: Actively support and encourage West Linn's neighborhood associations and
promote citizen involvement in civic life. Establish and maintain policies that give
neighborhoods real control over their future;

Goal 6: Promote land use policies, both locally and regionally, that are based on the
concepts ofsustainabiJity, carrying capacity, and environmental quality;and

Goa/11: Assert through both planning and policy that compatibility with existing
development should be a primarygoal in West Linn's land use process.

Finding 4: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal fails to satisfy
CDC Section 60.070(A)(1) - The site size and dimensions provide, aJ adequate area for the
needs ofthe proposed use; and, b) adequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate
any possible adverse effect from the use on surrounding properties and uses - in that the
Partnership's proposal creates safety concerns for children walking along Mapleton Drive
to and from school during the estimated 32 month construction period for the proposed
project.

The proposal constitutes a replacement of an existing plant with what is essentially a new,
much larger plant. The subject site in a residential area is not adequate for the large
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replacement plant because of the disruption to the neighborhood during the proposed 32
month construction period.

As noted above under Finding 3, the failure of the proposed project to meet the
Comprehensive Plan Policy requiring the protection of residential areas from incompatible
uses is not met, further demonstrating that the proposal does not contain adequate area for
an industrial building of the size and scale proposed here.

This decision will become effective 14 days from the date of mailing of this final decision as
identified below. Those parties with standing (i.e., those individuals who submitted letters
into the record, or provided oral or written testimony during the course of the hearings, or
signed in on an attendance sheet or testimony form at either of the hearings, or who have
contacted City Planning staff and made their identities known to staff) may appeal this
decision to the West Linn City Council within 14 days ofthe mailing of this decision
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 99 of the Community Development Code. Such
appeals would require a fee of $400 and a completed appeal application form together with
the specific grounds for appeal to the Planning Director prior to the appeal-filing deadline.

MICHAEL BABBITT CHAIR
WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

DATE

Mailed thisC:<7.t!-day of ~6]/..I.Jn_6-tN' ,2012.

Therefore, this decision becomes effective at 5 p.m., J"u..~ej?L6.t,r Jj ,2012.
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WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

FINAL DECISION NonCE

CUP-12-04/DR-12-14/MISC-12-10/WA-12-03/WR-12-01

IN THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSAL FOR A CONDITIONAL USE, CLASS II DESIGN
REVIEW, CLASS II PARKS DESIGN REVIEW, FLOOD MANAGEMENT AREA, WATER

RESOURCES AREA AND WILLAMETTE RIVER GREENWAY PERMIT FOR THE
PROPOSED INSTALLATION OF A WATER TRANSMISSION LINE FROM THE CITY

LIMITS UNDER THE WILLAMETTE RIVER, THROUGH MARY S. YOUNG STATE PARK
TO THE CITY'S NORTHERN BOUNDARY BORDERING THE CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO

VIA MAPLETON DRIVE AND HIGHWAY 43

On October 17, 18 and 25, and November 1, 2012 the West Linn Planning Commission
conducted a duly noticed public hearing to consider the request by the Lake Oswego-Tigard
Water Partnership (Partnership) to install a water transmission line through the City of
West Linn. The applicable review criteria for the Conditional Use, Class II Design Review,
Class II Parks Design Review, Flood Management Area, Water Resources Area and
Willamette River Greenway standards are found in the West Linn Community Development
Code (CDC). The approval criteria for Conditional Uses are located in Chapter 60 ofthe
CDC. The approval criteria for Design Review are found in Chapter 55 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Parks Design Review are found in Chapter 56 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Flood Management Areas are found in Chapter 27 of the CDC. The
approval criteria for Water Resource Areas are found in CDC Chapter 32. The approval
criteria for the WiBamette River Greenway are found in CDC Chapter 28. The hearing was
conducted pursuant to the provisions of CDC Chapter 99.

On May 16, 2012 the applicant submitted a written request to suspend a related
application for the expansion of a water treatment plant to allow additional work in several
areas of concern identified during the public hearing, and to allow the water treatment
plant application to be considered concurrently with the application for a pipeline to serve
the expanded treatment plant. The Commission granted this request and suspended the
hearing on May 16, 2012.

On October 17,18 and 25, and November 1, 2012 the Planning Commission reconvened
and conducted a duly noticed public hearing to consider both this application and the
related application for the expanded water treatnient plant. The Commission record
consists of all materials from the previous hearings together with the record of the
reconvened hearing.

The hearing commenced with a staff report presented by Zach Pelz, Associate Planner.
Dennis Koellermeier, Ed Sullivan, Jon HoHand, Carrie Richter and other representatives
from the Partnership presented for the applicant. The Commission then opened the
hearing to the public, heard a significant amount of testimony and received written
argument and evidence. A member of the public requested that the record be left open
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pursuant to DRS 197.763(6)(b) based on new evidence submitted at the continued hearing.
The Commission granted this request, leaving the record open for seven days for all parties
to respond to the new evidence. The applicant waived the additional seven day open
record period provided by ORS 197.763(6)(e).

When the Commission reconvened the hearing on November I, 2012, the applicant
responded with rebuttal, followed by questions from the Planning Commission for City
staff. The hearing w~s then closed, and the Planning Commission deliberated to a decision.

Following deliberations, a motion was made, seconded, and unanimously passed to deny
the applications on the following grounds:

Finding 1: The Planning Commission finds that the applicant failed to satisfy CDC
Subsection 60.070(A)(3) - "The granting ofthe proposal will provide for a facility that is
consistent with theavenill needs ofthffcomrini"T,ity.-H lri. re-acniilg tnis decision, the Planning
Commission determines that the language of this criterion is ambiguous, and requires
interpretation. As such, the Planning Commission makes the following interpretations and
findings:

A. The term "community" refers to the community to which the Comprehensive Plan
and CDC apply, which is limited to the City of West Linn. It does not mean the larger
region. A"facility that is consistent with the overall needs of the community" is one
that is designed and sized to serve the needs of the residents and land uses in the
city. Although Lake Oswego's existing water transmission line, both as it currently
functions and as proposed, could continue to provide a supply of water to West Linn
in the event of an emergency through an existing or replacement intertie with the
West Linn water system, its primary purpose is to serve residents in Lake Oswego
and Tigard, and therefore is inconsistent with the intent to meet the overall needs of
West Linn residents. As noted in Finding l(B), there is no guarantee that the
proposed water transmission line would provide water to West Linn for any given
period oftime or by making water .available on an emergency or backup basis. The
scale of the proposal is regional in nature and therefore violates the intent that
facilities in West Linn have the primary purpose and be of a scale to serve the
community of West Linn.

. . .
B. The applicant's offer to potentially provide 4 million gallons per day (mgd) as an

emergency water supply (as expressed in a proposed inter-governmental
agreement (IGA) signed by the Cities of Lake Oswego and Tigard) to the City of West
Linn until the year 2041, amounts to, at most, a temporary benefit to the City of
West Linn and could therefore not be characterized as providing a facility that
meets the overall needs of the community. Further, the offered IGA indicates that
the Partnership can provide and will endeavor to provide 4 mgd of emergency
water to West Linn; this provides no certainty that water will be available in the
event of an emergency, consequently it does not satisfy a need, and as such a
community need per Subsection 60.070(A)(3) is not satisfied.

C. The Commission interprets the term "overall needs" as used in this criterion to
mean that the facility must provide a benefit to the community for the duration of
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that facility's existence in the community. Further, to determine if a need is met, one
cannot evaluate the end result independent of the means to achieve that result. The
Commission interprets the term "overall needs" to include an enhancement to the
community that offsets any impacts the proposed development creates, resulting in
a net benefit. Potential benefits provided by the facility, in terms of emergency
water supply, must exceed the impacts/costs borne by residents, business operators
and those relying on Highway 43 during the construction period, which as noted
above, constitute a portion of the "community" identified in this criterion. The
applicant's proposal uses the term "benefits" and provides a list of proposed
amenities and improvements to the West Linn water system to demonstrate
compliance with this criterion. Public testimony also relied on the term. Similarly,
the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan, referenced in the Staff Report as part of Finding
No. 10 in discussing compliance of the application with CDC 60.070(A) (7) uses the
term "benefit." The Planning Commission finds that it is reasonable to include the
concept of "benefit" as articulated here and in the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan as
addressing the "overall needs ofthe community" criterion given the significant
impacts of the project on the Robinwood Neighborhood.

West Linn residents and business owners testifying at the hearing indicated that
the construction of the proposed project over the course of 32 months, entailing 86
truck trips per day on what is now a low volume (Mapleton Drive currently
experiences 350 average trips per day) residential street without sidewalks, would
generate noise, cause disruption, diminish the livability of the area, pose a safety
risk for children walking through a construction zone to reach the school bus, and
potentially slow emergency response times, thus jeopardizing public safety and
potentially diminishing the ability to sell a dwelling along the affected streets, if
necessary, as well as depressing property values. Further, business owners testified
that impacts during the construction would be detrimental to their businesses. In
the event the proposed project caused businesses along Highway 43 to close or
relocate the impact could last until vacant storefronts are filled.

The temporary construction impacts, as well as the ongoing risks associated with
the storage and transmission of38 mgd ofwater in a seismically hazardous area of
the City outweighed the temporary benefits that would accrue to West Linn
residents with the approval of the facility. While the Partnership's offer to self
insure by providing a $1.5 million risk management fund, in addition to the
Partnership's municipal insurance coverage, in the event of damage to property due
to a failure in the proposed project is appreciated, the amount is inadequate to cover
the potential significant property loss to surrounding homes in the event of a large
failure, the 10 year duration is too limited and, absent a third party administering
the fund, there is no certainty that the applicant would pay legitimate claims.

As discussed above, there is no demonstration that a need for water will be met by
the proposed facility and yet it was abundantly clear from overwhelming public
testimony that the proposal will have significant short term impacts and long term
impacts (e.g., noise, heavy truck traffic, loss of property tax revenue) on the
immediate neighborhood and those using Highway 43.
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Finally, the Commission finds that the term "community need" should be
interpreted by taking into consideration the sentiment of citizen participants
engaged in the pending quasi-judicial land use hearing. Despite the
recommendation in the adopted 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, to
improve the supply reliability of the West Linn-Lake Oswego emergency water
intertie, "community need" as set forth in CDC 60.070(A)(3) the Commission
concludes this criterion is not satisfied both based on the analysis above, and
because of the significant opposition to the Partnership's proposal expressed by
residents and local business owners throughout the hearing process indicating that
the impacts exceed the potential benefits.

Finding 2: The Planning Commission finds that the application is not consistent with CDC
Section 60.070(A)(2) - "The characteristics ofthe site are suitable for the proposed use
considering size, shape, location, topography, and natural features. " The Planning
Commission disagrees with the Partnership's testimony regarding the suitability of the
proposed water transmission line alignment to accommodate the 42- to 48-inch diameter
pipe conveying up to 38 mgd given the potential for seismically induced liquefaction and
lateral spreading of soils in this area as well as the potential for slope failure north and east
of the proposed pipeline alignment. The Planning Commission referred to a deep-seated
pre-historic landslide, illustrated on plate 2A (p. 30/50) ofthe June 20, 2012, Kleinfelder
report in Section 8, of the Partnership's submittal materials for the Raw- and Finished
water pipeline, north and east of the Water Treatment Plant site, as evidence that the area
is subject to liquefaction and lateral movement. In addition, the Planning Commission
concluded that the presence of this pre-historic deep-seated landslide demonstrates that a
buttress of more consolidated and stable soils is not present to the east of the Water
Treatment Plant site and Raw- and Finished-water pipeline alignment, contrary to
information presented by the Partnership indicating that a buttress is present.
Additionally, the Planning Commission is not convinced by evidence supplied by the
Partnership to the contrary, that the proposed design of these facilities would enable them
to withstand a magnitude 9.0 Cascadia Subduction Zone seismic event in this area.

In addition, given the significant impacts of the project as discussed above under Finding 1,
and the impacts discussed below under Finding 4, the site is not suitable to accommodate
the proposed water transmission line.

Finding 3: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal is not consistent
with CDC Section 60.070(A)(7) ("The use will comply with the applicable policies ofthe
comprehensive plan) and the West Linn Comprehensive Plan based upon the following
findings:

A. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with Goal 2, Section 1, Policy 8 of the
Comprehensive Plan, which states "Protect residentially zoned areas from the
negative impacts ofcommercial, civic, and mixed-use development, and other
potentially incompatible land uses." The overwhelming testimony from affected
nearby and neighboring property owners was consistent in describing that both the
temporary 32-month construction period and the permanent scale and operational
requirements of the proposed expansion would not be compatible with the
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surrounding residentially zoned neighborhood, which is comprised of established
single family residences. Although the existing Lake Oswego water treatment
facility, including the existing water transmission line was uniformly described as a
"good neighbor" the proposed water transmission line would be significantly larger
than the current line. As discussed above, the Planning Commission also finds that
the greatly increased size of the proposed transmission line presents a greater risk
of significant property damage to the homes that could be impacted by a major
earthquake and/or landslide event. In all of these respects, the Commission finds
that the proposal is not consistent with the Policy's clear requirement that
residentially zoned areas be protected from such intrusions.

B. The Partnership's proposal is inconsistent with the February 5, 2003, West Linn City
Council Goal number 9 (contained on p. 2/117 of the Comprehensive Plan) to,
"Oppose urbanization ofthe Stafford Triangle and pursue policies that would
permanently retain that area as a rural buffer between West Linn and neighboring
communities." The Planning Commission finds that the Council goals are
incorporated into and were adopted and acknowledged as part of the West Linn
Comprehensive Plan. Although titled "goals" and not policies, the Commission finds
that these Council goals are the adopted policy objectives of the elected governing
body of the City, and must be applied in the context of this review. The Planning
Commission finds that, despite assertions that policies contained in the Lake
Oswego Comprehensive Plan oppose development of the Stafford Triangle, the
inclusion of portions of the Stafford Triangle in the Partnership's initial feasibility
analysis (which allocated approXimately 2 mgd of future water to the area)
demonstrates that the project could facilitate development of the Stafford Triangle
contrary to the West Linn Comprehensive Plan.

e. The Partnership's proposal also fails to satisfy the following additional West Linn
City Council Goals dated February 5, 2003 (contained on page 2/117 of the West
Linn Comprehensive Plan) Goal 1: Maintain and protect West Linn's quality oflife
and livability. See Finding I(C). The Partnership's proposal fails to protect residents'
quality oflife and livability by closing Mapleton Drive to through traffic between 7am
and 7pm and by creating a potentially hazardous situation for pedestrians travelling
through the construction work zone on Mapleton Drive. In addition, 86 new
constlUction-related trips on Mapleton Drive would add delay and potential safety risks
for residents in this area and therefore jeopardize their quality oflife and livability;

Goal 2: Actively support and encourage West Linn's neighborhood associations and
promote citizen involvement in civic life. Establish and maintain policies thatgive
neighborhoods real control over their futl.lre;

Goal 6: Promote land use policies, both locally and regionally, that are based on the
concepts ofsustainability, carrying capacity, and environmental quality; and

Goal 11: Assert through both planning and policy that compatibility with existing
development should be a primarygoal in West Linn's land use process.

Finding 4: The Planning Commission finds that the Partnership's proposal fails to satisfy
CDC Section 60.070(A)(1) - The site size and dimensions provide, aj adequate area for the
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needs ofthe proposed use; and, b) adequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate
any possible adverse effect from the use on surrounding properties and uses - in that the
Partnership's proposal calls for construction and heavy equipment in the streets without
sidewalks that creates safety concerns for children walking along Mapleton Drive to and
from school during the estimated 32 month construction period for the proposed project.

Moreover, while the applicant failed to provide an analysis ofthese impacts, the
Commission finds that proposed night-time work on Highway 43 would have adverse
effects to residences upslope from Highway 43. Similarly, the Commission finds that noise
impacts associated with the 24- to 48-hour continuous "pullback" phase of the horizontal
directional drilling (HDD) operation is expected to generate noise levels of 55 to 61 dBA
and would have adverse impacts on surrounding properties.

The proposed pipeline alignment is not adequate for the large replacement water
transmission line because of the disruption to the neighborhood during the proposed 32
month construction period.

This decision will become effective 14 days from the date of mailing of this final decision as
identified below. Those parties with standing (Le., those individuals who submitted letters
into the record, or provided oral or written testimony during the course of the hearings, or
signed in on an attendance sheet or testimony form at either of the hearings, or who have
contacted City Planning staff and made their identities known to staff) may appeal this
decision to the West Linn City Council within 14 days of the mailing of this decision
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 99 of the Community Development Code. Such
appeals would require a fee of $400 and a completed appeal application form together with
the specific grounds for appeal to the Planning Director prior to the appeal-filing deadline.

MICHAEL BABBITT CHAIR
WEST LINN PLANNING COMMISSION

//-)6" /b
DATE

Mailed this ;1,7~ay of Y2 ~ y~m..6~ ,2012.

Therefore, this decision becomes effective at 5 p.m., ~..Le e..m1Jw //. ,2012.,
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REf
January 21, 2013

RE: AP-12-02 and AP-12-03

A great deal was left on the table after last week's city council appeal hearing. I feel that it is

important to address the final statement by LOT attorney Ed Sullivan, as his perspective on

some of the critical issues is fundamentally flawed.

To begin with, he talks about all of the expert testimony and review LOT has presented and that

the opponents have offered no credible testimony to contradict their experts. Yet when it

comes to the Carollo report, which was another of LOT's expert analyses which proved to be

wrong on many points, he is quick to dismiss it as a preliminary analysis used merely to launch

the public hearing process. This document was a supporting "expert" analysis for this project,

and it was wrong. Unfortunately if other experts that LOT has brought forth prove to be wrong

after this project begins, it is the citizens of West Linn who will bear the brunt.

Then there is the all important issue of the planning commission decision. Mr. Sullivan claims

they "got it wrong". Really? He cites that they erred on the three criteria that they presented

in their denial. In reality the commission found the proposal failed to meet 4 different CDC

criteria and within those, also 6 criteria of the city's comprehensive plan. This is one the most

important elements for the city council to review in making its decision. The planning

commission found 9 criteria that failed to comply. It only requires one to deny. Could all

seven of them have gotten it that wrong?! I feel it is important to enter all of those criteria

here for the record:

• 60.070(A)(3): "The granting of the proposal will provide for a facility that is consistent

with the overall needs of the community"

• 60.070(A)(1): "The site size and dimensions provide, a) adequate area for the needs of

the proposed use; and, b) adequate area for aesthetic design treatment to mitigate any

possible adverse effect from the use on surrounding properties and uses"

• 60.070(A)(2): "The characteristics of the site are suitable for the proposed use

considering size, shape, location, topography, and natural features"

• 60.070(A) (7) "The use will comply with the applicable policies of the comprehensive

plan". Here there were six criteria that failed to comply:

• Council Goal 1: "Maintain and protect West Linn's quality of life"

• Council Goal 2: "Actively support and encourage West Linn's neighborhood associations

and promote citizen involvement in civic life. Establish and maintain policies that give

neighborhoods real control over their future"
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• Council Goal 6: "Promote land use policies, both locally and regionally, that are based on

the concepts of sustainability, carrying capacity, and environmental quality"

• Council Goal 11: "Assert through both planning and policy that compatibility with

existing development should be a primary goal in West Linn's land use process"

• Council Goal 9: "Oppose urbanization of the Stafford triangle and pursue policies that

would permanently retain that areas a rural buffer between West Linn and neighboring

communities"

• Goal 2, Section 1, Policy 8: "Protect residentially zoned areas from the negative impacts

of commercial, civic, and mixed-use development, and other incompatible land uses"

So, rather than the 3 criteria that Mr. Sullivan claims the PC missed on, there are 9 that must be

overruled for the decision to be overturned. Collectively these criteria present the

commission's strong case for denial. Unless the council can find every one of them to be in

error, there can be no case for overturning the decision.

While the city staff has dismissed some of these criteria as "aspirational", I would refer the

council to this statement from the comprehensive plan, "The goals and policies contained

within this plan have the force of law and the city is obligated to adhere to them in

implementing the plan."

I would also argue with Mr. Sullivan's reference to "conditional use" as to its meaning and

application. Mr. Sullivan argues that conditional use means that the use is allowed with

conditions. Again I quote directly from the comprehensive plan, "A proposed use of land which

might be allowed after the city planning commission has determined that the proposed use is

appropriate for the site, compatible with surrounding uses, is supported by public facilities, and

is of overall benefit to the community and meets all other relevant criteria" "Might be allowed"

does not equate with "will be allowed with conditions",

Of course also within this statement is the phrase which has been in the forefront of this

proposal which is "of overall benefit to the community". Mr. Sullivan refers to this several

times in his closing remarks. First he argues that the planning commission's interpretation of

this phrase is faulty because the term "community" is too narrowly defined as being only West

Linn. He goes on to say that with this interpretation, other important infrastructure projects

would be denied if they serve other communities. The problem with Mr. Sullivan's logic here is

that all of the other referenced projects primarily serve West Linn whereas this project

primarily serves Lake Oswego and Tigard with West Linn having to suffer the hardships imposed

by the project.
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Also of note here is the list of "benefits" that he and LOT claim West Linn will receive. I feel it is

important to list and address those:

• Mary S. Young Park: This is another "pay to play" on LOT's part. While $90,000 might

be a benefit to the park's coffer, there are many regular users of the park who would

argue that it is not worth the noise and disruption to the park that it comes with. It also

seriously falls into the shady territory of a developer being able to buy his way through a

land use project. There is also the related issue of parts of this use being a charter issue

which should require a public vote. The charter applies here because the staging area is

above ground and will interfere with the use of city owned parks; Le. the beach and

Cedar Island.

• Back up water: The intertie exists. If this project goes away the intertie will not,

particularly with the current Lake Oswego council in place.

• Seismic armoring: The faulty reasoning here is that in order to receive this benefit, we

must allow an entirely new facility in an area where the facility does not belong

precisely because of the seismic hazard. Their own experts tell us how dangerous this

location is in seismic terms. Regardless of the technology used in building the plant and

pipeline, how does it make sense to put it in an area where it can do more harm if

damaged by a seismic event?

• Streets and roads: They will be doing no more than repairing what they are destroying

in the process

• Asbestos pipes: Same thing and West Linn has to kick in as well. The asbestos pipes are

a long term issue for West Linn, but to call a replacement of a short stretch of pipe

because it is in the way of their mission a "benefit" is somewhat skewed reasoning. I

would also add here that LOT has never explained how they plan to cut and splice into

the asbestos pipes without contaminating our existing water system.

• The right of way fee: This is another one that falls in the shady area of "pay to play". The

offer of money before a land use application is decided upon sets a dangerous precedent.

would argue that it is not a benefit as the same purpose could be achieved through an

actual franchise fee. Such a fee would be dictated by West Linn and could be much broader

in its scope as well as increasing the amount West Linn could receive over the years to

come. Also, since it is actually a rental fee, it should not be interpreted as a benefit.

The discussion of benefits brings up the issue of the petition. I understand that LOT doesn't like

the wording of it or the fact that a thousand people signed it. As the council fully knows there

are sides being taken in this issue and "facts" being debated. LOT claims that its version is

gospel, and anything stating otherwise is incorrect. ObViously there are those that disagree.

The petition language was carefully crafted to be an accurate representation of our point of
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view; there is nothing in it that Ustretches the truth". Additionally, LOT's implication that

people didn't understand what they were signing is insulting to those who did sign.

Then there is the ucanard" of highway disruption leading to problems for local businesses.

While this is a case where there was opposing expert testimony, it fell on deaf ears with LOT.

The bottom line is that this is a case of LOT making it look great with graphs, reports, and

promises, but the hard reality is that this type of construction impact is very difficult to

mitigate, and if their expert reports are wrong in this case, who will be accountable for the

losses local businesses will be subject to? As for Mr. Sullivan's claim that by not taking a

position, certain businesses have Usigned off" and are "effectively endorsing the project". Talk

about "aspirational". A uno position" stance is exactly what it says; it is not an endorsement of

the project.

Mr. Sullivan refers several times to the much used term, ugood neighbor". While the existing

LO plant might be termed a tolerable neighbor, the LOT partnership long ago burned the

bridges for any use of this term with the Robinwood neighborhood. LOT has never been and

will never be considered a ugood neighbor". If this project were to go forward, it would be

nothing short of a forced occupation leading to both short and long term resentment for the

majority of the people in the neighborhood.

I realize that I am presenting a rather long document here, but Mr. Sullivan's final statement

required that it be addressed in complete manner for the record.

In closing I would add that the appeal hearings gave strong credence to the planning

commission decision. West Linn and Lake Oswego can work together going forward to solve

our water issues. This project is not the answer. The current Lake Oswego city council has

indicated that it does not favor this project. It does not want to terminate our intertie

agreement. I urge the West Linn council to deny this project, and coordinate with the city of

Lake Oswego to achieve a well conceived and balanced future for our water needs.

Scott Gerber

3940 Kenthorpe Way

West Linn, OR
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Help Save West Linn: Petition seeking Signatures - Print Here

Iagree tilat:

I. The Lake O~wes:o TIgard proposal Is not consistent with the overo.lI nezds of the West
Linn community.

z. The West Linn City Council should vote to uphold the unanimous decision of our West
Linn Planning Commission.
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Citizen Request 180361 City of West Linn Oregon Official Website

Details for public viewing

As a twenty-one year citizen of West Linn, my

husband and I would like to lodge of great

displeasure at the thought of this action going

through.

There are many reasons this would MORE than

greatly inconvenience our family and the future

sale of our home during the construction, but as

we have read and understand the laws that

would enable the LOT project to go through the

application does NOT meet the cities

requirements.

Another concern is that of safety. We literally

live below the site and the potential for

catastrophic water damage as outlined by the

expert testimony in the first round of

presentations is unacceptable.

Would love to have the rationale for the re

submission for this project after the city

planning committee unanimously rejected It the

first time. This has become a colossal, but sadly

necessary waste of time and resources!

John and Cathie Alder

19120 Nixon Ave.

West Linn, OR. 97068

http://westIinnoregon.gov/citizenrequest/18036
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Uphold to Deny CUP-12-Q2/DR-12-04 and CUP-12-04/DR-12-14/MISC-12-10IWA..j' '~3fWRLl....... :. - .... ..,. ~
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Honorable Mayor and Councilors of the City ~f.West linn

Appeals for Lake Oswego - Tigard Water l?artnership: A\\ ~

CUP-12-02/DR-12-04 (water treatment plimt) and <;i".<'7'.{\\"··\'~\~\'\.
, . ..,.':\ " -,#'

CUP-12-04/DR12-14 (water transmission line) \ ' ",~\·~0\~.(:?-;.. = .~.,.....
.<" .\ C\~ '~\""" ~

Gary Hitesman/21 January 2013 ··..-:\E\~~ ';;7'/

Uphold Planning Commlssion Decision to Deny .~. ~/'
.. '"

The amended application has substantial changes that further propogate negative impacts to the

existing neighborhood and still does not meet the requirements/criteria for a conditional use.

The amended application dated 12110112 states;

The plant design is suitable for this site and compatible with the surrounding residential
neighborhood. (page 2 ofthe amended applicant submittal to the City Council dated 12/10/12.)

Where new lighting or noise generation is proposed, the Partnership has responded by increasing
the landscape buffering or sound baftling necessary to mitigate these impacts. (page 3 ofthe
amended applicant submittal to the City Council dated 12/10/12.)

Staff findings were allowed to remain standing in the record without taking into account the

additional impacts and contradictory information now existing in the whole ofthe Record. The

application is not consistent, contains many omissions, and has changed significantly with respect to

staff findings. As is shown here, the plant design is not suitable, nor compatible as defined by the

criteria with the surrounding residential neighborhood.

With new lighting and noise generation, the impacts of removing the existing building and adding a

storm water retention pond creates an adverse impact of noise and glare from the elevated industrial

operations proposed high off the ground plane. The landscaping, as proposed, will not only offer

insufficient screening and buffering for decades, the large parking lot and new storm water pond will

exacerbate the added noise and lighting onto Kenthorpe.

Additional criteria failing to meet the Comprehensive Plan follows.

The process offered citizens, in contrast to the over-abundance of time allowed the applicant, makes

"the burden ofpersuasion" very difficult, ifnot impossible, to meet. However, the removal of the

existing Operations Building is not referenced in the staff findings nor its impacts Coordinated with

other criterion within the code. When reviewed against the available documents the application no

longer aligns with staff findings and/or the criteria.

Some of the appellants Conditions ofApproval, page 7 of their December 10,2012 submittal are

not shown to comply with CDC 55.100;
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Uphold to Deny CUP-12-Q2/DR-12-04 and CUP-12-04/DR-12-14/MISC-12-10/WA-12-Q3/WR-12-Ql

1. Expanding the site size from 6 acres to 9.2 acres (see illustration in Figure 2 below);

2. A new administration building and modifications to the existing operations building (see
Figure 2 below);

15. The existing high service pump station and roof mounted fans and the C02 storage tank
and associated compressor will be replaced and relocated, respectively, with appropriate
noise attenuation features;

With the reduction in footprint, in itselfnot criterion, calls into question the initial discussions with

the community and need for condemning on covenant restrictions. Is the expansion of the site size

still valid? And with the demolition of the existing Operations Building, staff findings are no longer

completely valid.. Some criteria previously reviewed may not be met as appears to be the case. Roof

mounted fans and other relocated equipment could potentially have an impact that staffhas not

reviewed or applied to the criteria. As an example, the report says appropriate noise attenuation

features will be added but what does that do to respect to criteria in CDC Section 55.100{B)(6) and

staff findings of the old? Overall, The burden ofproofhas been thrown aside to meet with the

schedule demands of the applicant. Overturning the Planning Commission decision after the length

and effort of their deliberations would appear, given the new inconsistencies and substantial changes

to the project, to be acting with bias and with predetermination.

The purpose of the criteria is stated as:

55.010 PURPOSE AND INTENT - GENERAL

The purpose ofthe design review provisions is to establish a process and standards for the
review ofdevelopment proposals in order to conserve and enhance the appearance ofthe City
and to promote fimctional, safe, and innovative site development. Attention will be paid to the
proposal's scale. layout and design. its compatibility with the surrounding natural environment.
and the character ofthe surrounding neighborhood or area. The intent is to ensure that there is
general compatibility between adjoining uses ... and that areas ofpublic use are made
aesthetically attractive and safe:

In Attachment 3 staff report, on page 15 states:

the applicant centered as many buildings as possible in the interior ofthe site and proposed
"landscape layering" and other screening to minimize the appearance ofthe plant. The idea of
landscape layering is to establish a variety of attractive screens and filters that soften the presence
of the WfP for the community, and maintaining an overall tmnsparency and cohesiveness while
avoiding disconnectedness or an alien appearance. One specific example ofthis concept is the
proposed approach to fencing. Taller security fencing is proposed to be subdued behind layers of
vegetation within the core WTP area, distant from street view. The street edges along Kenthorpe
Way and Mapleton Drive are proposed to be delineated by split-rail fencing and good neighbor
fencing which contribute to a residential neighborhood character. In addition to fencing, other
layers that subtly screen and secure the site are the preserved woodland edges, vegetated
stormwater facilities, and the buildings themselves, which create a continuousf~e shielding
the most intensive plant operations from view.
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As with the Planning Commission findings that the application is not consistent with CDC Section
60.070(A)(2) - " The characteristics ofthe site are suitablefir theproposed use consideringsize, shape,
location, topography, and naturalfeatures", the staff report misconstrues and the applicant does not

meet the criteria.(As much as they configured the layout based on equipment sizes location of

existing processes that have grown to be out-of-scale with the surrounding residential use.) CDC

Section 55.100(B)(6)(b) states ''proposed structures SHALL be compatible with existing structures on site
and on adjoining sites. Contextual design is required. Contextual design means respecting• .. building
lines, building scale and massing and colors ofsurrounding builtJing,r." The applicant claims to

minimize the appearance through landscape layering and other screening. Yet the landscaping

demonstrated is at most 6 foot tall with maybe a 30" diameter on average. Most of the landscaping

will be inches off the ground. And the predominant fencing, at 14 feet tall, far exceeds in scale

anything else previously allowed in the city. Also, the "layering" mentioned by staff is a violation of

the criteria under CDC Section 42 Fences and remains unaddressed by staff, applicant, and any

Conditions ofApproval allowing the exception. Looking at the figures and drawings, taller fencing

is not subdued behind layers ofvegetation. These fences are angled back and look more like

abandoned homes than attractive screens. The fences, the size of fence normally seen at the need of

airport runways are the height of the surrounding single story homes. And grading that is primarily

level with the street and new plantings will do nothing to adequately buffer even with the setbacks

proposed. 1his proposal is without precedent and staffhas no authority or experience to justify the

claims they are asserting. The closest example ofwhat they are allowing is at Portland International

Airport or. ifyou take away the grade, the walls around the Albertson's off1-205. As far as within the

city's jurisdiction. fencing of this type only exists around ball fields that are outside residential areas,

or as like the high school, used with larger setbacks and other buildings. The stafferred in implying

the solution is subde. Online, the word is defined as;

sub·tle -Adjective

1. (esp. of a change or distinction) So delicate or precise as to be difficult to analyze or
describe.

2. (of a mixture or effect) Delicately complex and understated.

The application is not difficult to analyze and compared to many Conditional Uses that have come

before it; ham-fisted. Due to the centralization ofequipment that is relatively 200% taller than

surrounding structures and surrounded by prison-tall fencing, the complexity required to avoid an

alien appearance has only been enhanced by the lack thereof.

In Attachment 3 staff report, on page 16 and 17 states:

Architecture. The applicant states that the proposed architectural design is intended to
reflect the building materials articulation, scale, and forms that occur in the neighborhood
The neighborhood is primarily made up ofsingle-story ranch-style homes, most ofwhich
were constructed in the 1960s. Predominant roof forms found throughout the
neighborhood tend to be low slope shed roofs and gable roofs, as well as a few flat roofs,
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and the predominant cladding is lapped siding or vertical board and batten wood siding.
Many of these ranch-style homes sit with their broad side facing the street. with their long,
low pitched roof forms overhanging facades with lap siding, ultimately displaying a
common pattern of horizontality.

This horizonfJJli(y is pcoposed to be carried throUl/hout the desttm qftbe plant.

According to Page 9 ofARCHITECIURE Form, Space, & Order by Francis D.K Ching, the

orientation ofa line affects its role in a visual construction.

lIWhile a vertical line can express a state of equilibrium with the force of gravity,

symbolize the human condition, or mark a position in space, a horizontal line can

represent stability, the ground plane, the horizon, or a body at rest, II

Horizontal and Linear examples are cited as the Salginatobel Bridge in Switzerland; The Katsura

Imperial Villa in Kyoto, Japan; and the Villa Aldobradini in Italy, As more applicable examples of

appropriate horizontality as it applies to Robinwood, both Northwest tradition and other works by

the project architect provide an authoritative visual demonstration on horizontality and suitability;

Figure 1- Peter Kerr House by Pietro Belluschi
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Figure 2 - Lacy-Olympia-Thurston-Tumwater Wastewater Treatment Facility by Michael Willis Architects

The proposed structures do not conform to existing building articulation, scale, and form that occur

in the neighborhood. And proportionally, the proposed plant does not confonn to scale and

articulation.(See Figure #3 through #4.)

Figure 3 -Existing Home on Mapleton with human scale added
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Figure 4- Original Plant facing Mapleton lacking compatibility, articulation, and scale.

The primary materials for building facades are proposed to be brick and horizontally
articulated metal siding. Light colored composite panels and wood are secondary materials
for elements like soffits, accents, and screens. New process buildings on the edge of the
plant include the Electrical Building, the Finished Water Pump Station {FWPS), and the
Mechanical Dewatering Building. Process buildings on the interior of the plant such as the
Chemical Building will also employ these design elements, though in modified form.

Attached is a rendering drawn from the documentation provided in the application of the Chemical

Building facing Kenthorpe. This building has significant changes that create a square proportion and
stress verticality. The vehicle doors are about 14 feet tall versus the average garage door around 7
feet. The windows are larger than any of the homes in the area and the vertical configuration

conforms better with the square proportions and is not horizontally proportioned. The shed roof

that used to be there has been replaced by a higher pitched rooflacking the articulation ofnearby
residential roof forms. Also, notice how the interior of the plant impacts the pedestrian and

residential feel ofKenthorpe. Like all the buildings at the interior of the plant, the mass(height.

width, length) is not layered or cohesive with the existing fabric of the residential neighborhood.

The elimination ofexisting vegetation on site, as suggested here, and the addition ofa 14 foot high
wall separated by a access drive and parking lot was not considered by staffand fails to meet the

criteria.

Figure 5 - Chemical Building Concept Drawing from Kenthorpe
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The proposed natural earth-toned brick atop a cast in place concrete stem wall rising from
the landscape to a height of 12 to 16 feet is proportional to the residential scale.

"Proportional" is a misapplied construct in the context of the existing neighborhood. Even with
smaller footprints and newer homes, brick and concrete walls 11rising from the landscape11 are neither

compatible or manifestly superior or cohesive onto themselves. Newer two story homes are about 17

feet(or less} to the eave and show a finer scale ofdelineation and breakup of massing. The length and

height of the Plant buildings not only are proportionally twice as big, there is little done to transition
as stipulated by criteria in Chapter 24. And where you have less horizontality, existing homes show

greater variations in roof forms, ttansitioning, steeper pitches, and greater transparency.

Figure 6- Two-story home on Mapleton

Figure 7- New residence, by a developer, in Robinwood demonstrating authoritative compatibility
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Figure 8 - Massing of revised Plant Building off Mapleton showing lack of proportionality and compatibility

These buildings will be articulated by shed roof forms; these volumes are essentially
mechanical penthouses to keep all ofthe equipment indoors, out ofview, acoustically
isolated, and weather protected. These penthouses will be pushed to the far interior side of
the process building and be constructed with shed roofs sloping to a high side towards the
plant interior. They will be dark. allowing the form to recede from view.

Staffmisconstrues function for aesthetic reflection. these forms are "mechanical penthouses" and are
not proven as to 'how' they are intended to conform to the criteria. .& demonstrated by the example
of the Chemical Building, being "pushed to the far interior side" provides insufficient transitions and
setbacks to the neighborhood. The notion of "Dark" is also a contradiction from the previously
approved Trillium Creek Primary School, where rooftop elements exceeding the height requirements
were painted "light" to recede from view and approved as such. The lack ofconsistency is troubling
and given how the Planning Commission approved the school and not the Plant, it would appear
staff is inconsistent or just making things up that sound good. In fact, when you consider sunlight,
reflections, and shadow, darkening the roof forms at their relative heights of24 feet will cast a larger,
perceptible form that looms over the streetseape.

Figure 9 - Dark versus light colored penthouses
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The renovation of the existing Operations Building and construction ofthe new adjoining
Administration Building creates the visual effect of one building.

This comment is out ofdate and no longer applies. The building is just about as high but now
almost 50% less in len~which makes it more like a rectangular shoebox than some object
espousing "horizontality". Almost three times larger than two story homes and 34% taller, the
administration building has no transition facade elements or roof lines that is compatible with the
surrounding homes. It is also different from the Industrial components that are now exposed and the
entire integrity of the design falls apart. You have the industrial components that are shaped from a
functional aspect; an administration building that has been cut in halfand has finer materials than
the industrial part; and existing homes with a different look matching ranch-style and/or neo
contemporary.

Staff recommends approval ofthe proposed project subject to the following conditions:
1. Approved plans. The project shall conform to the Site Plan, Exhibit PC-3, Section
23,Figure 3.0;

The approved Plans do not show the reconfigured Operations Building or the stated new storm
water retention pond.

Reasonable Response for Upholding Pc.
Note that staff findings are incomplete, inconsistent, and does not refer back to the criteria within

the CDC. Figure 2 , Exhibit PC-3, Section 23, Figure 3.0 shows a "REMODELED EXISTING

OPS BLDG" that is to be demolished and replaced with a storm water basin. The plan is not

coordinated with the elevations. Enlarged Elevations in the Record are not accurate. The LOTWSP

Memorandum on Page 5 dated December 10,2013 removes the existing Operations building and

creates several inconsistencies and errors that stafffindings no longer apply. Table 2.1 WTP Figures

do not describe the added negative impacts and violations of this codes' criteria, only the changes

enacted, primarily to save construction costs and reduce time, neither ofwhich fit the criteria in the

code. Further on down the table, the existing Ops building is replaced with a storm water retention

pond. This is also not reviewed by staffand presents in omission in the staff report.

Going back further to the original staff findings, the Planning Commission appears validated by
enforcing CDC 60.070(B) in reference to CDC 55.100(6) ARCHITECTURE not being met.

This analysis, unlike staff findings, includes the demolition of the existing Operations Building

which contradicts the earlier findings of facts, creates substantial inconsistencies, and has not been

proven to provide any greater benefit to the community. For example, Demolition violates

Conditional Use No. 11 no offsite glare shall be created from exterior lights.

Where new lighting or noise generation is proposed, the Partnership has responded by increasing
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the landscape buffering or sound bafHing necessary to mitigate these impacts. The removal of the

existing building, in effect, worsens conditions and was never evaluated by Partnership experts or

peers.

The applicant asserts:

West Linn planning stafffound that in all cases the proposed projects satisfied an overall
community need, provided measurable benefits to the City ofWest Linn and its residents, and
met all applicable underlying zoning, design review; environmental and supplemental land use
regulations. The Partnership crafted all ofthe design modifications identified below so that the
WTPIRWP/FWP proposals continue to comply with all applicable West Linn land use
regulations. The modified proposal removes one large building, reduces impervious surface area
shortens the construction period from 32 months to 28 months, and provides additional
landscaping and buffering areas.

The modified proposal was not reviewed by the City staff for compliance with the above stated

criteria(applicable design review, et al) and the applicant has significandy changed the nature of the

project making hazards and larger negative impacts than originally proposed. Left unaddressed are

the changes to the chemical processing equipment and locations and assertions that appear to have

no basis offact.

While staffare not aware ofany reports that the existing WTP has had significantly negative
impacts on the neighbors, water treatment plants have the potential to adversely impact the
surrounding community. Many ofthe potential negative impacts are mitigated by the proposed
increase in site size, burying the water reservoir, and by compressing the facilities in the center of
the property. This enables larger setbacks ofthe plant facilities

Given the industrial scale massing, new landscaping, lack of measurable relief, and application of

appropriate transitional elements, the existing, modesdy scaled WfP will be transformed &om a Dr.

Jekyll to a Mr. Hyde. To further supply the burden ofproof, staffdid not comment on, nor did the

applicant proof that demolishing the existing benefit meets the criteria. Worse still, the building has

been replaced with a storm water basin that does nothing to aid in layering, allow needed screening,

or provide any tangible community benefit.

The Staff Report for the Planning Commission dated April 18, 2012 states:

The most significant features ofthe new plant include: a proposed new administration
building, a new underground water reservoir, new settling facilities, and new treatment
facilities (see the project description on page 7 for other proposed project components).

And yet the staff findings did not change accordingly. Along with the most significant features came

significant changes that were not fully addressed, do not meet with the criteria, and did not meet

with the burden ofproof.

The original staff findings. with Reasonable Response for Upholding the PC, follows starting on the

next page;
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6. Architecture.
a. The predominant architecture ofWest Linn identified in the West Linn vision process WaY

contemporary vernacular residential designs emphasizing natural materials: wood with
brick andstone detail. Colors are subdued earth tones: greys, brown, off-whites, slate, and
greens. Pitched rooft with overhanging eaves, decks, and details like generous multi~light

windows with oversized trim are common. Also in evidence are the 1890s Queen Anne
style homes ofthe Willamette neighborhood. Neo-traditional homes ofthe newer
subdivisions feature large front porches with detailedporch supports, dormers, bracketed
overhanging eaves, and rear parkingfor cars. Many ofthese design elements have
already been incorporated in commercial and office architecture.

FINDING NO. 24
Staffconcurs with the applicant's response on page 54 ofSection 4, Exhibit PC-3: The
emphasis in subsection (6Xa) is on taking architectural cues from vernacular residential
design and incorporating them into nee-traditional residential design. There is also an
acknowledgement that some ofthese residential design elements can be incorporated into
commercial and office architecture. The WTP is not a commercial building nor is it an office
complex; it is a major utility with a variety ofnon-office uses necessary to process raw water into
fmished water. The second floor ofthe Administration Building will contain about 1,300 square
feet ofoffice uses but the balance ofthe WTP complex will be devoted to processing water.
HWNe¥eF, 85 diseussed bel9'll, the applieant eeBdueted a visual8B8lyms efllle SHffeUBdiBg
Beighbemeed aDd has iBeel'pef8ted se¥eml efthe sigaifie8Bt 8RWteetuf8l desiga elemeBts iBte
the WTP desigR, saeh 85, weecJ, briek, elH'th: taBes, medulated Feefs B:Bd heriiseBtalpleBes.

The el'iteAea is met.

Reasonable Response for Upholding PC.

Citizens were oaered an example, presented above, at what the applicant would strive towards and

delivered nothing that identifies with the predominant architecture ofWest Unn. The second Hoor

square footage has changed and the client failed to address how the demolition ofan existing

building and the ensuing "hole' in the elevation would comply with the criteria. The enlarged

elevation that was put into the record was out ofdate and should have addressed what the new

configuration would look like, but did not. Some ofwhat staffwrites does not apply. The applicant

failed to present proof that this criteria was being met.

b. The proposed structure(s) scale shall be compatible with the existing structure(s) on site
and on adjoining sites. Contextual design is required Contextual design means respecting
and incorporatingprominent architectural styles, building lines, roofforms, rhythm of
windows, building scale and massing, materials and colors ofsurrounding buildings in
the proposed structure.

FINDING NO. 25
Staffconcurs with the applicant's response on page 54 ofExhibit PC-3, Section 4: From the
existing neighborhood, the WTP design draws cues regarding material articulation, scale, and
fonn. The neighborhood is primarily made up of singl~stol)'ranch-style homes, most of
which were constructed in the 1960's. Predominant roofforms found 1hroughout the
neighborhood tend to be low slope shed roofs, gable roofs, as well as a few flat roofs, and the
predominant cladding tends to be lapped siding or vertical batten wood siding. Many ofthese
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ranch-style homes sit with their broad side facing the street, with their long, low pitched roof
forms overhanging an abundant use lap siding, ultimately displaying a common pattern of
horizontality. This language ofhorizontality is proposed to be carried throughout the design
aesthetic ofthe plant.

The efitefiell is met.

Reasonable Response for Upholding Pc.

As previously demonstrated above, the scale of the WfP is not compatible with adjoining sites. They
design lacks local respect of the existing residences and incorporates nothing. Existing structures are

being torn down to expedite schedule and consolidate construction expenses. So the proposed

structures, in effect, were not compatible with the existing structures either.

c. While there has been discussion in Chapter 24 CDC about transition, it is appropriate that
new buildings should architecturally transition in terms ofbulk and mass to work with, or
fit, adjacent existing buildings. This transition can be accomplished by selecting designs
that "step down" or "step up"from small to big structures and vice versa (see figure
below). Transitions may also take the form ofcarrying buildingpatterns and lines (e.g.,
parapets, windows, etc.) from the existing building to the new one.

FINDING NO. 26
As shown on figures 10.0 and 10.1 ofthe applicant's submittal (Exhibit PC-3, Section 21 and
figure 10.2 in Exhibit PC-3, Section 23), the new buildings carry patterns, materials and lines
from other buildings in the neighborhood throughout their design. Additionally, building
elevations slope gradually from approximately 30-feet at the north end ofthe site to
app~oximately20-feet near the south end ofthe site. While there is no step down transition
between the northern-most site buildings and the adjacent residences to the north, there is
more than 200-feet ofseparation and mature site vegetation along Kenthorpe Way to act as a
natural transition between these uses.

The eAteA9Il is met.

Reasonable Response for Upholding Pc.

The finding remains unsubstantiated. Photographs ofexisting residences and third dimensional take

offs of public documents show there is no transition in terms ofbulk and mass. The buildings are

best described as shoe boxes with broken lids. Nowhere is this more evident than where the existing

Ops Building is currently located. The applicant proposes to place a retention pond there that

contains no mass, bulk, or steps. Just a massive unadorned hole. The criteria is not met.
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d. Contrasting architecture shall only be permitted when the design is manifestly superior to
adjacent architecture in terms ofcreativity, design, and workmanship, and/or it is
adequately separatedfrom other buildings by distance, screening, grade variations, or is
part ofa development site that is large enough to set its own style ofarchitecture.

FINDING NO. 27
Staffconcurs with the applicant's response: The functional character ofthe dominant
architectural fonn in the neighborhood is residential; the dominant form ofthe WfP is a
public utility. The functionalities are in contrast but that does not mean that the architectural
design also is in contrast. The applicant's design goal was to create an architectural design
that does not contrast with the surroundings and which is manifestly superior to the adjacent
architecture. The applicant proposes to create an architectural fann that is both functional
and sympathetic to the surrounding properties. To accomplish this blending, the design team
compressed the process activity into the center ofthe site, thereby exaggerating the setbacks;
it created building that are more horizontal than vertical; it selected cladding materials, such
as wood and brick, that reflect the materiality and tone ofthe neighborhood; and it employed
extensive landscaping and buffering to screen the WfP functions from the surrounding
properties.

The entenea is met.

Reasonable Response for Upholding PC.

Instead ofmeeting any of the criteria, staffhas wordsmithed a finding that misconstrues intent and

delivers a bland, lifeless building that fulfills none ofthe criteria. And the criteria is rather vague at

that. Look back at the criteria. The applicant has three options to choose from. Manifest Superiority

is achieved through creativity, design, and workmanship. Instead ofproviding proofhow this was

accomplished, both the staff and applicant say the design is sympathetic. Sympathetic is not how

Manifesdy Superior is defined. Or, by adequate separation. The grade is fairly level throughout; the

distances are similar all throughout Kenth0rPe and to close to residential structures offMapleton to

provide contrast. Or, is part ofa development that is large enough to set its own style. The project is

so small that it was a forced to sue neighbors because the covenant restrictions were too restrictive.

And the developments on Kenthorpe and Mapleton constrain the site from being called a

development site like the shopping centers in West Linn. The criteria states neither function or

"sympathetic" as providing the requisite contrasting architecture. The project &ils to meet with the

stated criteria.

e. Human scale is a term that seeks to accommodate the users ofthe building and the notion
that buildings should be designed around the human scale (i.e., their size mid the average
range oftheir perception). Human scale shall be accommodated in all designs by, for
example, multi-light windows that are broken up into numerous panes, intimately scaled
entryways, and visual breaks (exaggerated eaves, indentations, ledges, parapets, awnings,
engaged columns, etc.) in thefacades ofbuildings, both vertically and horizontally.
The human scale is enhanced by bringing the building and its main entrance up to the
edge ofthe sidewalk It creates a more dramatic and interesting streetscape and
improves the "height and width" ratio referenced in this section.
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FINDING NO. 28
The applicant proposes a site configuration that is inconsistent with the suggestion to bring
buildings and main entrances to the edge ofthe sidewalk for two reasons; 1) few buildings in
the neighborhood have their main entrance along the edge ofthe front setback
(compatibility); and, 2) according to the applicant, during discussions with the neighborhood
there was not support for the notion ofbringing the buildings closer to the property line.
The applicant proposes to achieve a sense ofhuman scale by creating an interrupted front
plane ofthe Operations and Administration Buildings, using multiple windows, varied surface
textures and tones, a soffit, and a prominent public entIyway in the center ofthe building. The
applicant also proposes a water feature to direct visitors to the central entryway leading into
an open lobby. Access from the site into the central entIyway will be along a clearly marked
pedestrian walkway from Kenthorpe Way and across the visitor parking lot.

The eriteriell is met.

Reasonable Response for Upholding Pc.

See the figures provided above. This is not a criteria ofcompatibility but ofscale related to use. The

use of this project is different from a residence and compatibility is not a criteria under this

requirement. Both applicant and staffhave misconstrued the intent and misapplied the desired

outcome. As such, the project does not seek to accommodate users as much as it does the equipment,

budgetary constraints, and engineering processes. The pathway across the parking lot is also scaled

towards the safe operation ofvehicles and contains little else beyond the ground plane that would

accommodate walking patrons or users.

f The mainfront elevation ofcommercial and office buildings shal/provide at least 60
percent windows or transparency at the pedestrian level to create more interesting
streetscape and window shopping opportunities. One side elevation shaI/provide at least
30 percent transparency. Any additional side or rear elevation, which is visible from a
col/ector road or greater classification, shall also have at least 30 percent transparency.
Transparency on other elevations is optional. The transparency is measured in lineal
fashion. For example, a 100-foot-Iong building elevation shall have at least 60feet (60
percent of100feet) in length ofwindows. The window height shal/ be, at minimum, three
feet tal/. The exception to transparency would be cases where demonstratedfunctional
constraints or topography restrict that elevation from being used When this exemption is
applied to the mainfront elevation, the square footage oftransparency that would
ordinarily be required by the above formula shaI/ be instaI/ed on the remaining elevations
atpedestrian level in addition to any transparency required by a side elevation, and vice
versa The rear ofthe building is not required to include transparency. The transparency
must beflush with the building elevation.

FINDING NO. 29
The applieallt's prepesed use is a Blajer utility ftIMlllet ftIl effiee er eeBlBlereial bailEliBg. The
eriteriell tlees Bet apply.

Reasonable Response for Upholding PC.

The main front elevation on Kenthorpe IS a Administrative-type building and there is no hardship

in attempting to meet the criteria. The main criteria is the notion that buildings be designed around
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human scale. None of the opportunities suggested have been provided by the applicant. Potential

enhancement of the streetseape is possible with the removal of the existing Ops Building. As such,
the criteria is applicable and it has not been met, let alone attempted.

g. Variations in depth and roofline are encouragedfor all elevations.

To vary the otherwise blank wall ofmost rear elevations, continuous flat elevations of
over 100feet in length should be avoided by indents or variations in the wall. The use of
decorative brick, masonry, or stone insets and/or designs is encouraged. Another way to
vary or soften this elevation is through terrain variations such as an undulating grass
area with trees to provide vertical relief

FINDING NO. 30
The applicant's proposal includes a variety of roof fonDS (flat roofs, with and without
parapets, shed roofs, gable roofs, skylights, and green roofs) as well as vertical interruptions
to horizontal building facades that serve to vary the roof line and depth along all proposed
elevations. Figure 7 below and Figure 10.0-10.8 ofthe applicant's submittal (Exhibit PC-3,
Section 21) illustrate the varied depth and roof line along proposed site elevations.

The eriterisR is Hiet.

Reasonable Response for Upholding Pc.

There are two roof forms. A simple shed configuration that sometimes includes a continuation of the

roof onto a vertical surface. The other is around a constant 24 foot height with inwardly facing shed

roof that is noticeable from all angles. many of the elevations appear contiguous due to the security
fence and indents or variations are less than what West Linn Supermarkets, in commercially zoned

areas, possess. Brick is not used as an inset but as a primary material, which at the setbacks provided

will appear as one massive masonry wall. Because the buildings facing Kenthorpe are to the south,

the little variation that OCCUIS will not be noticed. Compared to the overall heights ofthe buildings
being 20 feet or higher, the variety ofroof forms will not be perceived as stated.

h. Consideration ofthe micro-climate (e.g., sensitivity to wind, sun angles, shade, etc.) shall
be madefor building users, pedestrians, and transit users, includingfeatures like awnings.

FINDING NO. 31
The applicant's proposal includes pedestrian accessways to the site which are flanked by trees
and other landscaping. The Planting Plan Overview (Exhibit PC-3, Section 21, Figure 12)
illustrates how landscaping is proposed which will improve comfort for users ofthe building
and other pedestrians.

The eriteriSR is met.

Reasonable Response for Upholding Pc.

The 35 foot tall buildings and continuous security walls create a significant solid barrier that does

not encourage pedestrian usage. Kenthorpe is primarily north of the proposed structure and the view

of the building will always be in the shade. The landscape will take decades to mature and the overall
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mass of the structures, parking lots, roads, and security barriers create an alien environment that
provides neither comfort nor a location to stroll after a busy day at the office or work.

7. Transportation Planning Rule (!,PR) compliance. The automobile shall be shiftedfrom a
dominant role, relative to other modes oftransportation, by thefollowing means:
a. Commercial and office development shall be oriented to the street. At least one public
entrance shall be locatedfacing an arterial street; or, ifthe project does notfront on an
arterial, facing a collector street; or, ifthe project does notfront on a collector, facing the
local street with highest traffic levels. Parking lots shall be placed behind or to the side of
commercial and office development. When a large and/or multi-building development is
occurring on a large undeveloped tract (three plus acres), it is acceptable to focus
internally; however, at least 20 percent ofthe main adjacent right-ol-way shall have
buildings contiguous to it unless waivedper subsection (B)(7)(c) ofthis section. These
buildings shall be oriented to the adjacent street and include pedestrian-oriented
transparencies on those elevations.
For individual buildings on smaller individual lots, at least 30 linealfeet or 50 percent of
the building must be adjacent to the right-ol-way unless waivedper subsection (B)(7)(c)
ofthis section. The elevations oriented to the right-ol-way must incorporate pedestrian oriented
transparency.

FINDING NO. 34

The 8fJfJlie8:Rt fJrepeses te elf:fJ81lci 8IRajef utility, Ret 8 eelBlBereial ef effiee cievelefJlReRt.
The eFiteFieB ciees Bet BfJPJy.

Reasonable Response for Upholding Pc.

The criteria applies and it has not been met. The criteria states ..." ifthe project does notfront on a

collector, facing the local street with highest traffic levels." The criteria as shown refers to "the

project". As a standalone structure that is new and no longer attached to an existing building, the

administrative building is minimally classified as an auxiliary Use OR is an Office Development

outright. The applicant has already described the entry as inviting to suit other criteria. The

applicant nor staff have provided a consistent review and mask over the intent of the TPR which is
to incorporate pedesttian oriented transparency. In addition, the criteria states " The automobile shall

be shiftedfrom a dominant role, relative to other modes oftransportation,". Other modes include

pedestrian and bike circulation as a major mode of transportation and having a parking lot off

Kenthorpe encourages the automobile as a dominant use.

e. Paths shallprovide direct routes thatpedestrians will use between buildings, adjacent
rights-ol-way, and adjacent commercial developments. They shall be clearly identified
They shall be laid out to attract use and to discourage people from cutting through
parking lots and impacting environmentally sensitive areas.

FINDING NO. 36
Staffconcurs with the applicant's response: There are three proposed paths on site: a short
pathway through the landscaped area between Kenthorpe Way and the visitor parking area, a
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small path form the visitors parking area through the stormwater facility to Kenthorpe Way,
and the pedestrian path from Kenthorpe Way south to Mapleton Drive via, in part, the
emergency access road. The first two paths connect the public right-of-way to the WTP
Administration and Operations Buildings. The path leading from Kenthorpe Way to the WTP
entrance through the visitor parking area varies from 8- to 18-feet and will be ofa color or
texture different than the visitor parking lot surface. The stormwater facility at the northwest
comer ofthe site is within a small swale, which is not an identified stream corridor or
regulated natural area. The applicant welcomes visitors to this area that is designed to be a
quiet reflective area within the neighborhood. The Kenthorpe Way to Mapleton Drive path
winds around the secured WTP core area and then travels southward through a grove offIve
significant trees that the applicant has protected (see applicant submittal Exhibit PC-3, Section
23, Figure 3.4). Therefore, the applicant proposes to provide pedestrian paths between
rights-of-way and the WTP facility that are attractive to use, provide direct access through a
parking area and do not impact any regulated environmentally sensitive area.

The eriterioo is met.

Reasonable Response for Upholding Pc.

The suggested path is not a direct route. Even the applicant qualifies it as winding around. A

pathway was requested by citizens and never considered by the applicant. By review of the site

analysis and location ofplant facilities, a more direct path is possible between Mapleton and

Kenthorpe. The other two paths connect parking and use areas immediately adjacent to over-scaled

building components, lack encouragement to use, and are not attractive to use. The quiet reflective

area is in plain view ofan non-buffered and unscreened industrial complex. The site area to the west

is secluded behind a security fence and has no function. Criterion has not been satisfied.

f At least one entrance to the building shall be on the main street, or as close as possible to
the main street. The entrance shall be designed to identify itselfas a main point of
ingress/egress.

FINDING NO. 37
The public entrance to the WTP is via Kenthorpe Way. This primary visitor entry is proposed
to be gently elevated above the parking lot level. Pedestrian pathways lead visitors to the
WTP main entrance. The eriterieR is met.

Reasonable Response for Upholding PC.

Figure 8 Applicant's rendering of proposed primary visitor entrance (Page 56 of the staff report

dated 411812012) is no longer accurate or consistent with the finding. Besides the landscaping

providing a false sense ofcanopy and buffering, the entry is no longer as close as possible to the main

street. With the removal of the existing building, the new Operations Building with a setback of

114 feet no longer meets the criteria. With the 14 foot high wall and industrial infrastructure as

background, the entrance can no longer be identified as the main point of ingresslegress.
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h. Projects shall bring at least part ofthe project adjacent to or near the main street rightof
way in order to enhance the height-ta-width ratio along that particular street. (The
"height-ta-width ratio" is an architectural term that emphasizes height or vertical
dimension ofbuildings adjacent to streets. The higher and closer the building is, and the
narrower the width ofthe street, the more attractive and intimate the streetscape
becomes.) For every one foot in street width, the adjacent building ideally should be one
to two feet higher. This ratio is considered ideal in framing and defining the streetscape.

FINDING NO. 39
CDC Section 55.10O(B)(7)(i) recognizes that while the architectural standards in 55.100(8)(7)
apply to public facilities, these uses, due to their functional requirements, cannot readily be
configured to meet them (architectural standards). 55.1OO(B)(7)(i) further states that in
these situations, attempts shall be made to make the design. sympathetic to surrounding
properties by landscaping, setbacks, buffers, and all reasonable architectural means.
The existing Operations Building is set back 114-feet from the Kenthorpe Way right-of-way.
The applicant proposes a remodeled Operations Building that is set back the same distance as
the existing one and a new Administrative Building that will be set back an equal distance to
continue the horizontal plane ofthe Operations Building.
Kenthorpe Way includes a 50-foot wide right-of-way with a pavement width that varies
between 22 and 25-feet (see Exhibit PC-3, Section 23, figure 3.0). The Administration Building is
proposed to be 29-feet tall and the Operations Building is proposed to be 35-feet tall. Applying
the height and width ratio, as suggested in this section, would result in Administration and
Operations Buildings between 44- and 50-feet tall. Because the intent ofCDC Chapters 55 and 60
strive to maintaining compatibility with surrounding uses and because ofthe additional flexibility
provided in 55.10O(B)(7)(i) for public facilities, staff finds that this portion ofthis criterion is not
applicable.

Reasonable Response for Upholding Pc.

CDC Section 55.100(B)(7)(i) states "THESE standards SHALL apply" but" attempts SHALL be

made". With the removal of the existing Operations Building it can be asserted that "attempts" at

making the "design sympathetic" was not done. The criteria has not been met.

Applying a height to width ration that already exists on K.enthorpe would achieve greater

compatibility and would also work to better buffer the larger plant behind and control noise and

glare with a massing similar to newer developments built in the area. Instead ofstating the criterion

is not applicable, the applicant shall be required to provide a ratio that extends the "enhancing"

qualities sought by the criteria.
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i. These architectural standards shall apply to publicfacilities such as reservoirs, water
towers, treatmentplants, fire stations, pump stations, power transmission facilities, etc. It
is recognized that many ofthesefacilities, due to their junctional requirements, cannot
readily be configured to meet these architectural standards. However, attempts shall be
made to make the design sympathetic to surroundingproperties by landscaping,
setbacks, buffers, and all reasonable architectural means.

FINDING NO. 40
Staffconcurs with the applicant's response: The WTP complex is a major public utility. The
primary purpose ofthis facility is to process raw water into finished potable water and to
pump the fmished water into the delivery system. The majority ofthe actual work
accomplished on-site will occur in or around structures that do not necessarily lend
themselves to the architectural standards articulated in CDC subsection 55.100(BX7). The
applicant and their design team, in consultation with the neighbors, made significant efforts
to: assess the visual character ofthe neighborhood, design a complex that reflects the design
qualities ofthe neighborhood, compress WTP operation into the center ofthe site, and
provide a high degree of landscape plant and structural materials to buffer the neighborhood
from the WTP day-to-day operations.

The eriterieR is met.

Reasonable Response fur Upholding Pc.

Citizens were shown 'A' design and were offered no studies that proved significant efforts had taken

place. Instead ofattempting to meet the criteria, a preference to extol the limitations ofengineering

are used as a "get-out-of-jail free card, so to speak. The scale and size of the equipment required to

generate the MGD desired

C. Compatibility between adjoining uses, buffering, and screening.
1. In addition to the compatibility requirements contained in Chapter 24 CDC, buffering shall be
provided between different types ofland uses; for example, buffering between single-family
homes and apartment blocks. However, no buffering is required between single-jamily homes
and duplexes or single-family attached units. The followingfactors shall be considered in
determining the adequacy ofthe type and extent ofthe buffer:
a. The Purpose ofthe buffer, for example to decrease noise levels, absorb air pollution, filter
dust, or to provide a visual barrier.
b. The size ofthe buffer required to achieve the purpose in terms ofwidth and height.
c. The direction(s) from which buffering is needed
d. The required density ofthe buffering.
e. Whether the viewer is stationary or mobile.

FINDING NO. 42
The applicant's plans indicate the presence ofbuffers which serve primarily to decrease noise
and to provide a visual buffer from adjacent properties; according to the applicant's submittal,
and verified by staff in the field, the WTP does not generate significant amounts ofdust or air
pollution. The applicant proposes to decrease off-site noise and visual impacts by: Placing WTP
operations facilities near the center ofthe site; to maximize distance between noise generating
and more visually prominent buildings, and adjacent residences; and, Placing site landscaping,
such as fences, walls, plantings and stonnwater facilities in various layers, between adjacent
properties and the center ofthe site, throughout the site.
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While noise buffering such as sound reducing walls, fences, vegetation and the placement of
noise generating equipment indoors serves to minimize the noise impacts on adjacent residences,
visual buffering serves to soften the presence ofthe WTP for the community. As proposed, visual
buffers maintain transparency and cohesiveness while avoiding disconnectedness and alienation.
The applicant has proposed a system ofbuffers that are sensitive to the requirements for
neighborhood compatibility, as expressed in this Chapter as well as Chapter 60, while
minimizing off-site noise impacts.

Due to the industrial nature ofthe uses and buildings, the applicant centered as many
buildings as possible in the interior ofthe site and proposed "landscape layering" and other
screening to minimize the appearance ofthe plant.

Reasonable Response for Upholding Pc.

The buffers have not been proven to decrease noise. With the removal ofexisting vegetation and the

addition of more hacdscape, noise is likely to increase. And where the 14 foot walls might contain

some noise, the fencing material is not sound proofand noise appears to be ill considered. With

reverberation coming off the hard concrete, brick, and metal siding, it is more probable that am

increased level ofnoise will be experienced in the area outside the project. Regarding placement, the

maximizing ofdimensions between sources ofnoise has not been demonstrated. The use of "various

layers" is also ambiguous.

The visual buffers offered, like the structures they surround, are not compatible with the existing

neighbor and only strengthen the perception ofdifference and alienation. .As stated, there is a split

rail fence in front oflow level landscaping and fresh starts in what will be a relatively open meadow.

The buried reservoir suggests some kind ofelevational rise but that has not been consistendy applied

to the documents and it is unclear what will happen offMapleton. There are some airport-like fence

barriers scattered across the meadow that have not been shown what type or efficacy of buffering

they might provide. Then you have the massive buildings that are about 24 top 26 feet tall
connected by a 14 foot tall wall continuous across the site. The current plant uses a 6 foot chain link

fence and is overtaken with plant life. In terms of the criteria, the proposed buffers fail to prove

compatibility, extent, and adequacy.
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OVERVIEW

The legal obligation imposed upon the Partnership is at best muddled because "sufficient capacity to

serve existing communities as well as customers within a 30 year planning horizon includes

projections into the Stafford Area. (Page 2 of the amended applicant submittal to the City Council

dated 12/10/12.)

The Comprehensive Plan clearly states growth in Stafford is not allowed.

ANALYSIS

See the previously submitted email, with attachments, sent to the Council and Zach Pelz on January

16,2013.
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OVERVIEW

The geology is left unreconciled.

ANALYSIS

#1.) "All of the qualified expert testimony", is not a valid assertion. In another discussion, the expert

geologists did not adequately explain the lack of boring holes or unstable geology in the area, instead

just outright disagreeing, without providing the burden ofproof, that the commission was wrong.

The pipeline continues to be an undue hazard to the community.

#2.) Lake Oswego appears to have misrepresented the geological conditions and instability for the

area immediately east of the WfP property and including the steep frontage properties and

drainages adjacent to Mapleton Drive and above(west of) Nixon Avenue.

During questioning of the applicant on 1111112(5ee West Linn Planning Commission Minutes of

November 1,2012 pages 9 and 10) and the video recording of the hearing and questioning.

Commissioners indicated how the applicants characterization of the geology and slope instability

immediately east of the WTP property were erroneous and misrepresented.* This included the

applicants description ofconditions for other areas southeast and north of the critical unstable area

in question. The applicants reports provided insufficient findings that did not satisfy the criterion.

Furthermore, the client representative characterized/represented the critical unstable area noted by

commissioners unsatisfactorily. Commissioners cited specific references to these misrepresentations

in the applicants expert reports and indicated that they also walked the area to assess the applicants

documentation and to observe the field conditions. A further comparison of the applicants

characterization with the geologic mapping performed by the State. which showed significant recent

landslides mapped in critical areas ofquestion, was identified as being relevant to the proposed

development. The applicants representative testified that the 'entire' area located east of the WfP

property, and identified by the commission as an area ofconcern, was completely stable and "not a

problem".

It also appeared to this observer that the commission was represented by a professional registered

geologist in Oregon and licensed geologist/hydrologist in Washingtdn. Rather than meeting the

burden ofproof, the applicant left unanswered serious doubts raised by commissioners.

* (City did not have any engineering representative there. (Mr. Greene was let go early 2012 and the

position remained unfilled throughout the review process.)
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OVERVIEW

The intent of the West Linn Water Master Plan, a component of the West Linn Comprehensive

Plan, has been misconstrued. The benefits and components propsed by the applicant and the West

Linn City Manager trigger the amendment process to the Comprehensive Plan. This was also an

oversight of the West Linn Planning Director who, after overseeing the review of the application,

should have determined acordingly.

ANALYSIS

The assumptions and recommendations oifth eWater master Plan have been largely ignored.

Primarily, a shortage ofwater has been identified in the case ofa catastrophic siesmic event with a

average porobabibilty ofhitting the region within the foreseeable future of infrastructure planning.

The base assumptions are so many MGD are required to keep West linn citizens safe and that both

pipelines crossing the Willamette will be put out ofcommission for awhile.

The recomendations primarily support the addition of reservoirs and pump statioins to get the water

from the existing intertie. The intertie provides an option ofpotential providers. One is Bull Run.

The other is the Robinwood Aquifer.

The solution provided by the applicant an dthe solution negotiated by the West Linn City Manager

do not meet with the West Linn Master Water Plan and the discussions therefore do not meet the

criteria in the West Linn Comprehensive Plan. Both the process enacted by the city and the

applicants opaque project design process have prevented an execution of the West Linn

Comprehensive Plan as providing the appropriate response.

To meet with the Burden ofPersuasion, the followiong items shall be placed into the Record for

furthered consideration in uphol;d.ing the decision to deny the application;

• The West Linn City Charter

• The West Linn City Council Rules

• All records ofdiscussions between the cities ofWest Linn and Lake Oswego

• The Neighborhood Association bylaws
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OVERVIEW

The applicant claims in their memorandum to the City on December 10, 2012;

3. As a quasi-judicial proceeding, review must focus solely on the applicable approval
criteria.
• The strongly held emotional views ofthose who testify about the presence ofthe
existing plant and the proposed project should play no role in how the applicable criteria
are applied by the hearing body.

I believe residents recognize the quasi-judicial proceeding and the mayors' request to get "rational"
and to "cite criteria"; as was done by many and was in the Planning Commission's decision to deny.

In answer to the non-issue ofemotion, the following quote is submitted for the record;

"It is easier to manufacture seven facts than one emotion."

life on the Mississippi
Mark Twain

Citizens are well versed in the code and have done the best job allowed by the City Manager's
process to cite code and provide the "burden of persuasion". The staff findings, unfortunately, as
well as the applications efforts, have not met with providing "the burden of proof' and have
misconstrued much ofwhat should have been applied.
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The application fails to meet CDC 55.100. All you need is one. I have provided you with 15 plus
more to come.

Please refer to CDC 55.100(6) Architecture, attached here for your reference.

b. The proposed structure{s) scale shall be compatible with the existing strueture{s) on site and on
adjoining sites. Contextual design is required. Contextual design means respecting and incorporating
prominent architectural styles, building Jines, roof forms, rhythm of windows, building scale and
massing, materials and colors of surrounding buildings in the proposed structure.

Please acknowledge, when you support the denial by the Planning Commission, that the
applicant failed to provide, and even failed to attempt, meeting the burden o(proo(. They have
provided inconsistent and ever changing plans, elevations, and site plans that have never been
coordinated even to this day. Exhibit one is the detail elevation ofthe administration building
which still shows the existing structure in place. The applicant has incorrectly stated that no one
has used the code to deny the application. Although that is exactly what the Planning
Commission did do.

Assuming that the Partnership gave it's level best to present you with the burden ofproof, aUow
me to provide fOil with the Burden o(PersllllSion. The client's biggest argument was that the
project has a smaller footprint. And the renderings shown are graphic misrepresentations that
they have tried to pass offas reasonable accommodation towards the requirements.

Sadly, these drawings would hardly warrant consideration in a city of26,OOO anywhere else and
places a question mark over the integrity ofyour planning process. Reviewers appear to have
acted with bias, not objectivity. To satisfy LUBA, the burden ofpersuasion must be allowed to
coexist with staffs approval on a level playing field. It appears Staffhas been led astray and that
the city manager has provided a strong influence on getting the necessary approvals while
keeping you guys at bay and effectively tying your hands with actual bias. So not only did staff
NOT conduct a fair review; the process in place was corrupted by lack ofproper procedures and
processes.

The only one, so far, ... to do it correctly, was the Planning Commission.

Because, from the profane to profanity;

1.)Footprint is not a criteria in CDC 55. (There is criteria on "layout", but the client has failed to
make the connection to the criteria. And it appears that ifthey did they would fail here too.)

2.)There is no transition per Chapter 24, just a fence 14 feet in height separating the fabric ofthe
existing suburban neighborhood from the industrial complex within.

3.) Compatibility is. As defined, Structures SHALL be compatible with existing structures on
site, which they are not. They are getting rid ofexisting structures because existing structures are
not compatible with the new ones. It is not the decision makers choice to warrant compliance
because it suits the applicants construction schedule. That is not a criteria. And they have not
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addressed. ever, how the architecture is compatible with existing structures on adjacent lots other
than to cite setbacks that are not appropriately presented or proven to serve compatibility. They
just say it is. My submitted drawings say otherwise. Contextual design is required yet the
structures DO NOT comPare favorably, nor reasonably, with the existing scale, massing,
architectural styles, building lines, roof forms, rhythm ofwindows, color, and materials and
color. Zilch. Nada. Nowhere. Extinct. Irresponsible. Miscreants. Liars.

All of them who pretend to support this project appear to be acting like fools or liars. The city
manager should be let go for allowing this mockery to see the light ofday and waste your time.
Enablers have provided a disservice to this community and offer only a Trojan Horse as
community benefit. Shame on ALL ofthem.

4.) And as for you-former-planning-commissioners, CDC 55.100 6.(a) is an abomination and
waste ofink on paper. What is described is not West Linn. It is just crap on paper suggesting that
crap like this proposal musters consideration. But even with these lackluster requirements and
poorly crafted attempt at regulating aesthetics, the applicant fails miserably. What is worse than
Crap? Until now, I hadn't the answer. Now I do. It is this application.

5.) Contrasting Architecture would be allowed if it is "manifestly superior". Ms. Jane Hiesler
even asked what that meant and no public response was given. The client failed to provide proof
in terms oftheir creativity, design, and workmanship. My flowery and disrespectful emails show
more creativity and is manifestly superior to their design responses; which are crap.

6.) Human scale? Definitely not.
7.) 60 percent transparency? Not proven.
8.) Variations in depths and rooflines? No. Facing Mapleton are blank walls. Fences act as blank
walls and are foreign to West Linn.
9.) Awnings? No.
10.) Attractive Pedestrian Environment? Sadly, the buildings overshadow the surrounding area
like a Death Star. People are running away from this monster.

11.) The huge rolling gates to allow employee cars and delivery trucks does not diminish the
predominant role ofsupporting this facility with materials and quantities exceeding what the
neighborhood could ever use or require. Since the applicant failed to talk about the TSP, the
application should be denied.

12.) The roll-up door for the building facing Kenthorpe is a nightmare.

13.) Paths should provide direct routes. The path suggested diverts travelers around the
behemoth and circumvents a possible positive pedestrian experience.

14.) Height to width ratio was never considered. Classic fail.

15.) Buffering is woefully inadequate and inappropriate. The landscaping will take decades to
provide the required buffering.
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T nr;l.....1.........nn f1.~ ":V~<.'t T ;nn Rt'Ff'0nn who said nronertv values would rise over the next 40 to
_ ._,~ .;..; :,~;"~oncn: /\ Ul\tl vOJUnteert mcreciible! Are you guys that out-

of-touch with the shit storm you yourselves have created? I don't think I am. being disrespectful
when I measure the lack ofrespect morded resiaems in West Linn. 1 WOUlU oe a wV\'diu iJ. J.

could not state such an obvious fact occurring inside West Linn.

As the L.O. sign saYS at Lusher Fann. "WECLOME". PLEASE! Don't weclome this proiect to
West Linn. Give it a swift kick in the 1tukus' and let's move on to really solvine; our emere;ency
water needs as recommended in the Water Master Plan. Start by getting a respectable DAB
assembled.

I emphatically state the project fails to meet CDC 55.100.
Ex Parte

Uphold the PC decision to deny CUP 12-02 and CUP 12-04
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WTP Public Participation Unconstitutionality

Statement ofViolation

The Beery Memo is being used to violate citizens constitutional
rights by restricting public participation using increased restrictions
than required under the Oregon Land Use Process.

In the case of Land Use quasi-judicial matters, Ex Parte contact is invalid when the "councilor"
places the substance onto the record and makes a public announcement The right to hear
residents speak out at "Community Comments", or attend Neighborhood Associations and listen
to grievances, is a duty of the decision maker. Invoking "The Beery memo" violates the intent of
Goal One Land Use objectives, breaks the roles under ORS 197.835, and is not supported in the
council roles.

Action Request:
When the Planning Commission(pc) reconvenes to hear the suspended application, the PC shall

deny CUP-12-021DR-12-04 for failure to comply with the West Linn comprehensive plan and

ORS 197.835(2)(b).

Background:

197.835 Scope of review; rules. (1) The Land Use Board of Appeals shall review the land
use decision or limited land use decision and prepare a final order affinning, reversing or
remanding the land use decision or limited land use decision. The board shall adopt roles
defining the circumstances in which it will reverse rather than remand a land use decision or
limited land use decision that is not affinned.

(2)(a) ...

(b) In the case of ... unconstitutionality of the decision, ex parte contacts, ... or other
procedural irregularities not shown in the record that, ifproved, would warrant reversal or

remand, the board may take evidence and make fmdings of fact on those allegations.

(12) The board may reverse or remand a land use decision under review due to ex parte
contacts or bias resulting from ex parte contacts with a member of the decision-making body,
only if the member of the decision-making body did not comply with ORS 215.422 (3) or
227.180 (3), whichever is applicable.

CUP-12-02/DR-12-04 Appeal 1 6/14/12
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227.180 Review ofaction on permit application; fees. (l)(a) ...

(3) No decision or action ora planning commission or citY governing body shall be invalid
due to ex lHI!1£ contaet or bias resulting from ex parte contact with a member of the decision
making body, if the member of the decision-making body receiving the contact:

(a) Places on the record the substance of any written or oral ex parte communications
concerning the decision or action; and

(b) Has a public announcement of the content of the communication and of the parties' right
to rebut the substance of the communication made at the first hearing following the
communication where action will be considered or taken on the subject to which the
communication related.

CUP-12-02/DR-12-04 Appeal 2 6/14/12
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Admitted in Oregon.

VIA HAND DELIVERY

West Linn City Council
22500 Salamo Road
West Linn OR 97068

ANDREW H. STAMP, P.e.
A'ITORNEY AT LAw

Kruse-Mercantile Professional Offices, Suite 16
4248 Galewood St.

Lake Oswego, OR 97035

Tele: 503.675.4318
Fax: 503.675.4319

andrewstamp@comcast.net

JANUARY 22,2013

Re: LOT CUP Applications AP 12-02; AP 12-03

Dear Honorable Members ofthe City Council:

I represent STOP in opposition to the application by Lake Oswego -Tigard Partnership to
replace the existing water treatment facility located on Kenthorpe Way, as well as the application
to route a 4-foot diameter water pipeline through the City ofWest Linn.

While other members of STOP will present a more broad overview ofthe specific
objections that the citizens of West Linn have to this proposal, my presentation focuses instead
on some ofthe more nuanced legal issues present in this case.

A The Applicant Submitted What Amounts to a New CUP Application for the Water
Treatment Facility; the City Council Should Remand the Matter Back to the
Planning Commission.

After the Planning Commission denied the CUP permit, LOT submitted a new site plan
for the water treatment facility. These plans call for a complete replacement ofthe old facility,
with a new building being constructed in its place. However, LOT never went back and re
addressed the Design Review criteria set forth in CDC Ch. 55.

We recognize that the city has substantial latitude in determining whether an alteration
in a permit pro'posal requires a complete re-hearing or rather can be taken up in the course of
the ongoing proceeding. In this case, the changes are substantial enough that the new plans
constitute a new application, particularly as it relates to the design review criteria.

B. Overview on Conditional Use Permits.
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One frequently encountered argument advanced by applicants for a CUP is that the
legislative detennination that a particular use is a "conditional use" in a zone represents a
prima facie detennination that the characteristics ofthe proposed use are compatible with the
pennitted uses in the surrounding areas. See e.g., Hannan v. Yamhill County, 6 Or LUBA 83
(1982). LUBA and the Courts have consistently rejected that argument, and we will explain the
reasoning for rejecting it, below:

When cities draft their zoning codes, they typically differentiate between three general
categories of land uses: (I) uses allowed by right (aka "pennitted" uses), (2) prohibited uses, and
(3) conditional uses. Permitted uses are those uses that the city has detennined, as a legislative
matter, are per se consistent with the objectives ofthe zone and should be allowed by right in
all cases. These uses cannot be outright denied in the particular zone in question under any
circumstance.

Conversely, grohibited uses are those that the city has detennined are always going to
be inconsistent with the objectives ofthe zone, and cannot be allowed in that zone under any
circumstance.

Conditional uses are the proverbial gray area. Whereas permitted uses are a "yes" and
prohibited uses are a "no," conditional uses are a "maybe." This is because they are sometimes
consistent with the zone and sometimes inconsistent with the zone, depending on the specifics
ofwhat is being proposed and what other uses exist in the surrounding area. In creating a list
of conditional uses, the city is essentially saying that it cannot say definitively, via a legislative
process, whether any particular proposal from that list should be approved or denied, and that
this detennination should be deferred until an applicant comes along and puts a specific proposal
before the city via a quasi-judicial process.

Thus, in this manner, a conditional use pennit (CUP) allows a city to consider special
uses which may be essential or desirable to a particular community, but which are not allowed
as a matter ofright within a zoning district, through a public hearing process. A conditional
use pennit can provide flexibility within a zoning ordinance. Another traditional purpose of
the conditional use pennit is to enable a municipality to control certain uses which could have
detrimental effects on the community. Examples of common uses allowed with a conditional use
pennit include churches, public or private schools, public building or utility structures, parking
lots, temporary subdivision sales offices, and community care and health care facilities.

Consideration ofa CUP is always a discretionary act. See, e.g., CDC 10.020 ("The
approval ofa conditional use (CDC 10.060) is discretionary with the Planning Commission.").
Most importantly, a conditional use may be approved or denied. There is no presumption that
a proposed conditional use application should be allowed with conditions. DLCD has described
the CUP process in a manual entitled "An Introductory Guide to Land Use Planning For Small
Cities and Counties in Oregon, January 2007. In this manual, DLCD states "The decision maker
can approve the request, deny it, or approve it with conditions, based on criteria in the zoning
ordinance."
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The City ofWest Linn's code reflects this paradigm by using the word "may" as opposed
to shall in the definition ofconditional use: "a use which~be permitted by the approval
authority * * *." CDC 02.030 (Emphasis added). CDC 60.070 states that "The Planning
Commission shall agproye, approve with conditions, or deny an application for a conditional use,
* * *, or to enlarge or alter a conditional use based on findings of fact with respect to each ofthe
following criteria: * * *." Similarly, the Comprehensive Plan states that a conditional use is "[al
proposed use of land which might be allowed after the city planning commission has determined
that the proposed use is appropriate for the site, compatible with surrounding uses, is supported
by public facilities, and is ofoverall benefit to the community and meets all other relevant
criteria."

In this case, the applicant states that "[b]y allowing a major utility as a use conditionally
permitted within the R-IO zone, temporary construction impacts are contemplated so long as
the compatibility and benefits criteria are satisfied." See Memorandum from Joel Komarek et
al to City of West Linn, Dec. 10,2012, at p. 2. We disagree. With the sole exception being
the Campus Industrial (CI) zone, the City ofWest Linn allows Major Utilities in all ofits
zoning districts. That is a very common practice, since typically it will be the city itself that is
the applicant for a major utility, and the drafters ofthe code want to give themselves as much
flexibility as possible. Nonetheless, the decision to make a major utility a conditional use in
any given zone is, at best, merely a recognition that the discussion ofcompatibility and impacts
should take place in a quasi-judicial setting, as opposed to legislatively declaring every major
utility to be per se compatible or per se inappropriate. It is, in this regard, a decision to make a
utility a conditional use merely grants the Planning Commission and City Council the flexibility
to address the merits ofany given application on a case-by-ease process.

But that flexibility does not require the city ofgrant an approval in every case. In fact,
the Code's defmition of"major utility"} recognizes that the primary impact on the community
may likely occur during construction, and the CUP miD' be denied for that reason. The code
distinguishes between major and minor utilities, with minor utility being use permitted by right
in most every zone, while major utilities are conditional uses in virtually every zone (except
the GI zone, where they are permitted by right, and the CI zone, where they are prohibited). A
"Major Utility" is defmed as "[al utility facility or service that will have, or the installation of

} The Project Consists oftwo Separate ''Major Utilities," the pipeline and the treatment plan. The Code contrast
between "major" and "minor utilities, as follows

UtiHty. malor. A utility facility or service that will have, or the installation ofwhich will haye, a significant impact
on the surrounding uses or the community in tenns ofgenerating or disrupting traffic, interfering with access to
adjacent properties, creating noise or causing adverse visual effects. "Major utility" includes, but is not limited
to, a substation, pump station, water storage tank, sewer plant, transmission lines for water, drainage or sewerage
collection systems, gas or electric, or other similar use.

Utility. minor. A utility facility or service that will have, or the installation ofwhich will have, a minor impact
on the surrounding uses or on the community in terms of generating or disrupting traffic or access to adjacent
properties, creating noise or causing adverse visual effects. ''Minor utility" includes, but is not limited to, overhead
or underground electric, telephone or cable television poles and wires, distribution lines for electric, gas, water,
drainage or sewerage collection systems, or other similar use.
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which will have, a significant impact on the surrounding uses or the community in terms of
generating or disrupting traffic, interfering with access to adjacent properties, creating noise or
causing adverse visual effects. Thus, as an example, a water transmission line can be considered
a "major utility" (as opposed to a minor utility) merely on the basis that the construction impacts
are deemed to be significant enough. And because it is a conditional use (as opposed to a
permitted use), any specific proposal can be denied if the broad, subjective criteria are not met.

For this reason, temporary construction impacts may be sufficient reason to deny a
conditional use application. Combine that with the uncertainty ofthe geologic stability ofthe
area and ofthe other concerns raised by the neighbors, and it is clear that the application should
be denied.

C. Quasi-Judicial Land Use Cases Do Not Form "Precedent" for Other Unrelated
Cases.

The most recent StaffReport suggests that the Council's interpretation ofCDC 60.070
"may set precedent" for future quasi-judicial decision-making." See StaffReport at p. 3.
However, as early as 1969, Oregon courts recognized that a governing body is not necessarily
bound to decide a matter in the same manner as a previous governing body. In Archdiocese of
Portlandv. Washington County, 254 Or 77,87-8,458 P2d 682 (1969), the court stated:

"Implicit in the plaintiffs contention is the assumption that the
Board ofCounty Commissioners ofWashington County is bound
by the action ofprevious Boards ofCounty Commissioners in
that county. This assumption is not sound. Each Board is entitled
to make its own evaluation ofthe suitability ofthe use sought by
an applicant. The existing Board is not required to perpetuate
errors of its predecessors. Even if it were shown that the previous
applications were granted by the present Board, there is nothing in
the record to show that the conditions now existing also existed at
the time the previous applications were granted."

Alexanderson v. Clackamas County, 126 Or App 549, 869 P2d 873, rev den, 319 Or 150, 877
P2d 87 (1994). See also Okeson v. Union County, 10 Or LUBA 1,2 (1983) ("Indeed, to require
consistency for that sake alone would run the risk ofperpetuating error.); Reeder v. Clackamas
County, 20 Or LUBA 238 (1990); BenjFran Development v. Metro Service Dist., 17 Or LUBA
30,46-47 (1988); S & J Builders v. City ofTigard, 14 Or LUBA 708, 711-712 (1986) (past
pattern ofapplying approval standards in one manner to five similarly-situated applicants does
not mean that the City cannot change course and apply different approval standards to the sixth
applicant).

LUBA has stated, in dicta, that "[A)rbitrary and inconsistent interpretation ofapproval
criteria in deciding applications for land use permits may provide a basis for remand. See Friends
ofBryant Woods Parkv. City ofLake Oswego, 26 Or LUBA 185, 191 (1993), affd 126 Or
App 205,868 P2d 24 (1994) (although local legislation may be susceptible ofmore than one
interpretation, local government may not "arbitrarily • • • vary its interpretation"). See also
Smith v. Clackamas County, 25 Or LUBA 568, 570 nl (1993). However, that rule ofhow only
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applies to the interpretation itself, not to how rigorous a standard is applied to any given set of
facts. Furthermore, there is no violation ofthis rule unless "there is an indication that different
interpretations are the product of a design to act arbitrarily or inconsistently from case to case."
Greer v. Josephine County, 37 Or LUBA 261 (1999). Thus, the rule oflaw does not prevent
a city from changing previously-stated interpretations; it merely prohibits the arbitnuy flip
flopping of interpretations on a case-by-ease basis. Certainly, if there is a rational basis in law or
fact to treat certain types of land uses differently than others, due to the scale of impacts or other
public policy reasons, the rule is not triggered.

Finally, in terms ofprecedent, even ifwe were concerned about setting precedent, the
precedent we would want to avoid is the notion that another community could site its major
utilities (such as a sewer treatment plant) in West Linn despite the fact that these utilities would
primarily serve other communities, such as Stafford. Other jurisdictions should cite their major
facilities within their own boundaries.

D. The "Community Need" and "Public Benefit" Standards are IDghly Subjective and
Can Be Applied More or Less Rigorously In Any Given Case.

In a similar vein, LOT complains that the City ofWest Linn has never applied its CUP
approval criteria as rigorously as the Planning Commission did in its decision under appeal.
However, the City has never considered a proposal ofthis magnitude. There is no rule of
law that says that the CUP criteria have to be applied as rigorously when considering small,
inconsequential projects as compared to large-scale projects with high levels of impacts and
ramifications. In fact, the very nature ofthe conditional use process recognizes, as an example,
that a small, 100-person church may be compatible with a neighborhood, but a large-scale, 2000
person church is not compatible with the neighborhood.

In this regard, the City ofWest Linn has never had to consider the effect ofthe
installation ofa large 4-foot diameter water pipeline across a large section of the City.

Truth be told, both the "community need" standard and the "public benefit" standard are
extremely subjective in nature, and call for an exercise ofjudgment by the City Council. LUBA
will not lightly substitute its judgment for that ofthe Council regardless how it rules.

E. ne "Public Benefit" Standard Should Be Defined On A Sliding Seale;
Commensurate with the Degree ofPublic Impact and Lost Opportunity.

The applicants assert that the large, industrial-scale water treatment facility and
associated water transmission pipeline should be evaluated under the same interpretive standard
for "public benefit" as a 7-11 or a small elementary school. We believe that the interpretation
/ application ofpublic benefit standard should, as a policy matter, involve a balancing between
the degree of impact vs. the amount ofbenefit. In other words, the greater the impact, the greater
degree ofpublic benefit that should be demanded by the City before a CUP is approved.

In addition, the applicant is wrong when it asserts that the mitigation it will provide
is a public benefit. To the contrary, Code's "public benefit" standard contemplates that the
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use itselfbe the benefit to the public, not the mitigation required ofthe developer ofthat
use. The mitigation required by the Code should not be considered to be a "public benefit"
because improvements required by the zoning code are merely intended to mitigate the
impacts ofdevelopment. As an analogy, ifa motorist smashes into your car, the fact that his
insurance will repair the damage on your car is not a benefit to you, especially considering all
ofthe inconvenience and hassle associated with filling out reports, acquiring a rental car, etc.
Likewise, in this case, the Robinwood neighborhood is being asked to shoulder the burden of
three years ofconstruction, and the fact that the streets will be repaired at the end ofthat ordeal
offers little solace to the community.

F. The Project Provides Insufficient Public Benefit to Warrant Approval ofthe
Project.

The applicant has stated that it will provide a number ofpublic benefits to the citizens of
West Linn. We briefly address each one of these individually below:

1. Applicant's proffered benefit No.1: New Intergovernmental Agreement

Counter: The issue ofa new IGA is separate from the alleged benefitsprovided
by the proposed land use. Moreover, the proposed "new IGA" is short term, with
emergency water being available to West Linn ifit is available to Tigard and Lake
Oswego. The existing IGA has served both communities well. Given the conclusions
ofthe Carollo report, it will serve both communities in to the future. In the event Lake
Oswego wishes to discuss a new design in the future, the new IGA will be available
to West Linn. In addition, West Linn will need to upgrade their system at significant
costs to West Linn in order to connect to the new interne.

2. Applicant's proffered benefit No.2: Upgraded Water Treatment plant allows West
Linn to Replace Bolton Reservoir without service interruptions.

Counter: The replacementfor Bolton Reservoir can be built at a di.fJerent location,
accomplishing the same goal.

3. Applicant's proffered benefit No.3: Upgrading seismically vulnerable pipes serving
the intertie will provide the City of West Linn long Term access to Bull Run Water.

Counter: This so-called "benefit" is not needed by the city. Alternative solutions
exist that would have less impact that LOT's plan. Moreover, the argument that LOT
makes - namely that in order to receive the benefit ofbetterpipes, we must allow an
entirely newfacility in an area where the facility does not belong - is flawed because
West Linn canfix seismically vulnerable pipes on its own without adding another
seismically vulnerable 4-/00t diameter pipe to the equation.

4. Applicant's proffered benefit No.4: Payment ofone-time $5 Million dollar
gratuity
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Counter: Is West Linnfor sale?

5. Applicant's proffered benefit No.5: LOT will repave streets and provide sidewalks
along Mapleton Dr.

Counter: Resuifacing streets after LOT destroys them is mitigation, not a benefit.
Citizens on Mapleton do not desire sidewalks in any event. In addition, several other
streets, including Nixon, Elmran, and Cedar Oak, will also be heavily used and likely
damaged but are not in the list to be resuifaced This offsets ll1o/ benefit achieved by
repaving Mapleton.

6. Applicant's proffered benefit No.6: Cooperative public works agreement will be
negotiated that will result in the removal ofa small portion ofasbestos cement pipe.

Counter: Not a benefit to West Linn because the city will need to replace the
asbestos cement pipe in any event. This is a six inch pipe that is in the way ofLOT's
new four foot pipe. In addition, West Linn is being asked to payfor halfthe cost of
this one pipe's replacement.

7. Applicant's proffered benefit No.7: Improvements to Mary S. Young State Park.

Counter: $90,000 paymentfor plant restoration is mitigation; new parking lot is not
desired by residents and will create more problems than it solves. Moreover, MSY
Park is state owned and only leased by the city. Many citizens from all over the metro
area use this park. It is not a benefit to only West Linn.

8. Applicant's proffered benefit No.8: Construction Management Plan ("CMP").

Counter: Making the neighbors' life less miserable during construction than it
otherwise might without a CMP is not a benefit; it is mitigation.

9. Applicant's proffered benefit No.9: LOT 1.5 million dollar loss mitigation fund

Counter: Too paltry ofa number and too discretionary to be considered a serious
benefit to the community. The risks that exist to property owners are three perils that
are commonly not coverage by the normal Home Owners Insurance Policy. They are:

a) underground water, b) repeated seepage, and c) flood surface water.
Moreover, it is at best only secondary coverage which is only allowed for ten years,
and is controlled by LOT.

G. The "Overall Needs of the Community" Should Focus Generally on West Linn, and
Specifically on the Robinwood Neighborhood.
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CDC 60.070(A)(3) seeks to ensure that the "granting of [a CUP] proposal will be
consistent with the overall needs ofthe community." Thus, in this case, the applicant must
demonstrate that there is an unmet "overall need" in the community for a new water treatment
plant and associated pipeline.

In a related context, LUBA has stated that the phrase "public need for a use" is a difficult
matter to define. Rue/v. City o/Stayton, 7 Or LUBA 219 (1983). Nonetheless, LUBA stated in
Rue/that the focus needs to be on the need for that use, not a need for the incidental benefits or
mitigation (such as landscaping and buffering) that a proposed use may provide.

Viewed in this light, a "community need" is something that reflects the community's
desires, attitudes, and welfare. In a typical case, the proposed land use will serve the citizens in
the community, and therefore identifYing an overall community need for a facility is a straight
forward exercise. In this case, however, the proposal is unusual because a different city is asking
to build a utility that will primarily serve citizens ofTigard and Lake Oswego. It becomes
much less clear that the citizens of West Linn have an "overall need" the facility that LOT seeks
approval for.

The term "community" should be defined, at the very minimum, as the City ofWest
Linn. The Planning Commission adopted this interpretation. While we agree with the Planning
Commission's interpretation, we believe the City Council could defme the term "community"
even more narrowly as the area surrounding general vicinity ofthe project which will be
impacted thereby. In this matter, the City Council would recognize that the people that will bear
the burdens of the project should be served by the use.

The use ofthe term "community" in various other contexts in the Code supports the
conclusion that its focus is on a relatively small geographic area. For example, the code defmes
the term ''major utility" in terms of impacts on either surrounding uses or the community: "A
utility facility or service that will have, or the installation ofwhich will have, a significant impact
on the surroundine uses or the communitY in terms ofgenerating or disrupting traffic, interfering
with access to adjacent properties, creating noise or causing adverse visual effects." Thus, while
a community is something more broad than the immediately surrounding land uses, it is still
measured on a scale that reflects the citizens that could potentially be impacted by traffic, noise,
and visual effects.

In this case, the Community needs are reflected in the Comprehensive Plan, and reflect
the following:

• A need to prevent incompatible development;
• A need to protect the environment and natural resources;
• A need to ensure that the Lake Oswego Water Treatment Facility remains

compatible with the surrounding residential areas and provides benefits to
Robinwood's residents as well as those ofLake Oswego.

Thus, the term "community" should not be interpreted as the region in general, as
the applicant desires. Ifthat were the intent ofthe code, the code would have used the more
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broad term "public need." By focusing instead on a "community" need, the wording suggests
geographic limitations on what groups of folks should be considered. Whether it is West Linn or
Robinwood is debatable, but it is certainly not Lake Oswego or Tigard.

In a recent staffreport, staffgave examples ofconditional uses (including schools,
religious institutions, post offices and fire and police stations), and noted that the city's code
doesn't explicitly stop conditional uses from being used by non-West Linn residents. However,
staffmisses the point: those uses can all be denied under CDC 60.070(A)(3) ifthe proposal is
not "consistent with the overall needs ofthe community." Thus, in the unlikely event that an
applicant proposed a school in West Linn but informed the City that all ofthe students would be
from Lake Oswego and Tigard, it seems rather obvious that the West Linn could deny the school
on the grounds that it not meet the "overall needs ofthe [West Linn] community."

At the end of the day, the Planning Commission is correct that LOT failed to prove a
nexus between the proposed facility and the overall needs of the citizens ofWest Linn. While
they identified some minor tangential potential benefits to the City ofWest Linn, nothing they
offered in any way mitigates the high degree ofimpact on the community. The bottom line is
this: ifthey want a new water treatment plant, they should put it somewhere in Lake Oswego.

H. The Design Review Criteria Are Not Met.

After the Planning Commission denied the application, the applicant submitted a revised
site plan for the water treatment facility. However, to our knowledge, staffhas not gone back
and drafted a new staffreport to re-address whether or not the new revised application complies
with the applicable Design review criteria.· This issue is briefed in more detail by Mr. Gary
Hitesman, in his letter dated 21 January, 2013.

I. H the Application is Approved, the City Should Demand that LOT Improve
Highway 43 to TSP Standards.
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The Standards for Conditional Use Permits authorize the City to impose conditions of
approval to ensure compatibility and to offset the impacts ofthe development. CDC 60.070(C).2
In this case, the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan includes Goals and policies directed at ensuring
that Willamette Drive is improved to meet TSP Standards.

GOAL I: Willamette Drive shall provide superior transportation
facilities for all modes oftransportation.
Policies:
1.1 Provide continuous and wide pedestrian facilities on both sides
ofWillamette Drive.
* * *. *
1.3 Beautify the length of Willamette Drive with a comprehensive
and consistent streetscape.
1.4 Provide a continuous bike lane along Willamette Drive.

These policies support the conclusion that Willamette Drive should be upgraded as part ofthe
project to include bike lanes, pedestrian facilities, and landscaping.

At the planning Commission hearing, there was a discussion ofwhether the City can
demand the applicant improve Highway 43 to TSP standards. Staff indicated that the case of
Dolan v. City ofTigard prohibited the City from demanding transportation improvements in this
case. However, the city attorney countered staff, acknowledging that Dolan no longer applies to
exactions that no not involve the dedication ofland. West Linn Corporate Parkv. City ofWest
Linn, 349 Or 58,86-7 (2010). In this case, the demand to make on or offsite road improvements
is the equivalent ofa demand for money, which is not subject to the takings clause ofthe state or
Federal constitutions.

2 C. The Planning Commission may impose conditions on its approval ofa conditional use which it finds are
necessary to assure the use is compatible with other uses in the vicinity. These conditions may include, but are not
limited to, the following:

1. Limiting the hours, days, place, and manner ofoperation.
2. Requiring design features which minimize environmental impacts such as noise, vibration, air pollution, glare,
odor, and dust.
3. Requiring additional setback areas, lot area, or lot depth, or width.
4. Limiting the building height, size or lot coverage, or location on the site.
5. Designating the size, number,location and design ofvehicle access points.
6. Reguirioa street right-of-way to he dedicated and the street to he improved iDcludim~ all sm necessllQ' to
address future street improvements identified in the adopted Transportation System Plan.
7. Requiring participation in making the intersection improvement or improvements identified in the Transportation
System Plan when a traffic analysis (compiled as an element ofa conditional use application for the property)
indicates the application should contribute toward.
8. Requiring landscaping, screening, drainage, and surfacing ofparking and loading areas.
9. Limiting the number, size, location, height, and lighting of signs.
10. Limiting or setting standards for the location and intensity of outdoor lighting.
11. Requiring herming, screening, or landscaping and the establishment ofstandards for their installation and
maintenance.
12. Requiring and designating the size, height, location, and materials for fences.
13. Requiring the protection and preservation ofexisting trees, soils, vegetation, watercourses, habitat areas, and
drainage areas. '
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Gary Hitesman ex-AIA

Gary Hitesman, Project List

Registration
California (C25267) non-active
Oregon (4742) non active

Education
California Polytechnic State University, 1988
San Luis Obispo ofArchitecture, B. A.

Ecole De Beaux Arts, Fountaineblea~ France, 1988

Water/ Waste Water/Infrastructure
BES Airport Way satellite Pump Stations
Happy Valley Pump Station
Shady Cove Administration Building
LOTIf Olympia Water Reclamation Plant
LOTIf Olympia Screenings Building @ Martin way Pump Station
LOTIf Olympia Visitor Kiosks + Interpretive Signage @ 40 Acre Recharge Park
City ofPortland - Swan Island Pump Station (250 mgd)
City ofPortland - Swan Island 17 MW Emergency Generator Building
King County - Sammamish Valley Water Reclamation Plant
King County - Carnation Water Reclamation Plant

Transportation
Architectural Project Manager, South Alignment LINK Light Rail, Seattle, Washington
Project Manager, Bay Area Rapid Transit, Oakland, California
San Francisco International Terminal, San Francisco Airport, California
Red Line Extension to Portland International Airport, Portland, Oregon
Terminal Expansion South n, Portland International Airport, Oregon
Master Plan for the Ground Transportation Center, San Francisco Airport, California
Master Plan for the new Sahkalin International Airport, Sahkalin, Russia.
Powell Lift Station DesignlBuild Competition
Corvallis Bus Mall, Corvallis, Oregon

Housing
Tenth and Jefferson Housing Proposal with Simpson Housing, Portland, Oregon
Vancouvercenter Condominiums, Vancouver, Washington
Affordable Housing Competition, Aspen, Colorado
50 Story Residential Tower, Bangkok, Thailand (unbuilt)
Lough Residence, Agoura, California
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Gary Hitesman ex-AlA

Hill Residence, Thousand Oaks, California
Baker Residence, San Luis Obispo, California
Custom Home, Woodland Hills, California
Custom Home, Northridge, California

Office / Commercial
Vancouvercenter, Office Building A and B, Vancouver, Washington
Vancouvercenter Parking Garage, 800 cars, Vancouver, Washington
101 Second Street, San Francisco, California
505 Sansome Street Renovation, San Francisco, California
Industry and Commerce Bank ofChina, Beijing, China
Court ofAppeals, Ninth District, San Francisco, California
Toontown, Disneyland, Anaheim, California
World Bank Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
100 Pratt Street Tower, Baltimore, Maryland
MCI Headquarters Building, 1101 K Street NW, Washington, D.C.
Tomlinson Roads Mixed Use Development, Singapore (unbuilt)
Surabaya Hyatt, Surabaya, Indonesia
Legacy Medical Office Building, Gresham, Oregon
Portland Fire Station remodels 5, 13, & 42
Portland Fire Station remodels 2 & 11
Emergency Medical Services Building, Portland, Oregon
Parking Garage modifications and improvements for City of Portland BOS
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To the West Linn City Council January 22,2013 no ..,..._. -.......-r<if1\J ...J
l'li'n:\h.," ~.J ILLJ lj

I am addressing WL CDC 60.070(A)(3). From the February 13 L TW ~~SighYi~d~mltTe!el~etings.
"Mr. Koellermeier requested the Oversight Committee recall staf .~ €t5~fa~~"'-~'Hle;:pro
to split the GNP between the treatment plant application and the pipeline application. He stated the
precedence staff sets is important because the application for the pipeline is even more nebulous as
West Linn has chosen to try to make it a conditional use for an underground facility. If the neighbors are
of the opinion that the planning commission in West Linn has a broader authority it will only get
exacerbated on the pipeline application. The point is to try to set the boundaries so that it's not get
perceived as a sign of weakness as staff goes into the next application. Mayor Hoffman asked what Mr.
Koellermeier meant by weakness and he explained it as willingness to acquiesce."

In the spring of 2006 Joe Komarek, the La chief engineer, came into my living room and told assembled
neighbors that our fears of a mega plant going in were unfounded. He said maybe some modest
upgrades like we have had but no big deal. Why would an engineer who has sworn an oath of truth and
no deception do this? The answer lies in the compatibility of this plant with the neighborhood. He
knew at the time that they would have to shoehorn this huge plant and didn't want to have any
opposition. If he could keep us out of it they might just be able to pull it off. They have used many
tactics including suing neighbors they signed an agreement with and threatening a public employee by
calling their boss and giving the word to back off any criticism. They want you to think that this is no big
deal. Their argument that the footprint is only 9% larger ignores the fact that instead of flat low settling
beds, you will have over three story buildings. Should we allow the Empire State Building there because
it's footprint is only slightly larger? Commissioner Axelrod made the finding that it is the clearest
example of trying to put a square peg in a round hole that he has had the chance to consider. This is not
even a close call. They have snuck around and deceived because this plant doesn't belong here.

Now they have a new argument, that the plant is on unstable ground and they need a new one, ON THE
SAME UNSTABLE SITE. They argued like crazy in April and then again in October that the ground was
stable, even going so far as to take drilling samples to the north, south and west of the plant to argue
that the site is ideal. Another bunch of experts were lined up to achieve results they wanted and then
when that didn't pan out, they used deception and attempted slight of hand. The old plant might have
to be replaced, but to build a new one on unstable soil and an ancient landslide has to be considered
insane. This plant is not suitable for this site no matter what they do. It won't help if all the plant goes
together or separately into the Willamette. It is too big for the neighborhood and is to be built on
unstable soil. You must deny the LOTWP appeal.

Preservation of the Stafford Triangle is adopted City Policy, Council Goal # 9 of the comprehensive plan:
"Oppose urbanization of Stafford Triangle and pursue policies that would permanently retain that area
as a rural buffer, between West Linn and neighboring communities." Where is the increase in water
going to go? LOTWP claims Stafford is not in their plans. If it isn't, what is? Where are all of these
customers going to come from? The La build out is a maximum of 5%. Their own La water take will be
5 times more than their average daily use. Servicing the Stafford Triangle is central to their plans. It is
all through their starting document and the assumptions of the report are included in all the relevant
documents that have been submitted for permits with the State. Even Joel Komarek's testimony on
January 25, 2010 to the State Of Oregon Water Resources Board is full of Carollo references. Now
LOTWP has disowned Carollo, saying it was never intended to be a final document. Well if it isn't, let
them share with us the final, including, factored in, the new realities of the economy, real growth
without Stafford and the effect of conservation on future supplies and the huge cost overruns of the
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project which will be borne on the backs of our young people who are struggling now to get jobs. This is
the reality. The experts have put out no new report or budged from their estimates except for plant
costs which just keep going up...double already. If they keep the plant at its current level of production,
with the recent water conservation measures succeeding and with limited growth in the real world, they
don't need the new plant. We the opponents have done the real world math and the real world impacts.
These are facts, not subterfuge. The Stafford Triangle is still central to their plans and you would be
breaking Council Goal #9 if you approve this plant. I also found it disconcerting that the Planning Staff
didn't identify the Stafford concern as germane. They never read the Carollo report, LOTWP's most
important document, or they might have done more due diligence on behalf of your citizens in West
Linn, and not tried to help fellow bureaucrats in LO and Tigard. If they are so thorough why did they not
even read the most important document and just believed the applicant with no research? Stafford is
all over this project. You must deny.

Lastly I want you to consider the term "overall needs" in 60.070(A)(3). Because your planning
department did not do its work they ignored the most important dynamic that is at work here. When
and if LOTWP gets to draw more water from the Clackamas, they will push the Clackamas to minimum
flows for months in the summer. Now, even before the new pipeline, the Clackamas is at minimum on
many summer days. South Fork with its "senior water rights" will not be using all of their SOMGD and
will not be allowed to exercise those rights because LOTWP will have been there first and will be vested.
The state law is, use it or lose it. If you grant this plant you will have approved a serious non-benefit for
our city. Global warming is melting the snowpack between 6000 and 8000 feet that feeds Timothy Lake,
the source of the Clackamas summer water. This snowpack will not be able to buffer the drawdown of
the lake in the future. Timothy Lake will be hard pressed to meet minimum flows even without the huge
LOTWP plant. We will bring up the rear and our chances of vesting our water rights will be gone. The
Clackamas is not an unlimited source in the summer. If you don't believe me, look into it yourselves.
Don't be swayed by reassurances, look into it. The reassurances from LOTWP are deceptions; look at
the lawsuit by Water Watch in State Court right now. You will be promoting a huge non-benefit to the
community by giving away our senior water rights. You must deny their application.

Your Planning Commission, of which you yourselves once were a proud part, has denied this application
7-0. They were right. Listen to your team. You must deny AP-12-02 and AP-12-03 because of the
plant's in-compatibility with the neighborhood, its effectively taking of your senior water rights, and its

purpose, to ,\[OP Stafford. ~n

Sincerely " )(;\~

Jack Norby, 4040 Kenthorpe Way, West Linn, Oregon
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January 21,2013

Dear West Linn City Councilors, '1<.'" . • _,, ..• .J
, II' .•'c;

CITY O!- 'ii'::'~ I L;.'IiN
Please den the a lication for LOT due to the failure to meet it dNI QQ.0.7.0-sec1J~nl:t_Dumher.2.

60.070 APPROVAL STANDARDS AND CONDITIONS
A. The Planning Commission shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny an applicatio for a
conditional use, except for a manufactured home subdivision in which case the approval st ndards and
conditions shall be those specified in CDC36.030, or to enlarge or atter·a conditional use ased on
findings of fact with respect to each of the following criteria:
C. The Planning Commission may impose conditions on its approval of a conditional se which it finds
are necessary to assure the use is compatible with other uses in the vicinity. These c nditions may
include, but are not limited to, the following:
1. Limiting the hours, days, place, and manner of operation.
2. Requiring design features which minimize environmental impacts such as noise, vibration, air
pollution, glare, odor, and dust.

I visited the Wilsonville water treatment plant this past summer. The daily operating noise has an
extreme high pitch noise running 24/7. The Wilsonville water treatment plan is not located in a
residential neighborhood. The closest street with houses on it is over 100 yards away, and many of these
house's were built after the water treatment plant was up and running. The Wilsonville water treatment
plant does not have neighbors directly across the street, or three doors down.

I live three doors down from the current treatment plant on Kenthorpe Way. I have lived here for over
seventeen years. I live on a dead end street that is very quiet, and silent evenings. J love where I live,
and often refer to my neighbor as to living in Mayberry. I do not have a high pitch noise running
continuously twenty four hours a day in my neighborhood, and want to keep it that way.

LOT has proposed to increase the foot print of the current plant by 9%. Foot print is the size of ground
they are proposing, not the height. Don't be fooled by LOT's proposal in this misleading statement. The
solution they have for noise is to plant a few trees. There are no trees or vegetation that will minimize or
silence the operating noise of this plant. Are you aware that LOT recently clear cut our end of their
property to rid of so called "damaged trees" (we have pictures of the perfect stumps). LOT claims it will
handle this issue as they see fit, well this clear cut only will make matters worse with noise pollution.

This noise will cause a hardship for myself and my neighbors. What right does another city have to build
a commercial size plant on my residential street? This high pitch noise is NOT compatible with my home
3 doors down. I don't think my quality of life should have to endure this hardship. Would you let this
happen to your home? Would you allow a huge commercial building to be built three doors down from
your house?

There have been several testimonies besides mine with not only this one concern of disruption of
residential life style. There are hundreds other you have heard.

The shameful thing is that Lake Oswego does not need more water, they only want to go into business to
sell water. LOT wants to raise revenue for their city by selling water. They don't care about the residents
on my street. This is pure greed. Beside, both Wilsonville and Portland have the resources and have
made statements they can provide more than adequate water to Tigard today. The West Linn Planning
commission voted against LOT's application, as they recognized it is far too disruptive to the residents of
West Linn. Please do the same, listen to your citizens, and deny Lot's application.

Sincerely,
Karlene Norby ;;%
4040 Kenthorpe Way ,/7 /~j
West Linn OR. 97068 uP'1 VL _-----
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The Honorable Mayor Kovash, Mayor of West Linn an M mbers of the West Linn qty
Council: A I II l:i &lruTOJiTqC;'"~!

CITY OF WEST LINN
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proc . . I\'dIe
Treatment Plant (CUP-12-02) and Water Transmission Line (CUP-12-04). The LOT
project is required to comply with the West Linn Comprehensive Plan WL CDC 60.070
(A)(3) which requires a community benefit to be demonstrated. The applicant has not
demonstrated compliance with this code. In particular I would ask you to reexamine
some of the conclusions as summarized by the applicant in their rebuttal commentary.

1. Interpretation of Community Benefits: Applicant suggests that the Planning
Commission's interpretation of community benefit was too narrow and implied
that the issue at hand is of significant regional benefit. In LOT's refutation, they
site that this narrow interpretation would preclude the existence of churches,
libraries and hospitals. Churches, libraries and hospitals have a direct benefit to
the community unlike LOT's selfish project. If LOT's interpretation of community
benefit is broader than the Planning Commission then why are the direct
beneficiaries of this project only two communities, Tigard and Lake Oswego? If
this project is of such regional significance, why are there not more communities
involved? Why are there only 2 communities in the Partnerhship? It's not
coincidental that the "purported" benefits to West Linn are of a derivative nature
and only arise as result of LOT's ultimate goal of selling water to Tigard and
securing their maximum water rights on the Clackamas.

2. Benefits: Applicant's rebuttal alluded to the fact that all the neighbor's "needs"
were fulfilled via the Good Neighbor Plan. Yet in meeting after meeting between
the neighborhood and LOT, the neighborhood discussed benefits which were all
denied by the applicant. The applicant continually talks about sidewalks,
pathways, surfaced streets - all activities that would be required after uprooting
our neighborhood-Nothing above and beyond. The non-existence of those
"benefits" did not prevent people from moving into the neighborhood, so they are
not a benefit that drew us to our surroundings, nor would their existence make the
neighborhood more valuable.

3. Carollo Report: The applicant tries to marginalize the Carollo report. The Carollo
report was the impetus to move this project forward. If as the applicants suggests
that this was merely a preliminary engineering report and that the implication is
that it is no longer valid, then should a new report be commissioned to justify this
project? If the assumptions need to be updated or revalidated then should it be
completed before the project moves forward? Yet the applicant prominently
states the follOWing quote in their newsletter Water Sawy, Issue #4, June
2010:"The cities of Lake Oswego and Tigard completed a comprehensive study
in 2007 to evaluate possible formation of a joint water supply system to serve the
two communities. The study identified the partnership approach as the preferred
supply option for both cities based on a variety of factors: cost. permitting,
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govemance,design, financing, and construction related issues." As far as I know
there is only one comprehensive study from 2007, the Carollo Report.

4. Petition Drive: The applicant suggested that the information disseminated to
gather signatures for the Petition Drive against the LOT was misleading and
therefore "duped" the signers, predominately the citizens of West Linn. This is
insulting to our citizens. Our citizens are very astute and are a very well informed
citizenry and are capable of making their own conclusions. Nobody signs their
name unless they are comfortable and have done their homework.

Contrary to what the applicant suggests, this project is a commercial and industrial
endeavor. Tigard has access to other water sources but has chosen not to exercise
those options. Nobody would argue that water is a necessity and that West Linn does
have some tough decisions to make. But those should be our decisions and our
solutions and not a byproduct of LOT's desire to further their needs.

Thank you very mUCh.

Sincerely,

Mike Cooper

3970 Mapleton Dr.

West Linn, Or 97068
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Jan. 19th
, 2013

, . j\Ct5If{Cf

Wpuld 'l'ik~4q,~04~~~tt-1·' I~., os ion to the Lake Oswego water plant

ex', anlsior:l-ar.r:: fra1iSmission pipeline. TVFR testified that they could

respond to an emergency with no time constraints on services. We

have difficulty with this, because we have all at one time or another

had to negotiate the turn at Nixon and Mapleton Dr. School busses and

semis cannot make this turn, how could a fire truck do it. Mapleton is a

posted street for no turn around for trucks over 40 feet.We would like

to request that a dry run be timed and would like to see this for

ourselves. These streets could not possibly hold up under the heavy

truck traffic. Our house literally shakes when semis go by on 43. Below

are the codes this project clearly does not meet. Comprehensive plan #

1.2, 9 and 10. Goal 2 section 1 policy 8 and 9 urbanization of Stafford.

Goal 1 see findings lc. CDC 60.070A lB, A2,A3,A5, and A7 clearly ties

to comprehensive plan. CDC 55.070 B2E access and potential traffic.

CDC- 55.110 site analysis, section 6 C and D land is not stable. Gretchen

Beaner testified that signers were victims. Myself, my husband and

daughter were some that gathered signatures. We walked door to

door, comments ranged from: Figured the city would do what they

want, regardless of what the citizens wanted. There were a few that

said they would not sign. Some said they needed more facts. Quite a

few had already done their own research and was opposed and willing

to sign. Ms. Beaner was wrong about the signatures, you must

remember a while back some of these very streets we walked were

being considered for the route of the pipeline. The planning

commission thought long and hard on their decision and they were

b

~'-"\\I~D
crity Cotincil Members: \
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correct in their conclusion. You should support their decision and deny

the application.

Respectfully Linda Edwards

Greetings Council Members And Mayor:

If you check into Mueller valve web site, you will clearly see that with

this size of sectional valve that there is the option of electric operated

assemblies, as Joel K. clearly stated, doesn't exist. I found one at

Longview Fibre in Longview. Talking with millrights, that it is a 60 inch

pipe and it is electicly controlled. It took 15 minutes to shut off. Also

said that they didn't have'" enough time to maintain so now it is a

manual procedure and it takes 45 to 60 minutes to shut down.

It's really amazing how misstated words come from LOT, as we have

delt from day one, meeting to meeting and as the planning

commissioners discovered. Respectfully, Carl Edwards
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CUP 12-02 and 12-04

~- - .. 4 .~, .' ....''''...'''''..h ... • ••~ ••-"~f
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f ~ t ~"""" • ~ I
~~l "s.' i \,.." ,.""Y ,

Water Storage Reqll:irementSummary r- -..~~- -~--~~',' i
.' I

Based on the' analysis presented above, two (2) alternl tive..~V ~.~c~es haYe..~e~n.,~ev~loped
to addr~ss current and future storage volume nee~s' the Cj' ."'~ '~~Jtte.~syst~pj<~·Thes~two (2)
a]tematllVe approaches were presented to, and reVIew d hi Cl· -s!~ff, the UAB.and t e City
COllmcit The City Council directed that the development of recommended system-'
improvements be based on Approach B. It was further directed to pursue development of
reliable emergency supply capacity with the cities of Lake Oswego, Tigard and others in
accordance with Solution Approach C. The recommended improvements and associated
project costs are documented in Section 8 which presentsthe recommended Capital
Improvements Plan (CIP) and Capital Maintenance Plan (CMP).

This language is from the 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, page 6-15.

This is the language that the lOT and the staff rely on to sell CUP 12-02 and CUP 12-04.

Study of the 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan reveals a number assumptions

regarding this potential solution. These CUP applications fail to include mechanisms to

comply with the intent of this emergency storage solution and replace the need for 4 million

gallons of storage at Bolton Reservoir.

That these mechanisms are not part of this application and that the City of West Linn must

engineer and construct system improvements in order to realize the 4 million gallons of

emergency storage impacts any potential benefit as proposed in these Applications.

In order for these applications to satisfy the intent of the 2008 West Linn Water System

Master Plan, lOT must provide the 4 million gallons of emergency storage to Bolton Reservoir

under any and all conditions, including failure of the electrical grid.

The current clear well design only has a maximum capacity of 2 million gallons of storage

within West Linn and there is no emergency generators to pump that water from the clear

well to the inter-tie and no emergency generators to pump that water from the inter-tie into

the West Linn system and on to Bolton Reservoir.

There remains a 2 million gallon shortfall that would need to pumped to the inter-tie from

lake Oswego storage. There is a line item on table 8-6 that indicates that West linn is

responsible to pay for this pumping capacity:
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Capital Improvement and Capital Maintenance Program Summary

·Pro(ee<- CIP aa.cleME Sclatdolr: .qd.::pro el:t Cost S'ymJI:W'V~ Y"eat
Emm.lrf'dCa,<cory Profecl-.Loai.tiou M«lI......T"'" Lolll·Tam1lcotrlpdOD "101. 1011. 1011 1Il13 1014 lOIS ~J6 2917 nOIR .,""", no_, Proj...Coat·

C.pit.aIl\1..1ufeunC't .PrOJ~ds

AC Pipe Rqllacanect , 345,000 , 345,000 , ]45,000 , 345,000 S 34S,OOO S 345,000 , 345,000 S 345,000 S 4,140,000 6,900,000

DlSllibulioa SytlCm GIlVU1lzal Pipe Replacemml
75.000 , 15,000 S 75,000 S 75,000 S 75,000 S 75,000 S 75,000 , 75,000 S 150,000 750,000

Pres:!uro Reduana VII.I~ V,1ll1
!mpn>- 20,000 S 20,000 S 20,000 S 20,000 S 20,000 100.000

SeiSDlM:~laad "'- JmproYmIeUUI

Raervoir 1_- S 90,000 100,000 S 100,000 S 100,000 390,000- RCW\'oirR.:-coalllll 0"'" Vin. Drive ud Rosemoal

S UO,OOO S 210.000 360,000
WII~PumpStatioaMCC """"""" UP........

ASSCSIInClllllDdUJIIf1.dea S 20,000 , 100,000 120,000
Goo<nIS,...,. Demoluh Abilldoocd View Driw-- Sil.eFadlitiet ".... 15,000

SCADA SYSlml Upzrades
S 150,000 15(1,000

CtJPIJRIK_I'Itm/OB'}TatIII , -S 69D,(}{)(J S - S #D.... S - S Jll\'"
, - S 42tJ,{t{JQ S 4.5Ot1.HIJ S f.UJ,IOI

Capital Improvement Projects

Bolton PR:aun: ZClne
801100 RCICrVOir Rcp1I.llCO\fI'1t

(<l.OMG) 500,000 S 4,000,000 S 1,500',000 8.000,000

Si.o.rtlte and aw.s Pn:awe Zoac
Blutd Rcsa'Wir No.2

Pumplna
(0.3011) w,ooo S «ltl.WO :525,000--=FattlltitS Zoo<

BIaDd JSMit' Supply 10 R05eI*lOt
S 1.1SO.000 1~50""

Emcr):CDCY IDtenie ~1D1atiePS~gq
15,000 15,000_.

Suh-Tota! 500,(}()Q ·l,(17j,(}()IJ .< 3,50fJ,(}(){) .< f}j,f}fI() .< 4(){JJ)()() U50,OOO .< 9,850,000
CP-I 1,111,200 1.181)00
CP-2 311.910 311,910
ClP-3 505,605 505.605
CP-' 351.125 351.125
CIP-S J5S,62S 35$.625

CIl'-' 84,7.50 84,150
CIl'-7 244,150 244,1S0
CP- • 110..625 110,625

CIl'-' 9:2.815 92,815
CJP·IO 122.500 122,500
CIP·1l 116.soo 116,SOO
CIP·12 146,915 146,915

crP·IJ 511,]15 518,]15
ClP·).4 320.625 320,625

m·lS 90.000 90,000
01-16 112,150 112,150

Wil!amettIlPrea\1f!l
elp·11 6],]15 63,375

Zoo<
c!p.18 22....750 224,150

0'·20 196.540 196,540
CIp·21 66.500 66,500
C1P-JJ 250,110 250,110

OP·2... 138,]]0 1]8,330
CIl'-2S ",500 59.SOC
CIP-26 68,815 68,875
CJP·27 40.000 ",000
CIl'-34 151,000 1S1.000
OP·19 68,2S0 68,2S0

BIaDd PresIwe Zone CIl'-ll 68,315 61,315
CIP-28 194,250 I~.m

CIl'-29 289.000 289,000

Dl.!itrlbudoo
CJP·31 ]1,000 ]1.000

~Y'Ulm
CIP·31 26,625 26,625

HortDn Pr=ure Zone
C1p·39 53,125 $3,125

PI~£nA ClP·42 46,125 46,125

C1P-43 95,62.5 95,62S

CIP-"" 48,125 48.125

CIl'-'" 30.150 JO,150
CIl'-36 29.4,750 294.1SO
etP·)8 1.53,500 "3,500
CIJ' ... 88,87S 88,87S

Ballou Prts:I\nZoae ClP-49 ~,815 94,875

CIJ'-50 36,625 36,625
CJP·51 306•.40S J<l6,40S
CJP·52 39,875 39.87S
ClP·J<> 107,625 107,625

CIP- 37 306,360 J<l6,360
CIJI·41 162,500 162,500
CIP _44 15,250 15,250

RosemoutP'lUsure ClP·45 340,955 34O,9S5
Zoo< CIp·4(j S 939,600 919,600

Clp-61 99,31S 99,375

ClP·62 26,350 26,3S0
CJP·63 50,750 SO,15O

CIl'-M .~OOO 85,000

CIP·35 779.015 779.0]5

CIP-S3 123.soo 123,500

CIP·$4 318,500 378,500

Robiowood Pn:uure m·5S 107,500 101,500

""" Clp·,S6 28,125 28,12S
Clp·S7 51,]15 51.375

CIP-59 7],000 7],000

CIP-60 150,250 150,250
Preuwalled1lcill.l SC:a1kDrivIlPRVStalioa

FllCilitld 120,000 120,000

Sub-Totol S 1,llJ7,!i)I} .< ~26J60 S 505,605 , 779.035 S 9J9.6OO S d.!6!.J1/J S J,911.61)5 11.1//,715

Supply Emergeaty &Ipply TipdlLake OIweso lDlutie
700,000 "'011"" 2,200,000

SIl/l-TOlai 700,000 , 1,j00.000 S !.1OO,OOO

PlamiqSNdies Wattt Syltem MMt~ P1&a UpdIle
150.000 150.000

Olbu

SrIr,·l'\tMi • ·1 • - ~ - S S 1jtJ,(mt) J lJD,(J(1D

Cq/tJrI11IJPn'_I'Imt (C{PJ rood r 1,J~'.J1o ~"MH I ~...... I~P- r 11-'0111 ~'!fr , "-,!!S • ..t>~ S <,mom s 3._'UIS • -u.Illm

~t~&ClPTOTAl S 2,m',:lOO S 4,'Is,0G0 $4,1_ s~_ s ~l"'" $l,4_ ~ 2,SIWS , 1,3S,lB!l $. lB,912,S1o 1,91~ .~ ~1JS
s 15.098,360 S 20.432,600 S 31,345,1;0

~
8 Year TOIII 20YcuTolai

S l554,075 ,
l.S67,~S9

~ AnnuaIA\'c. Anll\lalAvc,
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Lets blow that up so we can all see it, instead of hiding it in tiny print buried in a chart at the

fa r end of the Water Master Pian:

2011 2013
I I &~b·To(ti! r:f l,-!87,~OO ! .$ I 5 o- S .!

I Sl1lp>@t I mt.'fg,.eIIcy Supjl~ Tigard/Lake Os,wego Intenie

I
,. $ 700,000 S 1,500,000
I~ Sp,~Total oS 7oo,OOf} $ . $ '-

.
',~" /,500.000: .~""~

What does this hidden treasure in this CIP summary chart mean?

It means that all of that LOT storage, all of that Tigard storage, all of that Bull Run Storage

that the applicant's presentation and the staff reports lauds as a great benefit to West linn,

can't actually get to West linn in an emergency, until West linn spends at least another $1.5

million for upgrades to the LOT system 0 reverse the flow and pump that water in our

direction. This is the applicant and the staff report obfuscating the contents of the 2008

West linn Water System Master Plan to benefit LOT and hurt the citizens of West linn.

Kinda chews into the $5 million dollar 'license benefit.'

Here's an update from the West linn Utility Advisory Board (UAB) meeting on December

7th, 2011. A nice little colorful spreadsheet, presented by the WL Public Works Director,

laying out the case for an update to Approach B - Storage and Emergency Water Supply

Improvement, where options are scored, ranked and recommended.

Look down there in the lower left corner at who prepared this analysis:
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Joel B Komerack, Project Director, LOT. The West linn UAB is making policy

recommendations to the Cit yCouncii based upon options and CONCLUSIONS

Created by Joel B Komerack, Project Di rector, LOT. Seem incestuous to you?

The current LOT application for CUP 12-02 and CUP 12-04 do not provide the 4 million

gallons of emergency storage delivered to Bolton Reservoir as proposed in the 2008 West

linn Water System Master Plan.

Therefore these applications cannot be approved based upon the 2008 West linn Water

System Master Plan.

Kevin Bryck

18840 Nixon Av.
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Er r-r, If
CUP 12 02 d CUP 12 04 ' ~. t- I \,. ~'=- an - B ~ V '.-. '., f I"~ , r=-r

Water Storage Requirement Summary I ,'---,- --'--, j

Based on the analysis presented above. two (2) alte~ve a priliichilshav~'l'ill1:li dLeloped
to address CUTIent and future storage volume needs in the ~lW ·water systerriY!~hesetko (2)
a~ternatilve approaches were presented to, and reviewe~br€it siaft7theUAB~'aridthe-oCity
COllillcil The City Council directed that the development of recommended system
iirnprovements be based on Approach B. It was further directed to pursue development of
reliable emergency supply capacity with the cities ofLake Oswego, Tigard and others in
accordance with Solution Approach C. The recommended improvements and associated
project costs are documented in Section 8 which presents the recommended Capital
Improvements Plan (CIP) and Capital Maintenance Plan (eMP).

This language is from the 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, page 6-15.

This is the language that the lOT and the staff rely on to sell the CUP 12-02 and CUP 12-04
proposal and all of the scare tactics about emergency water storage.

Solution Approach A: Construction of a New 8.4 mg Bolton Reservoir.

The only site considered in all 5000 acres of West Linn was the current Bolton Reservoir site

which the 2008 plan then characterizes as too small and possibly unstable.

Solution Approach B: Build back-up supply from SFWB

A new redundant pipe across from South Fork across Willamette River that the 2008 plan

says will costs too much. This is the option that lOT uses to claim their vast savings 'benefit'

to West linn.

Solution Approach C: Improve the Emergency Supply Capacity and Reliability of the lake

Oswego Emergency Supply Connection

Rely on storage miles away in lO, with no gravity feed and no emergency power generation

to get that water to West Linn. This is the cheapest option considered.

Why is relying on remote water storage miles away, with no existing pumping capacity,

directed by this plan, over new, safe, reliable emergency storage right here in West Linn?
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Why was the current Bolton Reservoir site, perched on a bluff over homes, on top of an old

landslide, the ONLY site considered for a replacement reservoir? To make us dependent on

LOT?

Why not build a new reservoir at the close, convenient and already cleared parking lot site

right across the street in Wilderness Park? Wouldn't moving the new storage across the

street save us lots of construction money and gain easy voter approval, especially if the

existing reservoir site was added to the park? Didn't the voters readily approve this type of

land swap transaction at Sunset School.

LOT contends that West Linn must approve this application because the project in referenced

in the the 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan. This contention has no basis in law.

In theory there could be many other potential applications that would comply with the

description in the 2008 West Linn Water System Master Plan, but that would be manifestly

superior to this application in complying with other provisions of West Linn codes and plans,

that would be in compliance with all of the provisions of 60.070 and chapter 55

The West Linn Comprehensive Plan defines a Conditional Use as:

"A proposed use of land which might be allowed after the city planning commission has

determined that the proposed use is appropriate for the site, compatible with surrounding

uses, is supported by public facilities, and is of overall benefit to the community and meets

all other relevant criteria."

The applicant should return with a superior proposal that would satisfy this requirement.

Kevin Bryck

18840 Nixon Av.
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CUP 12-02 and CUP 12-04 113>-0'~·-·; \iE"DI
Let's look at the how the LOT project got inserted into thJ Rc+i nwood Neighborh01 PI n.

The applicant and the West linn Planing staff both cite t e Rolji:hobdJ'\teig:trbor~obd r1an,
adopted by the West linn City Council in 2008, to justif theJIP¥6~dr~~p..;l.ndftdte .
community approval. '---.~~~,,~--~,..~ .. _*.

Applicant and staff cite goal, policy and action item 3.9 as somehow expressing approval
for this planning application. That's funny. let's look at it.

~

3.9 Ensure that the Lake Require the Lake Oswego Treatment City Planners, City • Development
Oswego Water Facility to provide appropriate Engineers Review Process
Treatment Facility landscape screening and context-
on Kenthorpe Drive sensitive architecture as part of any
remains compatible facility expansion plan.
with the surrounding Take advantage of the need to City Planners, City • Development
residential areas and replace Lake Oswego water pipelines Engineers Review Process
provides benefits to along Robinwood streets to provide
Robinwood's street improvements and needed
residents as well as pedestrian routes.
those ofLake Ensure that construction activities City Building Official, • Development
Oswego. associated with any facility City Engineers Review Process

expansion and ongoing service and
maintenance activities minimize
impacts upon neighboring residential
streets and homes.
Mitigate negative impacts of City Planners, City • Development
treatment facility expansion on the Engineers Review Process
surrounding neighborhood with
positive contributions to
transportation connectivity between
Kenthorpe and Mapleton Drives.

I don't see Tigard in there anywhere.
I don't see 50,000 trucks or 1000 pilings.
I don't see suing our West linn citizens on Mapleton
I don't see tearing down the entire existing plant and building a new one.

The Robinwood Neighborhood Vision process commenced in the summer of 2003 with 3
large community meetings to gather input. The first public draft was published in August
2003 and did not contain any reference to the lake Oswego Water Treatment Plant
(lOWTP).

lOTWP was also not in the May 2006 draft or the December 2006 draft, but then suddenly
appears, exactly as adopted, in the May 2007 draft.
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What happened between the December 2006 and the May 2007 drafts?

A letter stamped dated March 21, 2007 and stamped by City of West linn Planning and

Building on March 23rd, from Joel B. Komarek, current LOTWP Project Manager, to Bryan

Brown, City of West linn Planning Director, states:

"Dear Bryan,

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft Robinwood

Neighborhood Plan (RNP) dated May 19th 2006...ff

Followed by 2 pages of comments and suggestions.

That's how the LOT project got inserted into the Robinwood Neighborhood Plan.

The review of goal, policy and action item 3.9 reveal a number of items for which the

applicant has failed to meet the burden of proof.

Other pertinent items that are not addressed in these applications include:

1.1 Sidewalks on Hwy 43/ Willamette Drive (The Goal stated on p21 is a scriveners' error)

1.3 Beautification of Hwy 43 / Willamette Drive

1.4 Bike Lanes on Hwy 43 / Willamette Drive

3.3 Pedestrian access on residential streets

3.4 as to undergrounding utilities

and especially 3.5, which addresses commercial compatibility in residential neighborhoods.

You can't have it both ways - claiming that Neighborhood plan items have the power of

policy when they favor an application and then dismissing Neighborhood plan items as

merely aspirational condition or contradict an application.

That's simply the spin by LO's army of highly paid consultants.

Kevin Bryck

18840 Nixon Av.
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['Robinwood Neighborhood Plo.n Ordinance No. 1567-Exhibit "A"

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

The Robinwood Neighborhood Plan contains an ambitious set of goals, policies, and potential action
measures. The following table is intended as a general guide to indicate city priority in accomplishing
these policies. This table is intended only for general guidance, and can be changed by the City ofWest
Linn due to changing circumstances, new priorities, or new opportunities without the need to amend this
table.

The priorities are divided into three categories: short-range (within the next two years), medium-range
(between two and five years), and long-range (more than five years). Some measures, even if given a
short-range priority, may in fact be on-going and thus continue into the indefinite future.

Neisthborhood. Plan Policies Action Measures Priority
1.1 Provide a continuous bike lane along Provide 6 to 12 foot wide concrete sidewalks on both sides of Medium-range

Willamette Drive. Willamette Drive, with landscaped areas between the
sidewalk and street where right of way width permits it.

1.2 Reconcile the competing interests of Restrict access to Highway 43 from Robinwood Way, by Medium-range
cross-traffic onto and over limiting it to right turns in and out.
Willamette Drive with the needs of Determine whether a signal light at the intersection of
through traffic. Highway 43 and Walling Way/Walling Circle is still

necessary and appropriate.
Realign the intersection of Cedaroak Drive and the entrance
to the Robinwood Shopping Center to create a four-way
intersection.
Provide safe pedestrian crossings at all streets intersecting
with Willamette Drive and at high traffic areas.
Coordinate road projects between utility and construction
companies so that the full area is completed at one time.
Synchronize traffic signals along Willamette Drive to ensure
smooth traffic flow.

1.3 Beautify the length QfWillamette Place a West Linn gateway sign along Willamette Drive at the Medium-range
Drive with a comprehensive and northern entrance to the City.
consistent streetscape. Plant con istent types ofstreet trees and associated

landscaping along the sides ofWillamette Drive and in the
median where tum lanes are not needed.
Place cons'jstellt and attractive lighting fixtures along the
length ofWillamette Drive
Place all.existing and proposed utilities underground along
Wlllamette Drive.
Where pos-sible provide drainage swales in landscaped
medians in lieu of covered stonn drainage along WiUamette
Drive7

1.4 Provide a continuous bike lane along Provide a paved bike lane at least five feet wide along both Medium-range
WiIlamette Drive. sides ofWillamette Drive.

Provide striping for bicycle lanes when designing
intersections and turning lanes along Willamette Drive.
Consider use of a multi-use path for both pedestrians and
bicyclists where right of way is limited along Willamette
Drive.

1.5 Keep Willamette Drive narrow Provide two travel lanes and a center median for turns, Medium-range
enough to keep the neighborhood crossings, and landscaped areas along the entire length of
united while accommodating state Willamette Drive.
highway traffic.

May 12,2008 Page 21 of25
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I Robinwood Neighborhood Plan Ordinance No. 1567-Exhibit "A" I
2.6 Require commercial properties along Review existing municipal code standards for commercial Short range

Willamette Drive to meet ongoing property maintenance, and make revisions to ensure the
standards for maintenance, upkeep ofcommercial properties as appropriate.
cleanliness, and aesthetic Provide adequate city staff resources to ensure compliance
attractiveness with municipal codes for the upkeep of commercial property.

3.1 Rezone areas inappropriately zoned Work with neighbors and property owners in the College Short-range
for multi-family residential uses to HiIls Estates Neighborhood and adjacent areas on an
more appropriate residential zoning appropriate zoning district that reflects the existing
districts. neighborhood's development..

3.2 Ameliorate the negative impacts of Adopt Community Development Code provisions to reduce Short-range
the use of flag lot designs in the and discourage the use of flag lots to include only those that
subdividing ofexisting lots. are compatible with the existing neighborhood.

Adopt Community Development Code provisions requiring
land divisions that create "flag lots" to submit concurrent
design review applications showing proposed building
orientation and building design that provide maximum
separation from and privacy for existing adjacent single-
family homes.
Adopt Community Development Code provisions ensuring
that existing homes on lots that are further divided continue to
meet or exceed alI design standards and regulations for
single-family homes.

3.3 Provide appropriate pedestrian Provide sidewalks on streets near Cedaroak Elementary Short-range
facilities along residential streets. School for student safety

Provide sidewalks on streets leading to and from the
Robinwood Main Street area

On streeto; with topographic or environmental constraints,
accommodate pedestrians with grade separated asphalt paths
in lieu of sidewalks on at least one side of the street.

3.4 Implement "green street" concepts Amend the City Community Development Code and Short-range
for residential streets. Engineering Standards to explicitly allow "green street"

designs.
Adopt a map of streets within the Robinwood Neighborhood
where "green street" designs will be required for all new
development and required when streets are improved by the
City
Require undergrounding of utilities along residential streets as
development or street reconstruction occurs.

3.5 Protect.existing single-family Adopt Community Development Code provisions to measure Short-range
neighborhoods from over-sized infill building height based upon the actual height of a building
residences and neighboring from base to top ofroof.
commercial development. Adopt Community Development Code provisions to create a

sliding scale for allowed floor area ratio (FAR) for single-
family homes that reduccs the FAR for larger lots.
Adopt Community Development Code provisions to reduce
the bulk and mass of single-family homes along their front
and side yards.
Adopt Community Development Code provisions that
encourage single-family homes with lower height by reducing
allowed low coverage for taller homes.
Study an infill design review process.
Do not let new commercial development place unacceptable
impacts such as traffic, noise, lighting, and building bulk
upon existing residential neighborhoods

May 11,1008 Page 13 0/15
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IRobinwood Neighborhood Plan Ordinance No. I5fi7-Exhibit "A" I
3.6 Maintain and enhance affordable Investigate options for providing incentives to construct new Long-range

housing opportunities as part of a affordable housing in mixed use areas of the Robinwood
diverse Robinwood neighborhood. Main Street Area.

Adopt Community Development Code standards that allow Short-range
larger accessory dwelling units in accessory structures than is
currently allowed citywide for the Robinwood neighborhood
provided that the accessory structures provide separation from
and privacy for neighboring single-family homes

3.7 Use pedestrian shortcuts to connect Place pedestrian pathways along existing but unimproved Medium-range
existing streets. public street right ofways

Acquire right of way and construct pedestrian pathways from
willing property owners between streets where such a path
would provide a significant pedestrian shortcut

3.8 Ensure that commercial development Enforce noise standards designed to shield residential Short-range
along Willamette Drive does not neighborhoods from Willamette Drive area noise impacts.
negatively impact nearby single- Provide physical buffering between single family
family residential neighborhoods. neighborhoods and mixed use and commercial areas along the

Robinwood Main Street.
3.9 Ensure that the Lake Oswego Water Require th.e Lake Oswego Treatmenl Facility (0 provide Long-range

Treatment Facility on Kenthorpe appropriate landscape screening and co lcxt-sensitive
Drive remairul compatible with the architecture as part of any facili!)' expansion plan.
surrounding residential areas and Take advantage of lh~ need to replace Lake Oswego water
provides benefits to Robinwood's pipelines along R.obinwood street· 10 provide street
residents as well as those of Lake improvements and needed pedestrian routes.
Oswego. Ensure thal con'struction activities associated with ;my facility

expansion and ongoing service and maintenance ac ivities
minimize impacts upon neighbQring residential slrcets and
homes.
Mitigate negative impacts of treatment facility expansion on
the surrounding neighborhood with positive contributions to
transportation oonnectivity between Kenthorpe and Mapleton
Drives.

3.10 Make better use of the existing Consider use of the Robinwood Fire Station site for a new Long-range
Robinwood Fire Station Site for city police station.
neighborhood purposes. Consider use of the Robinwood Fire Station site as a

neighborhood community center.
Provide proper building and landscape maintenance of the flIe Short-range
station property.

4.1 Preserve natural riparian corridors Implement Metro's standards for protection of stream Short-range
through Robinwood and enhance corridors and adjacent upland habitat.
their value as wildlife habitat. Require natural area setbacks along the Willamette River

frontage.

4.2 Preserve hillside areas above Require preservation of steep slope areas above Willamette Long-range
Willamette Drive as a forested scenic Drive
backdrop.

4.3 Properly maintain publicly owned Provide adequate city funding for maintenance of publicly Short range
natural areas owned natural areas.

5.1 Increase access to Robinwood Park Ext~ndLazy River Drive to provide access to Robinwood Medium-range
and place appropriate recreational Park
facilities within it for City residents. Provide appropriate active recreational and community Short range

facilities within Robinwood Park
5.2 Provide better access from Provide pedestrian walkways to Mary S. Young Park from Medium-range

Robinwood to Mary S. Young Park Willamette Drive and Mapleton Drive.
and its amenities.

6.1 Encourage cooperation between Coordinate between the Robinwood neighborhood and other Short-range
Robinwood and other city city neighborhoods, on areas of common interest that affect
neighborhood associations. the Robinwood neighborhood.
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